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ABSTRACT

This is a report on the practicum which entailed the development, implementation,

delivery and evaluation of impact of the program, "Working Together For Healthy

Relationships." This program addressed the problem of violence against women through a

delivery model which consisted of three components: (1) Teacher/school personnel

inservice; (2) parent information workshop; and (3) in-class presentations to all male and

female Grade 10 students. In addition, resource packages were developed and distributed

to all students, school personnel and parents who received the program. The resource

package contained relevant reading material, a list of resources and services available within

the community, and information regarding how to respond if an abusive relationship is

identified. An evaluation of the impact of the program was built into the delivery of the

program.

This prevention/education program was driven by a feminist perspective, in order

that violence against women be viewed within the social and political framework that

allows for its continued existence. The focus of the program was to enhance knowledge

and understanding of violence against women and to begin to eliminate tolerance for

abusive behaviour. It intended to enable participants to define and identify the many forms

of violence and abuse in relationships and sought to identify and teach non-violent options

for conflict resolution. Other areas of focus were the effects on children who witness

violence in their homes, the portrayal of gender and violence in the media and how to

access help once an abusive relationship has been identified.

It was felt that the program, "'Working Together For Healthy Relationships", was

successful in facilitating an increase in participants'knowledge, attitudes and behavioural

intentions with respect to the issue of violence against women.
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INTRODUCTION

The impetus for this practicum began with my desire to work in a proactive,

preventative manner to end violence against women. I am gravely concerned about

violence in our society and I am committed to its prevention.

I came to the Faculty of Social Work with a background in working with women

and children in numerous different settings, in a variety of Canadian cities. The

overwhelming majority of these women and children had experienced many forms of abuse

in their lives. I began to realize that this type of work was worthwhile, meaningful and

much needed, however my dreams expanded to work towards the elimination of violence

against women and children in our society. My interests began to shift towards primary

prevention programming, the prevention of violence before it occurs.

It is often noted that the prevention of violence needs to begin with children. Many

reports including the Pedlar Commission (1991) and the Canadian Panel on Violence

Against Women-Final Report and Action Plan (1993), clearly recommend that mandatory

domestic violence education programs be integrated into the school curriculum for children

of all ages, however, no formal policy directing this type of action has been created, to date

in Manitoba. After many interviews (Beiner, 1994, Lucas, 1993), a review of pertinent

literature and an examination of the government publication, Hansard (March 1992),I came

to realize that the often touted provincial policy on zero tolerance of violence against women

was in fact non-existent. The government had a philosophy and thinking around zero

tolerance but in fact nowhere is it documented that the province has a policy on zero

tolerance of violence against women. The policy which does exist is the Winnipeg Police

Department's charging policy in the area of domestic violence, touted as one of the toughest

in Canada. At the time of its development this policy was a forerunner in its field and is

now a model for other cities in North America.



The focus of this practicum is a method of intervention which attempts to bring

about change on a larger societal level, by addressing the issue of violence against women

from a prevention stand point, in order to create awareness regarding the seriousness and

frequency of this social problem and work towa¡ds it elimination. Through education, this

intervention attempts to enhance the coping and problem-solving skills of adolescents as

well as linking them with systems that provide resources and services. The strong

presence of feminist principles incorporated into the development and delivery of this

prevention/education program enables one to view this as a form of feminist social work.

This program also explores the possibilities of working collaboratively, in an integrated

fashion with other systems to consider society's role in ending violence against women.

My initial thinking was that if indeed programming to address the prevalence of

violence was to be implemented in schools, it was necessary to investigate what was

presently being done and identify gaps which existed.

It soon became evident that some work in the area of violence prevention was being

done in elementary and middle schools in Manitoba. Programs such as Second Step:

Violence Prevention Curriculum; K-8(1990) and other individual presentations were being

requested by specific teachers, on an ad hoc basis. Other schools, such as the Technical

Vocational High School, have integrated a great deal of valuable curriculum materials on

violence against women into their women's studies courses, however by and large this is

mainly offered to female students. What is lacking is comprehensive on-going

programming on violence against women for both male and female high school students.

I then began to focus on directing my efforts towards high school students. If no

policy existed,I came to realize that a different plan would have to be developed in order to

integrate an educational component around violence against women. With the absence of

-2-



policy, mandated programming would not be a reality, therefore individual administrators,

who view violence against women as a signif,rcant problem needed to be identifîed and

approached.

It then came to my attention that there was a Manitoba Education and Training

Curriculum Support Series which included the issue of violence against women. It is a

skeleton curriculum which in fact had never been utilized. I speculated and then it was

confirmed to me by the Guidance and Counselling Curriculum Services Branch that

implementation had not occurred due to varied circumstances. In fact, most people within

the educational system were unaware of the existence of these materials. In addition, the

materials, which dealt with an extremely sensitive issue, required that those using it must

feel comfortable and knowledgeable in the area and in reality intensive work still needed to

be completed in order to use the materials, in an effective manner. It was also questionable

as to whether or not the often cited crowded curriculum, could afford valuable classroom

time to be allotted to the exploration of this issue. Flowing from this discovery came the

purpose of this practicum, to develop, implement and deliver a prevention/education

program to high school students on violence against women.

A review of the curriculum and interviews with school administrators and teachers

(Colmat, 1994), indicated that the most likely place for programming of this kind to be

integrated, is the Skills for Independent Living Curriculum, which was recently mandated

for all Grade 10 students in Manitoba. After a more in-depth examination of the

curriculum, it became evident that the module entitled Self-Management would lend itself

most clearly to this type of programming. This module addresses issues such as: (l)
understanding human needs; (2) self concept; (3) communication;.(4) recognizing and

accepting emotions; (5) countering racism, prejudice and stereotyping; (6) stress; and

-J-



(7) conflict management. All of these units would be incorporated while focusing on rhe

issue of violence against women.

The place for curriculum integration had now been clearly identified, and the task of

securing a setting for the program was to follow.

I began to approach school administrators and discovered a limited number of high

schools which were very enthusiastic with regard to the idea of a program addressing the

issue of violence against women. In order to incorporate programming of this nature it is

necessary to have the full support and understanding of the administration. Upon

identifying one school in particular, numerous meetings ensued with administrators, school

counsellors, guidance counsellors and Skills for Independent Living course teachers. It

was then determined, after permission was granted, from one local division's school board

and superintendent that the program would be offered in a high school, to all Grade 10

students (approximately 330 students), their parents and all school personnel .

This particular population of Grade 10 students can be described as "typical" in

terms of youth residing in a middle class suburban community. The issues which the

students were dealing with were prevalent to adolescents in general, including pregnancy,

teenage parenting and truancy.

The following report describes the program "Working Together For Healthy

Relationships". Chapter One is an overview of the literature which pertains to violence

against women. This chapter delineates the historical roots, scope and consequences of the

insidious problem of violence against women. Chapter Two describes the practicum which

entails thedevelopment, implementation, and delivery of the program, "Working Together

For Healthy Relationships". An evaluation of the practicum and the impact of the program

is detailed in Chapter Three. In addition, the goals of the program as well as my own
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personal objectives are explored in terms of analysis of strengths and weaknesses. Chapter

Four concludes the report with recommendations for future programming and my own self-

reflection.

M)¡ Personal Learning Objectives:

I believe that through this practicum, I have been able to achieve my personal learning

objectives which were:

(1) To increase my knowledge, skills and experience in program development,

implementation, delivery and evaluation.

(2) To determine the process by which programs of this sensitive nature can be

integrated into school curriculum.

(3) To discover whether or not programming of this type is seen as beneficial and

worthwhile.
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CHAPTER ONE

A LITERATURE REVIEW

''TIæ DEATTI O¡.O¡IE WouaN Is A Tnnc¡ny.
TTts DEATH Or.O¡re HI.INDRED Bpcours A STATISTIC.''

LindaMaclæod

L.1 Overview

The past decade has witnessed a growing awareness of violent behaviour in our

society. Research studies and surveys across North America have indicated that the

majority of this violence, 95Vo of reported incidents, involve women and children as

victims (Jaffe, Hurley & Wolfe 1990). The threat of violence in the lives of women and

children is a reality. The phenomenon of violence against women transcends economic,

social, cultural, racial, religious, age and sexual orientation boundaries. It affects married

and unmarried women as well as lesbian women. It is clear that it threatens adolescent

women, elderly women and disabled women.

In 1989, we experienced with horror the Montreal massacre which involved the

murder of 14 women at Montreal's Ecole Polytechnique. Here in Winnipeg, in the winter

of 1993, we had the shooting death of Teni-Lynn Babb at a downtown Winnipeg bus stop

and the following May, 1994, the stabbing death of Kelly Stewner by her estranged

husband. In Manitoba, 14 women were murdered by their partners or ex-partners in 1994.

These, and many other acts of violence against women, including the killing of Nicole

Brown Simpson, in June of 1994, signify that violence against \ryomen and children must

be acknowledged as a serious problem in our society.
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Violence is one of the most crucial issues affecting our society. It is pervasive and

systemic in our society. Our culture appears to condone the use of force and violence as an

acceptable means of acquiring or maintaining power and control over women and children.

Violence in relationships does not occur within a vacuum but instead reflects the broader

social reality of violence in the lives of women. The violence against women endemic in

our society is both a symptom and a result of entrenched male structures. It is based in the

political, economic and social inequality experienced by women (Canadian Advisory

Council on the Status of Women, 1991). Macleod (1989) indicates, "there is widespread

consensus that to eliminate violence against women in the home, values and social

structures which promote and condone violence, as well as values and social structures

which emphasize the power of men over women and children must be identified and

changed". (p.15)

The "training", in terms of socialization of males to be violent, abusive and in

control maintains the system and perpetuates the existing inequalities. Although women

have the capacity to be violent they are not "trained" to be and their violence is neither

supported nor encouraged by societal norrns and institutions. Male violence is by and large

more dangerous and, as indicated by research, occurs significantly more frequently. The

fact remains that women are less likely to be abusive and more likely to be abused.

"Two major cultural norms support violence against women. The first is the

unequal distribution of power between the sexes, which is associated with traditional sex

roles. The second norm condones the use of physical force to resolve disputes." (Straus

1988 p.153).

The Violence Against ÏVomen Survey (1993) undertaken by Statistics Canada

indicated that 5l%o of women have experienced physical or sexual violence at least once in
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thei¡ adult lives. In Canada, I n 4 women is assaulæd by an intimate partner or date. Over

1 million Canadian women are beaten each year by their husbands or boyfriends. I-eaf

Lines (1990) indicates that 62Vo of all women murdered in Canada a¡e victims of domestic

violence. In Canada, in a given year,2 or 3 women are murdered each week by their

partner or ex-partner. Over the course of one year, approximately 150 women are killed by

partners or ex-partners (Statistics Canada 1993). In Manitoba alone, 1994 brought the

deaths of 14 women who were killed by their partners or ex-partners. Children witness

over 4OVo of wife assaults. More than lÙVo of young high school women are treated

violently in their relationships. (Violence Against Women Survey, 1993) Studies indicate

(Ontario Native'Women's Association, 1989) 8 out of 10 aboriginal women and 4 out of

10 aboriginal children have been assaulted. The batterer is identified as the husband in

84Vo of the cases (Ontario Native Women's Association, 1988). The literature reveals that

in the instances of violence against women, in most cases, the victim and perpetrator are

not only known to each other, but may well have a relationship of some dimension. It is

estimated that between 4OVo and 60Vo of assaultive men witnessed violence by their father

or were beaten as children. (Dutton 1982; Statistics Canada L993)

1.2 Historical Perspective

Historically, wives were often considered to be their husbands' property. Men

were considered to be the head of the household and their authority in the family was

unquestioned.

Historical laws governing the rights of men and women were based in English

Common Law. The "Rule of Thumb" guideline permitted husbands as head of the

household to "discipline" their wives with sticks no broader than their thumbs, thus the

"Rule of Thumb". This gives us a legal and historical insight as to why the tolerance of
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violence against women. While laws and religious beliefs have changed, often old attitudes

and myths remain.

1.3 Adolescents And Dating Violence

The original term, date rape, has been broadened to dating violence, which includes

sexual, physical or emotional abuse of one partner by another in a dating relationship where

the couple is not living together.

Violence in teenage dating relationships has many similarities to violence in adult

relationships. Many types of abusive behaviours are present; intimidation, isolation,

emotional abuse, economic abuse, sexual abuse, th¡eats and physical abuse. However, the

manner in which the abuse is experienced may appear to be somewhat different, from

abuse experienced in adult relationships. For example, jealousy and possessiveness may

be exhibited by expecting her to be home whenever he calls, and getting angry if she's not,

questioning her love, faithfulness and commitment to the relationship. Blackmail may

involve threats to destroy her reputation at school by telling others she's been sexual

regardless of whether or not this is in fact true. Sexual coercion has been documented as

rampant amongst the teenage population (Jaffe and Reitzel, 1990). Other forms of abuse

are threats to withdraw from the relationship or to commit suicide if she leaves.

Some of the aspects which are unique to violence within high school dating

relationships are that the victim is often unable to avoid the abuser because they attend the

same school. This fact may well increase her fear, sense of entrapment or ability to

continue attending classes.
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Many teens resist seeking help from their parents and other adults, particularly

those which represent authority such as the police. They typically struggle to solve their

problems themselves or with their peers.

Schools may well be one of the last places society has an opportunity to transmit

information regarding healthy relationships.

Snowman and Biehler (1986) suggest that for high school students who are

developmentally in the stage of adolescence, this seems to be an opportune time to

introduce and impart information regarding appropriate behaviour for healthy relationships,

issues pertaining to abuse, and, as well, gender stereotyping. These issues impact

significantly on one's identity, self-esteem and self concept and it is the search for a sense

of identity which is central to adolescence.

Mercer (1987) concludes, "adolescents know a good deal about intimate

relationships before they actually begin to date. They have learned a lot by observing

women and men in relationships within their own family and friendships circle. They

have learned a lot about societal attitudes towards women and men through film, literature,

advertising, humor, lyrics, popular magazines, pornography and the media. The values,

attitudes and behaviours they have learned through this broad exposure are brought to their

own intimate relationships for experimentation." (p.23)

Violence during dating relationships often seems to precede violence in marriage.

Dobash and Dobash (1979) argue that when adolescents begin to date they are

experimenting and practicing with adult gender roles which have been proscribed by the

patriarchal ideology of our present society. Adolescents are forming patterns of

relationships in their own lives which will shape their familial social behaviour as adults.
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Jaffe, Reitzel, Sudermann and Killop (1990) conducted research indicating that

627o of secondary school students knew someone who has been a victim of abuse, and

54Vo of students knew someone who was abused in a dating relationship. At least one in

nine high school students reports involvement in an abusive dating relationship. This

abusive behaviour often begins in early adolescence, when young people extend their

desire for emotional and physical contact beyond the family environment and into peer

groups. For girls, having a boyfriend is often a symbol of status, upon which her identity

and worth is established. For a teenage boy, having a girlfriend may enable him to

experiment with asserting power and control over another individual. The importance of

having a boyfriend intertwined with the learned male aggressive behaviour may lead to an

abusive relationship. There is a clear indication that male children who witness pafiner

abuse in the home, are ten times more likely than men from nonviolent homes, to use

violence in their relationships with women (The Crown Prince, Study Guide 1989; Straus,

Gelles, and Steinmetz 1980).

One study of sexual assault among adolescents found that nearly all the female teen

victims knew their attackers (Ageton, 1983). The Ageton study found thatTSVo did not tell

their parents about the incident, although TIVo confided in one or more of their own teenage

friends. These fïndings identify and reinforce the importance of imparting information

within a prevention/education pro$am on how a young woman/man can help a friend if an

abusive relationship is identified.

For adolescents, in particular, it is often difficult to separate normal dating habits

from abusive treatment. Many young women don't know the meaning of dating violence.

They are not aware of the fact that'they have rights; the young women often believe they

did something wrong. Young men report experiencing confusion in dating relationships

regarding presenting the "new age" sensitive image or the "macho" image. Young women
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and young men are consistently receiving conflicting and confusing messages from society

about appropriate behaviour in intimate relationships. Adolescence, the developmental

stage between childhood and adulthood, brings an unprecedented emotionally charged

stage, in which many lack self confidence and one in which young women are vulnerable

and unprepared to deal with the violence they may experience. In addition to feeling ill

equipped, experiencing violence by someone they know, can further erode self-esteem,

causing detrimental uncertainty and confusion. The isolation which results from abuse

compounds a young woman's difficulty in comparing her experiences with others, in terms

of determining whether or not the relationship is abusive.

"1.4 The Effects On Children Who Witness Violence In Their Homes

If adolescents have witnessed or experienced violence in their homes, they are

likely to perpetuate this cycle of violence and repeat what they have experienced. If the

family either implicitly or explicitly condoned violence, as a proper mode of response to

anger, stress and frustration and thus as an acceptable means of relating in a relationship,

then it may well be a case of knowing no other way of maintaining a relationship. The

female may learn the role of victim and the male the role of perpetrator. A social learning

theory approach (Bandura, 1973) would suggest that the behaviour that is most frequently

and most consistently reinforced will be the one which is most often imitated. The

importance and necessity of teaching boys and girls, respectful, responsible and

appropriate behaviour and effective ways of creating and maintaining healthy relationships

becomes evident (Kincaid, 1985).

In addition to the likelihood of repeating in their own relationships, the violence

they have witnessed, living with violence negatively affects social and psychological

development. Research has documented a variety of detrimental effects on children who
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observe violence in their homes. The range of emotions and behavioural reactions vary

from one end of the spectrum to the other. Some turn to aggression or stealing, others try

to be "perfect". Some adolescents demonstrate severe psychological and emotional distess

which may result in school absences, dropping out, suicide attempts, or the use of drugs

and/or alcohol to try and avoid the situation or dull the pain. Adolescents may increase

their responsibility in the family to try and protect mother and younger siblings and then

often experience guilt, powerlessness and a sense of failure when they are unable to protect

other family members. Many feel responsible for the violence and need to receive a clear

message that the violence is in no way a reflection of them or their behaviour, that it is

solely the responsibility of the offending adult. These false perceptions often affect self-

esteem and lead to self blame. An inconsistent and violent family life may impair the

child's competency with respect to school work, involvement in extra curricular activities

and ability to socialize effectively within their peer group. The lack of control over one's

environment and constant fear of future eruptions of violence in the home interferes with

the student's ability to concentrate and set goals. These children are often living in chaotic

and dysfunctional families.

Pagelow (in Kincaid, 1985) suggests, "It is not inevitable that all boys learn from

childhood onwa¡d to be aggressive and all girls learn to be victims. But strict adherence to

dichotomized (traditional) sex roles, taught within the home and reinforced by the social

structure, seems to provide the most potential for violence in intimate relationships." (p. Se)

For boys, the best predictor of who will grow up to be violent are those who have

witnessed the abuse of their mother by their father. According to the Violence Against

Women Survey (1993) women currently in violent relationships were twice as likely as

women in non-violent relationships to have witnessed their own fathers assaulting their

mothers.
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If the cycle of violence is not broken, then the cycle of sexism may well evolve, and

this in turn leads future generations back into the cycle of violence. The rationalization for

both males and females begins to occur and attitudes such as "she deserves it", "it's her

fault", "the man's the boss", begin to be accepted. Identification begins along specific

gender lines, legitimizing abusive behaviour. Then these roles become incorporated into

future relationships.

Information imparted to young women and young men needs to question the

acceptance of these values and allow for the rejection of them. The acquisition of

knowledge pertaining to the culture of violence enables other choices to be imparted and

then chosen.

1.5 Gender Portrayal And Violence In The Media

Gender issues that deal with how men and women are socialized are central to the

issue of violence against women. Violence as an acceptable means of conflict resolution

becomes a reality when it is reflected in numerous and varying mediums. The media has an

extremely powerful influence on the lives of young people.

In addition, exposure to violence in the media is also seen to contribute to the

acceptance of violence in relationships. The media portray many scenarios which present

women as the victims of violence. Straus (1980) found that "television contributes to

attitudes which favour the use of violence to control and punish people. It emphasizes a

macho image for males - encouraging the expression of masculinity through violent

behaviour." (p. 239) The entire range of behaviours and attributes associated with males

and females encompasses a value-laden expression of roles. Females are associated with

home, family, romantic interests and less with the role of expert, authority or in exercising

decision making. Thei¡ value is clearly being placed in close connection with males, beauty
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and body image. Males are generally associated with paid work, prestige, power, vehicles

and violence. Maleness is portrayed in connection with power and identity.

Women are routinely sexually objectified, either symbolically or explicitly and

victimized in popular culture. This is often reflected in music videos, lyrics, print and

television. "Signorelli (1990 in Health 1993) showed that women are disproportionately

portrayed as victims, that violence against women is often sexual in nature, and that

retribution for the aggressor is often absent." (p. 35)

Gender stereotyping and the effects of the portrayal of violence against women

influence the viewers in terms of perpetuating many of the myths surrounding violence

against women. Scenes may depict women enjoying the "rape" scene. Images of this

nature increase the likelihood of the normalization and desensitization towards violence

against women. Gender issues that deal with how men and women are socialized are

central to the tragic consequences of violence against women.

The CRTC(1991) review of violence research concludes, "Although television

violence is not solely responsible for aggressive tendencies and antisocial behaviour.....it is

among the risk factors involved. In fact, most studies agree that there is a positive, though

weak relation between exposure to violence and aggressive behaviour." (Health Canada

p.3t)

Educators observe that students have a growing interest and are actively

participating in a wide range of electronic media, including music videos, computer games,

store-bought videos, movies and pay TV. Many of these depict a range of violent

behaviours and particularly violence .against women.
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The Sega Toy's "Night Trap" game, depicts scantily clad young women being

attacked by hooded men who use drills to drain women's blood. This game was a

videograph, which enabled the user to interact and intervene with the players, not just stand

apart and outside of the game. Public outcry forced the manufacturers to withdraw this

particular game from the shelves, however other games in which children can be physically

part of the violence on the screen are available and accessible in enormous numbers.

Violence against women permeates many aspects of society; legal, religious and

social institutions are part of our culture which tolerate the multi-million dollar pornography

"industry", the pervasiveness of sexual harassment, the epidemic proportion of sexual

assault and partner abuse and the victimization of children by either witnessing or directly

experiencing violence.

'l.,.6 Definition

Woman abuse and violence against women, terms commonly used, include

physical, sexual, emotional and psychological abuse and exploitation against women in

intimate relationships. Research suggests that many forms of violence exist, spiritual,

emotional, physical, sexual and/or financial. Any forms of violence may occur in isolation

or may well occur in combination with one another. The following definition of violence in

relationships is provided by A.S.A.P. - A School-Based Anti-Violence Program, London

Family Court Clinic Inc. (199a)

"Violence includes physical, sexual and psychological abuse. 95Vo of

domestic assaults reported to police are perpetrated by men against their

female partners.
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Being a victim of violence can include one or more of the following:

. Physical Abuse can include slapping, kicking, hitting, pushing, shoving,

the use of a weapon, and other forms of physical assault.

. Sexual Abuse is unwanted, forced sexual activity.

. PsychologicalÆmotional Abuse includes undermining a person's self-

esteem, self confidence or sense of well-being using some or all of the

following means:

Verbal Abuse: Put downs, name calling, abusive language.

Threats'. Abusers may threaten to take the children from their spouse, to

harm the victim or children, and/or commit suicide. Extreme fear and

anxiety in the victim can result.

Intimidation; Abusers may frighten victims by actions, gestures, use of

loud voice anüor destroying property.

Extreme Controlling Behaviour: Those who abuse their wife or partner are

often extremely controlling of their partner's activities. They permit few

contacts outside the home, and allow little or no freedom of choice or

action.

Economic Domination: To ensure economic dependence abusers may

assume complete control of family finances and/or may discourage the

victim from working outside the home.
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Isolation: To render the victim even more vulnerable, many abusers isolate

their partner from friends, extended family and community contacts.

Undermining Parental Role:

relationship with their children

(p'30)

1.7 Prevention Programming

Abusers often sabotage their partner's

and usurp their authority to discipline."

Prevention programs are necessary to refute attitudes and behaviours which

condone violence against women.

Young men should not be victimized by being forced into a dominant and

oppressive role, and young women should not be victimized by being treated as property,

of less value, or as objects of male dominance, control and violence.

Issues such as sexual harassment, sexual assault and stalking have recently been

identified as serious problems facing school administrators. Students have identified

conflict resolution and violence prevention programming as important information worthy

of being taught and imparted through the school system (Jaffe & Reitzel, 1990).

Awareness and education are crucial if society is to eradicate violence against

women. Warshaw (1988) states that it is important to understand that violence is socially,

not biologically, programmed. It is, therefore, incumbent upon society to re-educate by

way of teaching new models which will guide relationships in order that they are violence-

free. When students come from homes in which violence is the norm for dealing with

anger, schools must teach other methods for dealing with anger. The school can begin to

encourage alternative attitudes and values which refute the acceptance of the use of violence

to obtain power and control and to deal with stress and/or anger. Students need the
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opportunity to learn and practice skills such as handling conflict, in the same way as they

need practice learning physics, geometry, poetry writing and soccer skills.

Programs aimed at the prevention of violence against women represent a relatively

new dimension. However, an examination of the literature on prevention programming,

emphasizes the necessity for critical examination of the underlying philosophy and content

of these programs. There are a number of innovative approaches in terms of prevention

now being utilized to educate youth about violence against women. Programs must ensure

they do not perpetuate sexist stereotypes, inadvertently blame the victim or advocate victim

control. It is advantageous to consult with feminist organizations due to their immense

knowledge base in the area of violence against women and the dynamics of abuse.

The changing role of the school in the prevention of violence against women needs

to be viewed in the context of changing roles and functions within communities and

society. A successful and comprehensive approach to ending violence against women

demands that we address social and educational norms in our society, acknowledging that

education must move beyond the realm of pure academia and collaborate with others, in a

community effort to end this serious social problem. The Standing Committee on Health

and Welfare (1991) suggests,

"The school is one of the main socializers of children in our society...

educators are well positioned to increase students'knowledge, awareness

and comfort level with such subjects as violence, sexuality, relationships,

and gender inequality. Appropriate classroom discussion can break the

silence and dispel the myth that violence in the family or in other intimate

relationships is a private matter, and thereby give students permission to talk

about the abuse." (p.18)
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The focus of short-term education is the dissemination of information and

increasing the knowledge base about violence against women, stressing the fundamental

principle that violence is unacceptable. The long-term educational goal must incorporate

institutional and societal changes directed at the root causes of violence against women.

This would involve a recognition of feminist analysis of society, that in the nature of a

patriarchal society, the lesser value accorded to women is directly connected to violence

against women and an outgrowth of religious, cultural and legal institutions in our society.

A lack of information contributes to vulnerability. An important key to eliminating violence

against women relies on societal change, the perception of the role and status of women.

Change can begin through the educational system, by developing, implementing

and delivering proactive programs which address the issue of violence against women.

Education and prevention become increasingly pertinent as the enormity of the problem

emerges.

1.8 Framework (Current Models and Approaches)

The many progr¿rms reviewed differed in a number of aspects, these included: target

group, age of child, kinds of materials, focus of materials, number of sessions, parental

involvement, teacher involvement, student evaluation and teacher evaluation.

One such program, Lewis (1987) is most appropriate for an all female group as it

focuses on the experiences and needs of young women. "Thumbs Down - A Classroom

Response to Violence Towards 'Women" (1990), sets out one time lesson plans for a

multitude of age levels. The Manitoba Education & Training (1991) package contains

student worksheets to be used by Grades 9 - Izand includes limited background material

for teachers. Gamache (1988) initiated a program designed to train teachers to incorporate

violence prevention information into their regular curriculum. Education V/ife Assault
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(1993) developed a teaching guide including a resource package for students. However,

evaluation of the program was not included as part of the delivery of these programs.

The Feeling Yes, Feeling No: A Child Sexual Abuse Prevention Program originally

incorporated live theatre, parent information evenings and teacher in-servicing, however, in

its present form, it is only available as an audio-video resource.

The A.S.A.P. - A School-Based Anti-Violence Program (1994) offers in-depth

materials for elementary, middle and high school male and female students. It advocates

parent and teacher involvement as well as additional initiatives to take place throughout the

school year, aimed at addressing the issue of violence against women. Both the "Feeling

Yes, Feeling No" program and the "A.S.A.P. - A School-Based Anti-Violence Program"

incorporate an evaluation component into program delivery.

Additional programs exist which use peer counselling, theatre, photo-novella (story

teiling through a series of photographs, accompanied by narration in photo captions),

comic books, puppets, audio and videotapes and public education workshops. (Manitoba

Women's Directorate 1992)

The method of delivery chosen for this program is the public education workshop

format. This approach provides the opportunity to raise public awareness and increase

sensitivity and concern regarding violence against women, as well as impart valuable

information on available community resources and services. Therefore, for the purposes of

this project, concentration will be directed at addressing methods and frameworks utilized

for public education workshops.

An examination of prevention program evaluations, indicate that effective program

delivery is dependent both on program components as well as implementation strategy. It
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has been determined that prevention strategies are best begun in childhood, when young

people are just beginning male/female relationships. The first step to addressing the

problem is creating awareness of and sensitivity to the issues. Research conducted by Jaffe

& Reitzel (1990), indicated that students felt and expressed a perceived need for more

education and public awareness in the area of domestic violence. Schools were viewed to

be the logical vehicle for dissemination of materials and provision of knowledge.

It is important that prevention materials gear the conceptual ideas appropriately to

the age level of the target population. Awareness and exposure to the issue of violence

against women may alter perceptions and vary understanding depending on age.

Individualized programming is necessary to a certain extent in order to reach the target

group. If material presented is beyond the grasp of the students, meaning will be lost,

confused or distorted. If the material does not accurately reflect the reality of the

participants it may well lose its credibility.

Evaluation of programs is scarce, however preliminary recommendations from

Ferguson & Mendelson-Ages (1988) suggest an effective model includes, teacher training

and parent workshops prior to delivery of programs in the classroom to the students. This

model has proven to be effective in the area of elementary age programming - specifically,

"The Feeling YesÆeeling No: A Child Sexual Abuse Prevention Program" (Winnipeg

School Division No.l, 1985). Recently, The London Family Court Clinic Inc.

successfully delivered the A.S.A.P.-A School-Based Anti-Violence Program incorporating

a similar model for high school students addressing the issue of violence against women.

This integrated approach supports and encourages teacher, parent and student involvement.

Attitude change takes time. It needs to be addressed at all levels; in the family unit,

in the community and in schools.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE PRACTICUM

This chapter describes the intervention program, "Working Together For Healthy

Relationships", from its inception to its conclusion. A tremendous amount of time and

energy was expended at the pre-program planning and implementation stages. The nature

and philosophy of the program necessitated numerous meetings at all levels of the school

system in order to create a receptive and trusting atmosphere in which to deliver the

program. A collaborative and comprehensive approach was needed to facilitate

incorporating the program into existing curriculum and accessing valuable classroom

teaching hours.

2.1 Purpose

"It is precisely because many men have a strong potential for violence that

we must do everything possible to discourage it and encourage the

development of empathy and other qualities which are inversely related to

violent behaviour. Violence can be very significantly reduced. It is never

claimed that it can be abolished."

(Miedzian p. xxvi)

The general purpose of this practicum was to develop, implement, deliver and

evaluate the impact of a violence against women prevention/education program, for

Grade 10 students.

The goal of the program, to be called, "Working Together for Healthy

Relationships", was to educate and create an awareness to eliminate and prevent violence

against women, by educating high school students, their parents and teachers about the

cause, scope and consequences of violence against women. The program aimed to teach
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skills such as effective communication, functional conflict management skills, and critical

analysis of issues such as stereotyping and power imbalances. The nature and content of

the program was grounded in a feminist perspective, in order that violence against women

be viewed within the social and political framework which allows for its existence. It

encouraged values which promote non-violence.

"Attitudes and values underlie the ways in which people view and relate both to

themselves and to the world around them. How people perceive violence, interpret the

factors that contribute to it and relate to both the abused and the abuser, are affected by their

underlying belief system. People are not born with values. Values are developed as a

result of life experiences. Attitudes and values are not static. They change over time."

(Health Canada p.7). Recognizing this to be true, the program addressed the need for

increasing awareness and knowledge in an attempt to change anitudes surrounding violence

against women and stressed values which incorporate non-violent choices and encourage

equality of women and men in relationships.

2.2 Objectives

For students:

(1) to increase skills in identifying abusive relationships.

to demonstrate knowledge of the societal values, beliefs, attitudes and history that

support violence against women.

to develop conflict management skills.

to accept responsibility for their own behaviour.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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(s)

(6)

to teach skills that reduce the likelihood of students being abused or abusing

partners.

to identify and increase knowledge of community resources.

For teachers and parents:

(1) to increase awareness and enhance knowledge, regarding violence against women.

to reduce apprehension regarding pro$am content.

to increase and open avenues of discussion around the issues of violence against

women.

to help reinforce concepts taught to students.

to identify and increase knowledge of community resources.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

2.3 Pre-Program Planning Process

Planning for the practicum began with the initial idea of creating a program for high

school students addressing the issue of violence against women. In April t994,I attended

a conference sponsored by Winnipeg School Division No.l, outlining the A.S.A.P.

Program - A School-Based Anti-Violence Program developed by the London Family Court

Clinic Inc. I obtained the manual and following discussions with Kim Clare (advisor), I

decided this would be the manual from which I could draw valuable information. I then

began to gather many other manuals and information on other programs which were

offered throughout North America. At this point in time I did not know which school

would be interested in allowing me to pilot this project, nor how many actual teaching

hours I would be permitted with the students. I began to peruse the material with the intent
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of analyzing the number of hours I would require to present the material adequately, thus

being prepared for the meetings with the schools.

The practicum committee was selected in April, 1994. The committee included

Professor Kim Clare (advisor-Director, School of Social Work V/innipeg Education

Centre) Professor Joe Kuypers (University of Manitoba Faculty of Social Work) and

Professor Wendy Josephson (University of Winnipeg Psychology Department).

During the summer of 1994,I met with four female Winnipeg-based Grade 10

students as well as one female Grade 10 student and one male Grade 11 student from

Vancouver. The main purpose of these meetings was to pre-test the evaluation instruments

and to discuss with these young people the program content and purpose, in order to grasp

their perceptions of the problem and what, from their perspectives would be worthwhile

including in a program of this nature. It quickly became evident that they felt a program

like the one I was suggesting was much needed and wished they could have the

opportunity to avail themselves of this type of programming at school. The other concern

expressed, was that they have information to help each other, in that it would be their peers

they would most likely turn to, in the event that they had a problem. In addition, they

suggested that I make it known to the students that I would be available for them to turn to

while I was presenting the program in their school.

In each group, stories were told of abusive situations that either they themselves, a

sister or friends had experienced. (At this point my concern turned to them, and I informed

them of resources that were available to them and gave them my phone number in the event

they wanted to talk to someone further). This certainly validated for me, that the issue of

violence against women was most certainly a grave concern for young women and a
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program addressing violence and abuse in intimate relationships would in all likelihood be

seen as fulfrlling a need for young women and men and relevant to the reality of their lives.

2.4 Implementation Process

Commitment to the programming on the part of administration was imperative in

order that school staff and teachers see the program as worthwhile and beneficial. Due to

the fact that the implementation of this program required co-operation and additional work

on the part of the teachers, both outside and within the classroom, their participation and

suggestions were needed in order to facilitate a smooth integration into the classroom.

After many meetings, a school setting was secured and the actual number and

content of the modules agreed upon. It was also agreed upon that the program would

involve an inservice for all school personnel and parents of Grade 10 students and that five

program modules would be offered to all Grade 10 students. In addition to program

content, meeting agendas involved the actual naming of the program. My initial

suggestions were thought to be too direct in terms of naming the violence, as "violence

against women" and administration felt it would immediately set the males on the defensive

(which did prove to be the case in terms of the staff inservice). At this point I chose to go

with the name "Working Together for Healthy Relationships". In essence this issue was

not worth going to battle over, because the program content was not to be altered, just the

name. After consultation and discussion with my advisor Kim Clare, I felt I could live

with this adjustment. Meetings began with the child guidance clinic counsellor, school

counsellor, social studies department head, vice-principal, principal, and all the Skills for

Independent Living course teachers. It was then brought to my attention that a program of

this nature would require the permission of the superintendent of the school board. Written

permission was granted and the program was scheduled to be offered in November of
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1994. The actual scheduling of the pre and posttest as well as time tabling the delivery of

modules in a consistent manner required many hours of meetings with the school

counsellor. (Appendix 1)

The inservice for teachers was scheduled from 3:00 p.tvt. to 4:00 P.M. on

November 15, 1994, the parents evening from 7:00 P.M. to 8:00 p.v. on November 15,

1994. lt was decided to offer a second parent evening on November 17, 1994 also from

7:00 p.vt. to 8:00 P.M. in order accommodate any parents who may wish to attend. A

notice was sent out to all parents informing them of the evening and the topic for the

evening. Once again the wording for this notice was carefully scrutinized in order that it

address the issue of violence and abuse within relationships, but not expressed in words

considered to be too feminist in tone. However, through compromise on all our parts a

satisfactory letter was developed and distributed. (Appendix 2)

The program was scheduled to begin Monday, November 2I, 1994 for six of the

eleven Grade 10 classes and end Friday, November 25,1994. The remaining five Grade

l0 classes would receive the program from November 28, 1994 to December 2, \994.

Finally, I contacted local agencies such as Child and Family Services East, The

Family Centre of Winnipeg and Evolve, to inform them of the "Working Together for

Health Relationships" program in order to prepare them for any referrals which may result

from the progr¿rm.

I had ongoing consultations with my practicum advisor and committee members

throughout the development and implementation process, in order to clarify, modify when

needed and obtain ongoing support and feedback. What appeared to be a tightly scheduled

task on paper proved to be an incredible learning experience in reality. I became known

within the school as "the travelling road show".
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2.5 Method of Intervention

The implementation of programs which address sensitive issues must adhere to a

well defined process. Firstly, it is imperative that the materials are presented and approved

at the school division level. Secondly, support and acknowledgment by the individual

school's administration eases and facilitates co-operation and program delivery within the

specific school. Thirdly, it is necessary to obtain commitment from teachers, counsellors,

school personnel, and parents through inservices and parent information evenings. Due to

the sensitive nature of the material, principals, vice-principals, teachers, counsellors and

parents must all be informed and educated in terms of the materials that will be incorporated

into the curriculum. If these steps are not adhered to, the likelihood of implementation will

be extremely limited. If the parties delivering the information are not knowledgeable or

comfortable with the material, the impact will be negligible. If parents are misinformed

about materials, apprehension will arise.

"Working Together for Healthy Relationships" addresses the problem of violence

against women through a delivery model which consists of three components:

(1) Teacher/school personnel inservice; (2) parent information workshop; and (3) in-class

presentations to students (for all male and female Grade 10 students as part of the Self-

Management module in the Skills for Independent Living curriculum). The in-class

presentations to students were delivered to approximatety 330 students. There were eleven

class sections of approximately thirty students per class. Each section received all five

module units. The program ran eleven times over the course of two weeks. In addition ,

resource packages were developed and distributed to all students, teachers and parents who

received the program. An evaluation of the impact of the program was built into the
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delivery of the program, incorporating pre and posttesting and less formal subjective

written evaluations.

The focus of the program was to enhance knowledge and understanding of violence

against women and to begin to eliminate tolerance for abusive behaviour. It intended to

enable participants to define and identify violence against women, in its many forms. In

addition the purpose was to emphasize non-violent and non-abusive ways for maintaining

relationships and dealing with conflict, through introducing the development of conflict

management skills.

The program sought to provide students with the tools they could use to protect

themselves and others from becoming abusive or abused.

In any relationship, equality between two people can exist, however, it is dependent

on the existence of respect, trust, support, non-threatening behaviour and shared

responsibility. If attitudes are to change it is imperative that participants acquire an

understanding of the dynamics of violence against women. Attitudes and stereotypes

which perpetuate violence against women must be identified and addressed.

Teacher/School Personnel Orientation:

The teacher/school personnel inservice took place prior to both the parent evenings

and in-class presentations to students, thus permitting teachers to become comfortable with

materials and increase awareness and knowledge about the subject. It was intended that

any apprehension on the part of the teachers would be addressed during these sessions.

The inservice ineluded an overview and description of the materials which was to

be used with the students. The main focus areas were presented. The process by which

the materials would be introduced and actual learning activities, such as role-plays,
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videotapes, discussion questions, individual and group activities would be examples of the

exercises covered in this presentation. A resource package specifically designed for

teachers was distributed. (Appendix 4) The package contained relevant literature, a

community resource list and bibliography. In addition, school reporting procedures and

methods for handling disclosures effectively and supportively were included.

P arent Info rmation Ev ening :

The parent evening occurred prior to the student presentations in the school, thus

allowing parents an opportunity to become comfortable with the materials and increase

awa-reness and knowledge about the subject. The parent information evening included an

overview and description of the materials which were to be used with the students. The

main focus areas were presented. The process by which materials would be introduced and

the actual learning activities were part of the presentation. A resource package

(Appendix 6) specif,rcally designed for parents was made available. The package contained

relevant literature, a community resource list and bibliography. In addition, methods for

handling a child's disclosure effectively and supportively were included.

Student P re s entations :

The presentations to the students involved five classes in total, presented in

45 minute blocks on five different occasions and completed within two weeks. Many

teaching strategies were employed. The learning activities included: discussion groups,

lectures, worksheets, videotapes and audio tapes. The small groups utilized student

recorders and reporters who presented findings to the rest of the class. The information

was then charted and discussed with the entire class.
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The curriculum intended to develop an awareness of violence against women, the

pervasiveness of the problem and its existence as a serious social problem within our

society. Students were able to briefly delve into an analysis of the causes of the problem,

and then present responses and reflect on recommendations for future solutions.

Intergenerational violence and the cycle of violence were explored through the use of the

videotape, "The Crown Prince" (NFB, 1989). Myths, signs and indicators of violence

against women were addressed. Issues such as historical context of violence against

women, sexism, gender stereotyping, media portrayal of women and violence, conflict

management skills and others were explored. A resource package (Appendix 12)

specif,rcally designed for students was distributed. The package contained age appropriate

relevant literature, a list of community resources and bibliography. In addition,

information was included on how to help a friend when an abusive relationship is

identified.

2.6 Setting/Procedure

Sessions were held for the staff and parents in a large classroom of the high school.

The inservice for staff was scheduled and began at 3:00 p.tr,t. and ran until 4:00 p.tvt. The

presentations to students took place in the students' regular geography classrooms. For the

most part the teachers were present, however, some were more actively involved than

others, this factor will be further described in the section to follow describing program

delivery.

S e s s ion/fuI o dule F o rmat :

The general format of each session consisted of responding to the questions

presented in the question /comments box, the'lesson/presentation', the student activity and

then concluded with a minute or two writing session where the students commented on the
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learning which took place in that particular lesson and/or took the opportunity to address a

particular concern, issue or question to be written and placed in the question/comment box.

2.7 Supervision

My advisor Kim Clare came to the setting and observed the delivery of Module

Two and Module Three. We met after to debrief and for me to receive feedback regarding

the sessions.

Any classroom issues were dealt with either through the specific classroom

teacher, the child guidance counsellor or the school counsellor. I spent a great deal of time

discussing issues pertaining to individual students, class personalities or content of the

modules, with the child guidance counsellor and school counsellors.

I was in constant telephone contact with Kim Clare, Wendy Josephson and the

school's Child Guidance Clinic counsellor who had great insight into the actual

interpersonal relationships and workings within the school. The Child Guidance Clinic

counsellor also attended Module One in order to provide feedback.

2.8 Program Description "Working Together For Healthy Relationships"

2.8.I School Personnel Inservice

The presentation to the entire staff of the high school was one hour in duration.

The philosophy behind including the entire staff, not just the specific Skills For

Independent Living teachers, whose students would be receiving the program, involved

many aspects. Firstly it was a vehicle to enable all present to increase their knowledge and

awareness regarding the tragic consequences of violence against women, secondly all

present would be informed of resources they could access for themselves as well as for the
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students. By means of pure statistics, given that approximately 70 people were present,

undoubtedly some had experienced or were aware of an abusive relationship and this

information could prove to be most worthwhile in and of itself. Secondly, the inservice

would impart information regarding the actual program that students would be receiving

and lastly the inservice enabled the staff to learn how to respond to a student should they

come to a staff member and disclose being involved in an abusive relationship. Given that

the students would likely turn to an adult they trusted for help, we had no way of knowing

whom that would be for each student in the system. Thus the importance of having all staff

knowledgeable about the issue, its resulting consequences, appropriate responses and

services which are available.

The inservice occurred one week prior for some classes and two weeks prior for

other classes in terms of when the students would receive the actual program, "Working

Together For Healthy Relationships ".

School Personnel Inservice Formnt

INTRODUCTIONS

The principal introduced me, then the school counsellor introduced the topic. From

there, I gave a brief overview of what would be taking place over the hour session.

INFORMATION ON VIOLENCE AND ABUSE IN RELATIONSHIPS

I presented the information regarding the historical perspective, incidence rates,

definition, myths surrounding and consequences of violence against women. I used

overheads to aid the process. (Appendix 3)
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VIDEO - KIDS STIJFF

I showed this short, five minute video which is an animated film without words,

reflecting the anguish of a child over parents' conflict.

HANDLING DISCLOSTJRES AND REPORTING PROCEDURES

This information was presented verbally, as well as visually through the use of

overheads and I indicated that this information was also contained in the resource package.

THE PROGRAM. ''WORKING TOGETHER FOR HEALTITY RELATIONSHIPS''

The overview and outline of the program, "Vy'orking Together For Healthy

Relationships" was presented verbally as well as visually with the aid of overheads.

OPEN DISCUSSION & OUESTIONS

There was only one question formally directed to me after the presentation and that

pertained to the issue of the abuse of men by women, specifically citing some examples

which had been covered by the local newspaper a few days prior to my presentation. I

responded firstly by stating that violence is not acceptable, under any circumstances. I then

repeated statistics in terms of male violence against women and the socialization process of

males and females, suggesting that male violence was present in the overwhelming number

of cases and that the female violence was acting outside the norms of female behaviour. I

also referred to the recent newspaper article directly, suggesting that the results of only one

study had been presented. I noted that perhaps we should be calling this behaviour,

'violent tactics', as was suggested by Dr. Sid Frankel, of The University of Manitoba, in

the same article. I also spoke to the fact that we have no indication of what these women

were responding to in terms of previous behaviour-was it self defense? were they involved
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in an abusive relationship? etc. I reiterated the message that I would be transmitting, that

violence is unacceptable and that the zero tolerance charging policy states that domestic

violence is a criminal offense. Offenders of either gender will be charged.

DISTRIBUTION OF RESOLIRCE PACKAGES (Appendix 4)

The resource packages contained relevant written information, a bibliography,

listing of resources and services available within the community and written guidelines for

responding to a student who may disclose being involved in an abusive relationship.

EVALUATION

The questionnaire used to evaluate this program segment is included in

Appendix 5.

There were not as many written evaluations as I would like to have seen. Only ten

teachers responded on the evaluation forms. However, the ones I did receive addressed the

presentation in terms of it being boring, not gender neutral and that my sfyle of presentation

could have been improved by being more humorous and less monotonous. The other

concern related to a scheduling conflict due to parent/teacher conferences later that evening.

The actual information was felt to be good and the film chosen to be excellent and very

powerful. A more detailed description is presented in the evaluation chapter of this report.

Prior to the parent information evening, I took the teachers' concerns to the

principal, school counsellor and child guidance clinic counsellor to resolve how to adjust

the parent evening presentation. They were most supportive and minimal adjustments were

seen to be neederl and I immediately' made the necessary alterations to the presentation. I

also checked with one of the teachers of the Skills for Independent Living course to allow
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him the opportunity to voice his concerns. He said he had no concerns and felt very

positive about the program.

The less formal, anecdotal feedback, which I received verbally from staff members

was that it was very good and that in terms of raising awareness, this was accomplished.

Apparently a group of female staff members went out for dinner together later that evening

and the focus of the dinner conversation was directed specifically at the issue of violence

against women.

2.8.2 Parent Information Evening

The parent information evening was offered on two separate nights in order to

accommodate and encourage the largest number of parents to attend. In total there were 17

parents in attendance. Each presentation was one hour in duration and occurred the week

prior for some classes and two weeks prior for the other classes to the program going into

the actual classrooms.

The format and information imparted followed directly that of the staff inservice,

with the exception of omitting school specific information. The information regarding

responding to a student was altered to reflect and address the issues pertaining to

responding to a child. (Appendix 6)

Distribution Of Resource Packages (Appendix 6)

The resource packages contained relevant written materials, a bibliography, a list of

resources and services available within the community and written guidelines, in terms of

how to respond to a child if an-abusive relationship is identified.
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Evaluation

A total of ten parents responded on the evaluation forms. Parents appeared to be

very positive in their responses. All were extremely pleased that this program was being

offered to their children, and felt it would be beneficial. One parent approached me after

the session and described two situations involving violence against young women that her

family was presently dealing with. She stated that she was extremely encouraged with the

information that was presented. Also interestingly enough, other parents commented to the

fact that they were very pleased that the school had taken the time and effort to include them

in the process of their children's learning, by informing them of the program which would

be offered to their children. This is further described in the evaluation section of this

report.

2.8.3 Student Sessions

A pre-test was administered prior to going into the classroom in order to assess

attitudes, behavioural intentions and knowledge prior to the intervention. The pre-test was

administered November 8, 1994 and November 9, 1994, two to three weeks prior to the

presentations to the students. All the Grade 10 students in attendance responded to the

modif,red Revised Conflict Tactics Scale and the London Family Court Clinic Questionnaire

On Violence In Intimate Relationships. (Appendix 7).

The following outline was developed prior to program delivery. The predetermined

topics and agenda were altered slightly due to time tabling issues, input from the teachers

and the fact that I became more flexible as time progressed. I had also begun to get to

know the students and was able to more accurately assess their needs and desires from this

type of programming. I decided it would be more effective to reverse Modules Two and
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Three, because some of the classes were double blocks. I also chose to omit the video,

"Right from the Start" strictly due to limitations of time. Instead I reflected on the dating

violence which presented itself in the "The Crown Prince" and moved on in Module Four

to group exercises which I deemed to be a better use of the time. The legal information was

imparted sporadically throughout the f,rve modules, by responding to the question/comment

box responses and as a part of the myth/fact sheet exercise.

Module One General Overview

Goal: To raise awareness and increase knowledge on the

issue of violence against women

Process: - Group building- due to sensitive nature of the

issue

- Present initial results and analysis of pre-test

(ensuring confidentiality) - not able to do as

results were not compiled to date

- Myth/fact sheet exercise

Topics: - Naming and identifying the violence (incidence

ratelstatistics)

- Historicalperspective

- Issue of power and control contributing
influences
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Module Two The Effects on Children Who Witness Violence

Goal: To gain an understanding of the effects of witnessing

violence

Process: - Showed video - The Crown Prince

- Discussion and activities (stress, recognizing and

accePting emotions - anger)

Topics: - Overview - learned behaviour

- Intergenerational transmission of violence

- CYcle of violence

- Cycle of sexism

Module Three Gender Portrayal and Violence in the Media

Goal: To increase knowledge and awareness of the effects

of gender stereotyping and violence in the media'

Process: - Discussion and small group activity

Topics: - Overview

- TV, rock music and videos, video games,

gender portrayal and violence (self-concept,

stereotYPing)

- Assertiveness
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Module Four Dating Violence - Partner Abuse

Goal: To identify abusive relationships and recognize

emotions

Process: - Video - Right from the Start-omitted

- Activities and discussion (communication and

conflict management)

Topics: - Overview

- Cha¡acteristics of violent relationships

- Anger

Module Five V/rap Up

Goal: To gain awareness on how to help a friend, conflict

resolution and increase knowledge of community

resources.

Process: - Discussion

- Administer posttest

- Distribute resource packages

Topics: - The law (dealt with in less detail through answers

in question box)

- What can you do to help yourself or a friend?

- Conflict resolution
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Practicum Modules

MODULE ONE

INTRODUCTIONS

a) Myself

All the Module One classes began with the teacher introducing me to the class as

Ms. Oreck-Wener. As I began I suggested to the students that they call me Lynne, for two

reasons, that Ms. Oreck-Wener was a mouthful, as well as the fact that it was my desire to

have the atmosphere be informal. I reminded them that I was the person who was in their

class a few weeks ago administering the questionnaires about conflict and violence in

relationships. I moved on to let them know that I would be with them for the next five

classes until the end of the week and we would be talking about violence and abuse,

specifically that which occurs within relationships.

Resources

Prior to starting the actual lecturette portion of the class, I spoke about the sensitive,

and for some emotional, aspect of this issue. I then showed them the front page of the

phone book which lists resources that are available to them should they feel the desire to

talk with someone. I also let them know the counsellors and teachers were all aware of the

work we were doing and were also available for them, as well as the fact that I would be in

their school over the next few weeks. I put the room number up on the board where I

could be found. I informed them that at the end of the week they would all be given

resource packages with more information and a list of community resources and services .

b)
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c) Philosoph]¡ of Program

Due to the feedback from the school personnel inservice, I felt it was important to

mention and be clear about the fact that these sessions were not intended to be anti-male or

present as male-bashing, and we were not in any way intending to blame the individual

males in the room. Rather, what we would be looking at, was the effects of stereotyping,

the messages we get about gender and the issue of violence in terms of power and control.

I suggested that if indeed the sessions began to feel like they were being unfair to the

males, they could either tell me or write it down and put it in the question/comment box. I

was trying to avoid the males becoming defensive and then not participating or participating

in a negative fashion.

d) Students'Name Triangles

I then proceeded to have the students make name triangles for their desks, so I

could start putting names to faces. I did some group agreement work with the class,

focusing on listening and respect for each other.

STATISTICS/INCIDENCE RATES

' 
The next part of the class dealt with statistics and incidence rates of violence against

women, it was presented with the aid of overheads. (Appendix 8) I was unable to present

to the students the actual statistics which came from their pre-test information due to the fact

that it had not been completely compiled at this point in time. Instead I presented results

from high school students in London, Ontario. After presenting these results I checked,

via short discussion form,'whether or not the students felt these statistics were in keeping

with what they knew to be true in the reality of their lives. For the most part the students
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agreed that these statistics were not really any different than that which was happening in

the lives of Winnipeg high school students.

DEFn\TTION

I began by asking the students what they think of when they hear the word abuse?

What comes to mind? How they would define it? What is it? I lisred their responses on the

chalkboard.

Then I presented a definition and examples of the forms of violence and the th¡ee

cortmon factors associated with abuse, in order that the students could begin to name,

understand and identify abusive relationships. I used overheads to aid in the process

(Appendix 8). This moved into identifying abusive behaviour as 'learned behaviour', and

that we can all learn and choose different ways of behaving. We then had a discussion

about what influences our attitudes and behaviours.

MYTTI/FACT SHEET

In the next part of the class, the students individually answered the MythÆact

sheet(Appendix 8). We then checked the answers and I listed the correct answers on the

blackboard, and had a brief discussion. The myth/fact sheet was used as a teaching strategy

to impart important information regarding attitudes, causes, scope and consequences of

violence against women. In the first class I answered the myth/fact sheet verbally and did

not put it on the board. The teacher suggested it may be more effective if I actually put the

answers on the board allowing for more discussion as well as enabling the students to

actually mark their own answers. I tried this suggestion in the following classes and found

this adjustment to be much more effective and continued with this method for all remaining

classes.
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WRITTEN STUDENT EVALUATION FOR OUESTION/COMMENT BOX

Prior to the end of the class I asked each student to write for a few minutes on a

piece of paper, without putting their name on it, the following: the most important thing I

learned during the class today and/or any questions or comments they'd like addressed.

They then put this piece of paper into the question/coÍrment box on their way out of the

classroom.

I also requested that each student bring with them for the next class a popular tape,

magazine, video, CD, newspaper article, or else before the next class, to play a video game

or watch a favourite TV show, and be able to discuss it in terms of how gender and

violence are portrayed by the media.

MODALE TWO

Module Two for some classes was the next day, however for others it was the day

after.

OUESTION/COMMENT BOX RESPONSES

The class began by spending a few minutes addressing the comments and questions

which were presented in the question/comment box (Appendix 13) .

This part of the class was most interesting to me and I suspect to the students as

well, because here they were able to set the agenda and actually have their concerns and

issues addressed. I felt it also showed the students some respect, that I was here to listen

to their concerns and attempted to respond to them. I decided to group the questions

together and answer them in a general sense rather than reading each question out and

answering them individually. I also answered all the classes' questions, for each class,
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suspecting that some were wanting to know the answers to the questions not only for their

individual classmates but for all the other Grade l0 students as well. After I finished, I

suggested that if the answers I offered weren't suff,rcient would they please either give me

more details, come and see me or put the question back in the box so I would know I

needed to address it again.

GENDER PORTRAYAL AND THE MEDIA

Next I divided the class into groups (which had been predetermined by the

teachers)and gave them two tasks. The first task was to either listen to their music, peruse

magazines, discuss popular TV shows or movies, and to look at how males and females

were being portrayed in terms of dress, employment, stereotypes, and, if noticed, how

portrayed in relationship to violence. I distributed a music awareness sheet to assist them

in this process. (Appendix 9) (I brought with me tapes, CDs and magazines in the event

that they forgot- which many did) The second task was to complete the following phrases,

"people think males are....." and "people think females are......" Each group needed to

determine who would be the recorder and who would report their findings back to the

larger group. (I walked around the class offering guidance to the students as did some of

the teachers). I then recorded their responses on the board and we discussed them. The

group responses were fairly similar both amongst groups and between the classes. The

students' responses were in keeping with what I had expected in terms of stereotypes.

Some of the discussion was around "girls have to be perfect", "sex objects", "we girls

settle for less", "guys can be any shape", "what were females valued for?" "what were

males valued for?" Some of the ideas discussed were the pressures on males to be in

charge; such as the one to initiate the-date, to pay, to ask to dance, and to be macho and

emotionless. The females were seen as needing to be skinn!, wimps, inferior, fragile,

weak, emotionally confused, "dumb blondes", pretty, passive, needing a boyfriend and
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were viewed in relation to household duties and child ca¡e. The latter views ca¡ried with

them a negative connotation and were not seen as valuable and worthwhile careers. The

boys were seen as strong, smart, in control, athletic, insensitive and dominant. The

discussion entailed the pressures to act more stereotypically, where we learn about being

male and being female, the mixed messages stereotypes can give and the difficulties

entailed if one was to step outside of gender stereotypes. For example, the students felt it

would be more difficult for a male to become a nurse, than for a female to become a

scientist or engineer. The discussion briefly addressed the harmful nature of these

generalizations and the link to violence and the need to learn appropriate and effective skills

in order to get our true needs met in a relationship. This discussion was attempting to

encourage the expression of feelings and emotions, so that stereotypes aren't continued to

be accepted as the reality for each individual in a relationship.

ASSERTIVENESS DEFINED

Using an overhead to aid in the process (Appendix 9), I then moved on to define

assertiveness and to present it as an appropriate skill to develop and use in relationships.

The students formed dyads and tried the exercise, "Saying No". This exercise involved

one student choosing an object they brought with them which represents something they

value. These students were instructed NOT to give away the object. The other student in

the pair was instructed to attempt to get the object in any way they deemed possible without

using physical violence in the classroom. We then discussed what strategies worked, and

what didn't. Some of the strategies involved threats, grabbing when the other student

wasn't looking, blackmail, persuasion, trickery. Successful strategies reported on the part

of the possessor of the valuable object included speaking loudly and persistently saying,

"No", "No Way ", shaking of the head and turning away. We ended with a discussion

around how we sometimes use our relationship to persuade someone to do something. The
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discussion also noted the importance of consistent clear messages, for example, saying

'no', but giggling and smiling presents a confusing, mixed message for the receiver.

However, the receiver must be conscious of respecting the other's statement and desires.

WRI1TEN STTIDENrI EVALUATION FOR OTIESTION/COIWÍENTT BOX

MODALE THREE

Due to time restrictions questions/comments postponed until next class

VIDEO: THE CROWN PRINCE

I showed the video, The Crown Prince, which explores the complex problems and

choices teenagers who witness violence in their homes are forced to face. It depicts the

feelings and frustrations of two children witnessing wife assault at home. It demonstrates

the cyclical nature of woman abuse, as well as student disclosure to teachers and explores

issues related to family secrecy. The students were generally riveted to their seats with full

attention given to the video. Their responses were very positive in terms of the film and all

the teachers commented that it was an excellent film and also noted that they felt the

students were very focused on the film.

DISCUSSION OFTHEVIDEO

I presented the following questions in order to facilitate discussion of the video. Is

hitting the only form of violence in the fîlm? Why does Bitly resort to violence in the

garage? Is Billy doomed forever?

WRITTEN STI-IDENT EVALUATION FOR THE QUESTION/COMMENT BOX
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MODULE FOAR

OUESTION/COMMENT BOX RESPONSES

This class began by spending a few minutes addressing the responses from the

question/cornment box. (Appendix 13)

ANGER /DATING VIOLENCE

The idea presented next was that all of our emotions are acceptable and both males

and females have a right to express a full range of emotions. However, what needs to be

looked at is how the emotions are expressed in terms of what behaviour is acceptable and

what is not. Abuse was presented as involving power and control, and the need for one

person to dominate another person. I stated that nobody deserves to be abused, and in

fact, abuse is a serious crime which is against the law. It is important to recognize that

violence, emotional as well as physical, is not an acceptable way to resolve conflict. We

must all be responsible for the choices we make in terms of how we deal with conflict.

TINDERSTANDING ANGER

\Vith the aid of an overhead, (Appendix l0) I presented an overview of anger.

Next I divided the class into small $oups and gave them the following exercise.

Excrcßel List situations which make you angry.

How did you react mentally/physically? How did you behave?

How can you cope with these reactions in order to deal with
your anger more effectively? What can you do differently?

The discussion which followed involved the group presenter reading out the

resPonses or in some instances I presented the group results. The reason for this was
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because by this point I had developed somewhat of a relationship with the students and

asked them if this rype of group work was hard in and of itself or was it difficult because of

the actual subject matter that was being addressed. For many of the students they

suggested it was the subject matter. Therefore I made an agreement with them that if they

did the work I would present it to the group.

Discussion followed the exercise, addressing the responsibility to act appropriately

when angry and suggesting coping strategies to deal with anger more effectively and

appropriately.

Many of the situations which made them angry were repeated from class to class.

Some of the issues identified were as follows; bothers, sisters, parents in general, when

parents don't allow something, friends talking behind your back, people lying about you,

rumors, put downs, insults, teasing, friends who break plans, bad teachers, bad grades,

someone being mad at you and you don't know why. These responses led to a brief

discussion around communication, respect within a relationship and how to deal more

effectively with siblings.

Their individual coping mechanisms were also similar from class to class. The

ones identified most frequently were as follows; punching, screaming, yelling, slapping,

silent treatment, hands start clenching, getting hot, bribe, threaten, ignore, swear, tell them

off, fight, automatically shut up, say something you don't mean, talking back, shouting,

crying, insulting and slamming doors.

Some of the mechanisms identified for more effective ways of dealing with the

situation were', take a walk'and then try to talk about it, call a friend, read, listen to music,

watch TV, ignore it, go to the gym, go to your room, calm yourself and try to think

rationally, take two deep breaths or more until you've relaxed, think happy thoughts, work
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it out-talk calmly-listen to both sides of the story, take a break. Discussion from these

responses was around how to take time to calm down and think rationally about the conflict

and then how to go back and in some cases, with whom, to discuss resolving the issue.

IS YOT]R FRIEND THE VICTIM OF DATING VIOLENCE?

This information was presented with the aid of an overhead. (Appendix 10)

A guided discussion began around the information on the overhead. I chose to

include this information at this point because of the many responses in the

question/comment box pertaining to identifying and helping a friend in an abusive

relationship.

WRITTEN STTIDENT EVALUATION FOR OI-]ESTION/COMMENT BOX

MODULE FIVE

OUESTION/COMMENT BOX RESPONSES

The class began by spending a few minutes addressing the comments and questions

which were presented in the question/comment box. (Appendix 13)

RULES TO CONFLICT RESOLUTION

I then presented information on conflict resolution using an overhead to aid in the

process' (Appendix 11) A guided discussion followed which involved asking the students

that if they couldn't resolve a conflict on their own in the past, who had they brought in to

assist them? A few students responded, one had brought an older sibling to help resolve

the conflict between herself and her father, another had used a friend's mom and another

had utilized a teacher. We spoke about the importance of neutrality on the part of the third
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party as well as some people needing the third party not only to resolve the conflict but also

in some instances to ensure safety and fairness.

HO1V TO HELP A FRTEND

This was presented with the aid of an overhead. (Appendix l l)

IF A FRIEND TELLS YOU THAT TTIEY ARE ABUSING THEIR PARTNER

This was presented with the aid of an overhead. (Appendix l1)

POSTTEST

The posttest was administered to all students who were in attendance.

RESOURCE PACKAGES DISTRIBUTED

After the students had completed the posttest, I distributed the resource packages

(Appendix 12). The resource packages contained information on how to help a friend who

may be involved in an abusive relationship, a list of resources and services available to

youth in the community, appropriate reading material, including a comic book describing

dating violence, and as well, a list of fictional books which address the issue of violence

and abuse in relationships.

THANK YOUS AND GOOD-BYES

I then informed the students that I would still be in the school for another week and

repeated the room number, where I could be found if they wished to talk. At the end of

week two I referred the"students to the resources in their packages and the school

counsellors
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2.9 Session Notes

After each class I quickly made notes on my impressions of the lesson and what

was accomplished. The largest hurdle for me to overcome with respect to the entire

program was the issue of time. The classes were maximum 45 minutes in length.

However some were shortened by the end of day announcements and by the opening day

announcements. In addition on November 22,1995 all classes were shortened by ten

minutes due to an early dismissal for a staff meeting.

Another interesting realization was the fact that each class had its own "personality"

in terms of what information I could impart, and how ready they were to listen and how

able they were to work co-operatively in a group and to respond to individual as well as

group activities.

Module One

Generally speaking this module was quite successful. The material was covered,

however not in extensive detail. The classes initiated some good questions and comments.

I found some classes were harder than others in terms of initiating discussion. The

myth/fact questions, particularly the items addressing alcohol abuse and abuse occurring to

people in all walks of life, seemed to generate the most discussion.

I found the most difficult class seemed to relate to the maturity level of the students

and the students' inability to settle into the class in order for the lesson to begin. The

largest class in terms of the number of students was also very difficult because a

considerable number of students were often talking and interrupting during the

presentation. This particular class was scheduled near the end of the day when the students

were perhaps more restless. After discussions with the staff and school counsellor this
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behaviour was not seen to be outside of the nonn and was quite typical of the classes

identified, thus could not be solely attributed to modure content.

Module Two

An effective strategy for the group work seemed to be to go around the class and

get each group started, by repeating the purpose and specifically asking them while in their

small groups, questions such as; how does the media piece you are looking at portray, or

show women and men and what are the characteristics of the males and females? Then to

go around the room and to identify the group reporter and see who was on there way and

ask them, if they would go first, second, etc.

On November 22, 1994 due to early dismissal I did not get to the assertiveness

piece or "Saying no" exercise and in a few classes did not have time for the

question/cornment box. This was rectified in these particular classes by including these

exercises in Module Four.

In the class in which I had the full forty-five minutes, time allowed for the initial

links to be made about assumptions, stereotypes, living up to images and communicating

clearly. I would like to have had more time to expand on the issue of submissiveness and

passivity versus dominance, control, aggression and the connection with violence.

Both the females and males seemed to indicate that males have more inherent value,

and that females are expected to place highest priority on their appearance.

Again the "personality" of one class, the same one identified in Module One,

seemed to prohibit as much work as I would have liked to have gotten done. I spent a great

deal of time asking students to be quiet and to speak one at a time. I decided to talk to the

teacher and enlist his help in terms of "crowd control".
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Module Three

In some instances Module Three was scheduled in a one and half hour block with

Module Two, in others it was grouped with Module Four and in some it stood alone. The

least effective classes resulted when it stood on its own, merely due to the time factor. The

single 45 minute class, did not allow for adequate debriefing or evaluation, because the

video was 36 minutes in duration. In most instances I felt given more time we could have

elaborated in much more detail and used the video as a vehicle for in-depth discussion

around the cycle of violence, coping mechanisms and myths about the causes of violence.

The fact that the video was made in Winnipeg was very interesting for most

students, as they could identify schools and neighbourhoods that they were familiar with.

Some of the students that had gone to a particular school for Grade 9, had seen the video,

however, they commented that it was a good movie and it was alright to see it again. The

majority of students were very attentive to the movie and the teachers thought it was

excellent. Interestingly enough, the class which exhibited the lower maturity level and

inability to focus in Module One and Module Two, once again had the most difficulty

watching the movie. Some of the students told others to be quiet because they were

interested in watching the video. I intervened and suggested that those who didn't want to

watch could take out a book, do their homework or whatever, but please be quiet so others

could watch the movie if they so desire. This seemed to work, although some students still

needed individual reminders.

The video was very powerful. In Module Four and Module Five, we were able to

reflect and use different scenes from the video for further discussion. The discussion

addressed issues such as the expression of anger, and student opinions about whether or
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not Billy could change and the behaviour that is learned from role modelling. They also

wondered that if change could happen, how would they see it occurring?

Module Four

I chose not to show the movie, "Right From The Start", purely in response to

limitations of time. I wanted to respond to the information from the Question/Comment

Box, and do some group activities. It was in this class that we talked about the group

reporter being either myself or one of the students, I left it up to each group to decide who

would report the information. I got the sense that they were hearing my message and quite

enjoyed looking at and being able to report publicly about what things made them angry.

The discussion evolved around all emotions being acceptable, however it is perhaps more

how we deal with them and what we do with them that's the problem. I feel that this is a

good fit in terms of Module Two's identification of stereotypes and the range of emotions

portrayed in "The Crown Prince". It was also interesting for me to see (and perhaps for

them as well) how many similarities there were amongst students in terms of what angered

them and their ways of responding when angry. I felt that the groups came up with good

strategies for how they could be more effective. My fear around this exercise was the

philosophical piece that violence against women would then be viewed as an anger

management issue rather than one which is systemic in our society, based in inequality and

male dominance and issues of power and control. I hope that these latter issues were well

dealt with in the context of the other modules. In retrospect I feel that I could have put

more emphasis on the area of power and control through the use of an exercise specifically

designed for this purpose
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The classes seemed to flow quite smoothly at this point. The students were more

familiar with me and I was able to direct them in tenns of what I felt would work in the

group and what they might have more difficulty with.

Once again the more "difficult" class proved to be more draining and I question

whether or not the information was integrated for many students in this class.

I ended the class by clearly naming and identifying what constitutes dating violence.

This information was identified as one of the major concerns presented in the

Question/Comment Box.

Module Five

More so than in any other session, I feel closure would have been more effective if
time would have allowed for a more free flowing discussion to evolve around issues that

the students could have brought forwa¡d. For many reasons this may have been successful

because now that I had been with them for a week,I could have prompted them on issues

we had looked at or on topics they had presented but we hadn't had time to explore.

Because Module Five stood on its own and was always on Fridays, these classes

felt like they had less energy. The second Friday was my last day and initially I questioned

myself as to whether or not I was losing momentum as I would be finished at the close of

the day. However, perhaps bringing my attention to this was all I needed as my session

notes reflected that by the second class I was right back on track.

Overall this module went well, in terms of my feeling very comfortable with most

classes, and the information I was presenting. It was directly what many of them had

requested so I felt they were also very interested in the specifics of conflict resolution and

ideas on how they could help a friend. The students took anywhere from 15 - 30 minutes
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to complete the posttest. This worked out fine because those that were finished had the

opportunity to look at the resource packages which were handed out in this class. I had a

sense that the students in all the classes were much more committed to the questionnaires at

this point than they were at the pre-test stage, when they d.idn't know me and we hadn't

covered any of the information.

General Notes

I was unable to incorporate role-playing into any of the sessions. This was

disappointing as I feel this technique could have been most worthwhile. The counsellors

had forewarned me that this technique had not been successful in the past for them when

working with Grade 10's. However, I feel that had I had more time I could have chosen,

with the assistance of the teachers, those students who would have been amenable to role

play and tried it.

I was approached directly following class on four instances. Those coming to me

were all females. The first student, "4", wanted to discuss her past abusive situation,

another student, "8", wanted legal information, student "C", explained that because of the

abuse she had experienced these classes may well prove to be too difficult for her to attend.

Student "D" stated she had put her concern into the question/comment box but still wanted

to discuss further, her brother's abusive behaviour.

In terms of the student "C", after a discussion with the teacher and the school

counsellor, she was excused from the program. After contacting the Winnipeg police

Department Youth Division,I followed through with student "B" the next day and gave her

the legal information she had requested. After a brief discussion, I encouraged student ,,A,,

to meet with me later as I didn't have time to discuss her issue in length, as I had to deliver

another lesson immediately following. She didn't feel this was necessary however, as it
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happened, the next week student "4" did approach me in the hall and felt she would like to

talk further. We met at an arranged time to discuss the issues which were presenting

difficulties. I acknowledged, validated and normalized the feelings she was experiencing

and suggested other services should the need arise in the future and that her reaction was

indeed very normal, and that the issues could arise in the future. Student "D" said that she

would like to meet with me and discuss something that was bothering her. We arranged a

meeting time. Student "D" arrived at the pre¿uranged time with a friend. After a lengthy

discussion student "D" agreed to have the school counsellor pick up the case after I left and

student "D's" friend also at this point requested counselling for issues she was dealing

with. with her permission I also referred her to the school counsellor.

Throughout my time at the high school, students immediately saw me and

responded to me in connection with the issue of violence. For example, if they were

pushing or shoving and I came around the corner the response was always one of

consciousness around the perceived notion of their behaviour being violent. I would over

hear them telling their friends, oh "she's the one whose talking about abuse or violence".

This in my mind is another way of actually allowing, legitimizing and creating an avenue

by which students can address and talk about the issue of violence and abuse within

intimate relationships. Perhaps my presence to some extent has broken the silence and

enabled the problem to be brought out in the open, for some of the students.
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CHAPTER THREE

EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICUM

In this chapter I will explore the impact of the program, "Working Together For

Healthy Relationships". An examination of strengths and weaknesses will draw from the

students' pre- to post-intervention questionnaire results, their question/comment box

responses, the staff and parent evaluation results, as well as my own personal insights

regarding the program. The majority of the focus of the evaluation was directed at the

effects of the intervention on the high school students.

3.1 Student Component Evaluation

3. 1. 1 Evaluation Instruments for Student Component

A 35 - item questionnaire entitled, the London Family Court Clinic Questionnaire

("LFCCQ") on Violence in Intimate Relationships was utilized in conjunction with an

82-item modified Conflict Tactics Scale ("CTS-R") entitled, Disagreements. (Appendix 7).

The LFCC Questionnaire was designed to determine behavioural intentions in terms

of violence-related scenarios, knowledge and attitudes about violence against women and

children, and attitudes regarding gender roles.

The modified CTS-R was designed to elicit degree of approval for using a wide

range of behaviours in handling a disagreement with a partner.

Anecdotal evidence and informal reporting, such as dialogue with students, school

counsellors and teachers and the written responses in the question/comment box were also

used for the purposes of this evaluation.
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These instruments and methods were included in the assessment, because increased

knowledge, attitudinal change and change in behavioural intentions were all considered

important to the success of the intervention.

3.L2 Pre- To Post-Intervention Ouestionnaire

Design And Procedure

Questionnaires (Appendix 7) were administered two weeks prior to the intervention

for 6 classes and 3 weeks prior to the intervention for 5 classes, and on the last day of the

intervention for all classes. I administered the questionnaires, which were coded with a

number determined by the student according to explicit instructions. This allowed for the

matching of the pre- and posttest responses on an individual student level, without using

students'names.

Statistical analyses were conducted in terms of changes in response from pre- to

post-intervention. Results were also compiled for change from pre- to post-intervention

responses for the matched group by gender.

Tests involving sets of questions from the LFCCQ or the CTS-R were conducted

with a multi-variate analysis of variance (MANOVA), followed by univariate F tests of

whether the questions (or change from pre-test to posttest for that question) were

statistically significant.

A criterion of at least p <. 05 was used to detect change.

Descriotion Of Sample

The target population was approximately 330 male and female Grade l0 students.

There were 200 matched questionnaires in total. The gender breakdown was 99 females
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and 98 males with 3 participants who did not answer the question about gender. In

particular analyses, these numbers varied slightly, as some students did not attend the pre-

test or posttest, or omitted some items. At the pre-test, l97o of female students and.I6Vo of

male students report having experienced verbal or emotional abuse in a dating relationship,

I2Vo of female students andTVo of male students report having experienced physical abuse

in a dating relationship, and I lVo of female students and.4Vo of male students report having

experienced sexual abuse in a dating relationship. At the posttest, 25Vo offemale students

and l9Vo of male students report having experienced verbal or emotional abuse in a dating

relationship , llVo of female students and l2To of male students report having experienced

physical abuse in a dating relationship and. 9Vo of female students and, lIVo of male students

report having experienced sexual abuse in a dating relationship.

These results suggest that the students' level of awareness was raised somewhat by

the intervention. Rates were higher in all categories at posttest except for females reports of

sexual abuse and physical abuse at posttest. The small reduction in reports of sexual abuse

and physical abuse by female students may be due to some females withdrawing from the

intervention if they had experienced abuse in a relationship. These results are reported in

Table 6.

Results

PRE- TO POST-INTERVENTION CHANGES

The knowledge items about violence against women were multiple choice response

format. For attitude items, a five-point Likert-type scale with responses ranging from

"strongly agree" to "strongly disagree", was provided.
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Three of the four knowledge items showed statistically significant changes after the

intervention, all in the positive, desired direction. These results are presented in Table 1.

The greatest lack of knowledge was question 4: "The police can only lay a charge if the

woman wants a charge laid". At pre-test, orùy 18Vo answered the question correctly. After

the intervention, this rose to 35Vo. The least improvement with regard to knowledge was,

on the item, "what percentage of family violence is directed at women and children', with

32Vo accuracy atpre-intervention and 357o atpost-intervention. The students, however,

seemed extremely sensitive to the impact on children of witnessing abuse. Fully 90Vo

disagreed with the statement, "As long as children are not abused, they are not affected by

witnessing violence at home." (Item 9, Table 2) Knowledge regarding prevalence of

partner abuse showed a marked increase from 40.5Vo at pre-intervention to 53.5Vo at post

intervention of knowing, "What proportion of Canadian women are assaulted by the man

they live with"? (Item 1, Table 1) The greater likelihood of women being assaulted by

their partner than by a stranger was known by 48.5Vo of the students prior to the

intervention, and 55.5Vo at post-intervention. (Item 3, Table l)

Four out of the 13 attitude items showed statistically significant changes after the

intervention. All four changed in the desired direction. These results are presented on

Table 2. The greatest movement in the desired direction was in response to Item 8,

"Alcohol causes family violence", 80Vo agreed,pre-intervention and 49Vo post-intervention.

In response to Item 7, "Poverty causes family violence", 23.5Vo agreed pre-intervention

and ZIVo post-intervention. There still may be some concern regarding attitudes about the

causes of violence.

Student responses to questions about excuses for sexual assault are presented on

Table 5. Small percentages of students (range 3Vo to 9Vo) accepted each of the excuses for

forced intercourse. These results indicate a clea¡ understanding that there is no justification
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for sexual violence. Knowledge around the dynamics of wife abuse showed considerable

change. At pre-intervention, 5l%o thoaght "Assaulted women could just leave their partner

if they really wanted to", (Item 5, Table 2) only 28Vo agreed with this at post-intervention.

Item 16, Table 2, shows change in the desired direction in ability to name and identify

emotionay psychological abuse. At pre-intervention 66.5Vo said that, "ff someone swears

at or intimidates another person, this is abuse". At post-intervention, 78Vo agreed,with this

item.

Item 17, Table 2 indicates students strongly supported the idea "that schools should

play a role in increasing awareness of the effects of violence and how to prevent it", with

83Vo agreeing with this item pre-intervention and 86Vo post-intervention. Table 4, presents

the students' responses with regard to their own behavioural intentions. At pre-

intervention, in response to Item 21, Table 4, "If you were at a party and you saw a guy

grab the arm of his girlfriend because he did not want her to leave the party, would

you .' . ..." ,22.5Vo of the students indicated that they would not say something to him then

and there, increasing to 29.5Vo at post-intervention. This response could be attributed to

either concern for their own safety, or wanting to defer to a time to resolve the conflict

when the situation might be less volatile. Statistically, significant change in the desired

direction was found on Item 23. Students'responses at pre-intervention indicate only 8Vo

would talk to their teacher and some l2vo woulddo so post-intervention.
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TABLE 1
CHANGES IN STUDENTS'RESPONSES FROM PRE- TO POST-INTERVENTION

ßNOWLEDGE BASED ITEMS)

Questionnaire Items Change
7o Corre*tly Answered

A. FOUR KNOWLEDGE-BASED
ITEMS ABOUT WOMAN
(ABUSE AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) pre posr

* p<.05x* p < .001

l What proportion of Canadian women
are assaulted by the man they live
with? 40.5 53.5*

2. What percentage of family violence is
directed at women and child¡en? 32 353. Which one of these statements is fue?
A. Women a¡e much more likely to
be assaulted by their partner than by a
stranger on the sûeet. 48.5 55.5**4. Which one of these statements is
most accurate?
D. The criminal code of Canada treats
wife assault tbe same stranger assault. t8 35**
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TABLE 2

CHANGES IN STUDENTS'RESPONSES FROM PRE- TO POST-INTERVENTION
tATTrrupErTEMS)

Change
% Responding in the Affirmative

B. ATTITUDE ITEMS ABOUT
WOMAN ABUSE pre post

* p<.05** p < .001

5. Assaulted women could just leave
their pa¡tner if thev reallv wanted to. 51 2g**

6. Some women deserve the violence
thev experience. J 4

7. Poverty causes familv violence. 23.5 21*

8. Alcohol causes family violence. 80 49**
9. As long as children are not abused,

they are not affected by witnessing
violence in the home. s.5 3.5

10. Violence is a private matter 6.5 4.5

11. The community has no right to
intervene in family violence. 8 5

12. If someone is abusive on a dating
relationship, they will stop when
ma¡ried. 1.5 J

13. A violent fight can "clear the air"; it
probably will not happen asain. 4.5 3

14. When a man abuses a women he tries
to control her. 72.5 68.5

15. When a husband and wife share equal
power in a marriage, it is bound to
cause some violent fishts. 9 15

16. If someone swears at or intimidates
another person. this is abuse. 66.5 78*

17. Schools should play a role in
rncreasing awareness of the effects of
violence and how to prevent it. 83 86
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TABLE 3

CHANGES IN STUDENTS'RESPONSES TO SCENARIO
FROM PRE- TO POST-INTERVENTION

Change
Vo Conætly Answered

C. RESPONSES TO SCENARIO #1
''TONY IS VERBALLY ABUSIVE
WITH KRISTA'' Pre Post

18. If Tony spoke to Krisra like this
often, it would have serious effects on
her. 95.5 94.5

19. If Krista continues to date Tony, he
will likely continue to treat her this
way. 92 94

20. K¡ista should fy harder to remember
what Tonv wants. 5 1.5
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TABLE 4

CHANGES IN STTIDENTS'RESPONSES FROM PRE- TO POST-INTERVENTION
(REGARDING INTERVENTION IN DATING VIOLENCE)

Change
7o Yes - No

D. ATTITUDES ABOUT
INTERVENTION IN DATING
VIOLENCE Pre Post(BEHAVIOURALINTENT) yes/No yes/No

* p<.05** p < .001

Ifyou were at a party and you saw a guy
grab the arm of his girlfriend because he
did not want her to leave the party, would
you. . ,

21. Say something to him then and there. 27.5/22.5 27.5/29.5*

2]-\alk to him about it at a later time. 3u26 33t22

23. Talk to a teacher. 816'.r 12152 **

24. Talk to another friend. 60113 s9/10

25. Ignore it - it is a personal issue. 8162 6h2
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TABLE 5

CHANGES IN STUDENTS'RESPONSES FROM PRE- TO POST-INTERVENTION
REGARDING ruSTIFICATION FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT)

Change
7o Yes - No

E. ATTITUDES REGARDING
SEXUAL ASSAULT
(ruSTIFICATIONFOR) pre posr

Responses to question, "Is it all right if a
male holds a female down and forces her to
engage in sexual intercourse if. . .

26. He spends a lot of monev on her? J J

27. He is stoned or drunk? 2.5 -1

28. They have dated a lons time? 2 3.5

29. She gets him sexuallv excited? 6.6 5

30. She has led him on? 9 5
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|ABLE 6

STTIDE}MS' EXPERIENCE WITH \rTOLENCE IN DATING RELATIONSHIPS

7o Responding in the Affirmative

F. STUDENTS' EXPERIENCE WITH
VIOLENCE IN DATING pre post
RELATIONSHIPS Female/IVlale Female/lvfate

33. Have you experienced verbal or
emotional abuse in a dating
relationship? t9 l6 25 t9

34. Have you experienced physical abuse
in a dating relationship? T2 7 11 t2

35. Have you experienced sexual abuse in
a datins relationship? 11 4 9 ll

Pre n = 270 129 females l4l males
Post n = 244 123 females l2l males

PRE- TO POST-INTERVETITION CHANGES IN
STUDENTS'RESPONSES ON THE MODIFIED (CTS-R)

The items from the modified Revised Conflict Tactics Scales (entitled

Disagreements in Appendix 7), listed numerous behaviours people may choose when they

have disagreements. A five point scale with responses ranging from "never alright" to

"always alright" was provided. The modified CTS-R was designed to measure approval of

the use of reasoning, blame, avoidance, manipulation and physical violence between a

young man and his partner or girlfriend and a young woman and her partner or boyfriend.

The five modes of dealing with conflict generate the following scales.

1) Reasoning Scale (Quesrions 1 ro 9)

2) EscalationlBlame Scale (euestions 10 to 1g)
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Avoidance Scale (Quesrions 19 to 23)

Passive-Aggressive Tactics Scale (Questions 24 to 32)

Physical Violence Scale (Questions 33 to 4I)

Th¡ee out of the five scales changed significantly in the desired direction. For both

males and females, Reasoning was approved of more and Avoidance and passive-

Aggressive tactics less, regardless of whether these tactics were used by males or females.

There were no gender differences in approval of the five conflict tactics, or in the degree of

change in approval after the intervention. The average change for approval for males using

Reasoning was 1.9 and for females, 1.2. These results may indicate that exploring the

issuing of expressing emotions in relation to gender roles enabled both the males and

females to look at rational discussion in a positive manner and as a viable option for both.

After the intervention males and females were considerably less approving of

Avoidance as a tactic to be used by either males or females. The change in approval for

males using Avoidance was -2.1 and for females it was -1.5. Both males and females

approved less, after the intervention, of using Passive-Aggressive methods for solving

disagreements. The change in approval for males using this tactic was -1.1 and for

females, -1.5. This pattern of changes is consistent with the message of the intervention

and may lead one to conclude that the modules addressing non-violent options and conflict

resoluti on skills imparted worthwhile information.

3)

4)

s)
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3.I.3 Ouestion/Comment Box Student Responses

At the end of each presentation, students were requested to write for a few minutes

about what they had learned during the session and./or pose questions or comments they'd

like addressed. Rich information can be extracted from the questionicomment box

responses. (Appendix l3) I categorized the responses to reflect the program objectives for

each module presented to the students.

Results

The following examples of students' responses, indicate an overall increase in

awareness around the issue of violence against women. For example:

- "I never realized that I had been abused, until now. I know what
abuse is and I know that it's happened to me."

- "I learned that no matter how much you love your boyfriend, you
shouldn't stick with him, if he hurts you. you must tell someone."

Many students indicated that the film was information. For example:

- "I liked the movie, it got its point across."

- "The film is very real and it happens in many homes,
unfortunately."

- "I thought the video was very good. This program has taught me a
lot. I have a question. If somebody forces you to do something, other than
sexual intercourse, what is it called?"

A number of questions described particular situations and'the students inquired as

to whether or not these were examples of abuse. Others requested information on how to

help a friend if an abusive relationship was identified. For example:
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- "'What do you do if you have been sexually harassed and you didn't
say anything and now you find out that it is happening to others?"

"Two of my friends have come to me saying they have been
sexually molested. what can I do for them or say to them? They have
asked that I won't tell anyone else. I promised I wouldn't."

- "If you were raped and you blame it on yourself because you let the
guy in your house and all the facts, I say point to me. Isn't that okay?"

A few questions arose which identified some concerns with the program, that

should be considered in terms of future programming. For example:

- "This is useless because it's gonna happen whether you say so or
not (abuse)."

"Why are we doing this?"

- "Doesn't incest include extended family?" My friend used to beat up
her boyfriend - badly (rell rhe class this).

3.I.4. Discussion of Student Comoonent Evaluation

It is interesting to note, that for both the LFCCQ and the modified CTS-R, there

was no significant difference in the way males and females changed. Males and females

changed from pre- to post-intervention approximately the sÍìme. Both males and females

were affected by the intervention in the same way and in the way that was intended.

The students' responses clearly indicate that the goal of increasing basic knowledge

was met' Their comments, questions and responses suggest that learning occurred in the

following areas: identification of abuse, affects on children who witness abuse, violence is

not caused by alcohol, violence is not an acceptable way to solve problems and the

development of conflict resolution skills. There were many responses, both in writing and
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a few in person, around past or present abusive situations, in terms of what they could or

should do for themselves or their friends. This suggests that the students were beginning

to identify abusive behaviour and wanting to know how to help a friend or themselves and

beginning to recognize the importance of being able to reach out for help in order for the

abuse to end.

A large proportion of students commented in the question/comment box that their

belief prior to Module One was that alcohol caused family violence and that they had now

lea¡ned that this was a myth. This change in knowledge was further reinforced by the

LFCCQ, in which the change in desired direction was statistically significanr for ,'Alcohol

causes family violence." (Table 2,Item g)

The LFCCQ responses in conjunction with the question/comment box responses

indicate that students are increasing their ability to name and identify violence against

women, specif,rcally with reference to verbal and emotionaVpsychological abuse. (Table 2,

Item 16)

The questions asked, the comments made and the ideas presented suggest that the

program, "Working Together for Healthy Relationships" facilitated an increase in students'

knowledge pertaining to violence against women.

The results from the behavioural intention items reinforced that which research has

indicated in terms of students reaching out to their peers for support, thus reinforcing the

importance of providing information to adolescents on how to help friends. (Table 4,

Item24) The students'responses suggest that students were beginning to identify abusive

behaviour and desired information on how to either help a friend or themselves. A
beginning recognition of the importance of being able to reach out for help in order for the

abuse to end, was appearing.
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The fact that a few students approached me to get help with the violence that was

occurring or had occurred in their lives, may be an indication that they were now being

given permission to talk about the abuse and thus were able to reach out and get help with
their problem and identify appropriate resources to approach.

This evaluation has shown encouraging and positive changes in knowledge,

attitudes and behavioural intentions with respect to violence and abuse in relationships. It
has also indicated positive changes in approval for appropriate behaviour for resolving

conflict.

For future programming, the following changes to the pre-posttest questionnaire

could be considered' First, the inclusion of items that would indicate which program

modules were attended and which were not would be informative. A question that would
address a student's desire to talk to a counsellor or parent as an intervention option in the

case of dating violence would increase the sense of options open to the students. In
addition, the coding system for subject identification needs to be revamped to a simpler

system in order to avoid the confusion that was experienced by some students.

I feel the successful incorporation of the program into the course curriculum was

largely due to the fact that I provided, as well as presented, all the materials and information
to the school personnel, the parents and the students. In addition, r was able to clearly
identify and outline where the materials would "fit" in terms of the curriculum.

3.2 Parent Component Evaluation

Parents were requested to complete an evaluation form directly following the
presentation. (Appendix 5)
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1.

Results

The overall results of the information evening for parents were most favourable as

reflected in Table 7. 10 out of the 17 parents who attended the information evening

completed the questionnaire. One of the parents inquired as to whether this could be

offered to Grade 11 and 12 students as well. one change I would envision would be the

order of the presentation, as well as substituting she/tre for she both in the presentation as

well as in the resource packages, in relation to handling child disclosures.

TABLE 7

PARENT EVALUATION RESTJLTS

UESTION RESPONSE

*:,:iît"ï:liked 
best about the 

I 
. 

*: llf_:y,"ion on howro rry ro hetp children rhat face
the problems, that teens have today.

. I am very pleased that this course is going to be
presented to the students because they dõ need to be
awa¡e of messages being presented today.

. defining abuse.

. parents invited to see what their children will be
learning and hearing.

. "open" mind to what is really happening.

. no favourites.

. discus.sion was open. I appreciate this course being
offered.

. finding out what the course will consist of.

. l. _well planned,-2. educational, 3. interesting,
4. factual, 5. brief yet informative, 6. direct aliá
tactfully presented for such a sensitive issue.
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)

3.

UESTION RESPONSE

The things I liked least about the
sessionwere...

. not enough "concerned" parents attending.

. speaker was hard to hear. promoting non-violence but
still "bought" the C.D. (how about just the posrer and
not support the C.D. sales).

none really.

the opening on and on about wife/spouse abuse.

low pressure.

that it was so poorly attended by the parents.a

The mostimportånt thing I learned
during this session was . . .

that the school does ca¡e about what happens to our
children.

that a problem exists and there a¡e ways and methods to
deal with them - help is out there.

school help available for children if not able to
communicate with parents.

the picture on the CD. I personally would not see this
as degrading to women, naked, tailed doghouse, but as
an a¡tistic rendering of some point on the CD. I have
not heard of them so I can't say what's on it. The
picture itself would not raise in my mind that it is
degrading.

what is being done.

that the silence must be broken surrounding the issue of
violence and abuse of any form and itb everyone's
problem and therefore everyone's responsibility to make
themselves aware and to become parlof the soiution.
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4

5.

UESTION RES

I'd like to know more
about . . .

. consEuctive ways to deal with anger.

. 
lr9*-l9g are going to ger an introverted (if you can call
it) child ro open up and expect to get teip from this
program.

. agencies and services available that do not have 6 month
waiting lists and exorbitant fees.

. programs such as this one that might be geared for the
elementary school age children.

Please change . Is this program available to other Grades, 11, 12?

what to look for to recognize an abusing relationship.

I came to find out about this new program being offered
to our children. It seems like a good program dealing
with a common problem. This sh-ould tretftire childreñ
to understand and deal with problems of viòlence in their
lives.

overall - very good thank you.

keep material related to male and female.

he/she.

I'd only like to see one thing changed and that would be
the gender in reference to What can a pa¡ent do? If your
child tells you to (she/he)...otherwise I felt the program
was excellent.
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1.

3.3 School Personnel Component EvaluatÍon

The school staff were requested to complete an evaluation form directly following

the presentation. (Appendix 5)

Results

A very small percentage of the teachers, 10 out of a total of 70, completed the

evaluation form. The overall results are shown on Table g.

TABLE 8

UESTION RESULTS

The.things I liked best about the I ' pieces of information to reinforce what I knew and newsession were.. . I *,*- ^-r -:^^^^ a^ ^rr r-bits and pieces to add to my knowledge. Video was
excellent for discussion.

. handout. Video. Timing right on.

. low key yet informed presentation, however, perhaps
more voice inflection would be beneficial.

. resource package appreciated

. consciousness raising is always worthwhile.

. the discussion on the program itself.

. handouts. Outline of tåe program.

. well prepared, excellent handouts.
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.,

ESTION RESULTS

The things I liked least about the
sessionwere...

the mode of delivery of information-to be read to for an
hour was not conducive to keeping the audience
motivated.

lots of talking. more time needed to interact.

having to face a full evening of parental interviews
(many of which can be most srresiful) following the
session. The session itself was fine.

somewhat repetitive/dry.

l91e empfra-sis on opening rationale for the program.-
this could be shorter. Most people electing to be at
such a session know that violence is a problem.

most info in presentation is redundant-found in
handouts.

. far too long. The message could have been briefly
given, consider main points and emphasize what yoi
would like us as teachers to do for students and family.

. lecture approach -monotonous.

' timing is terrible-hardly a pep talk for going to see
parents. incredibly biased, slanted, prejuáiced in one
direction-a better focus would be as þreiented in WpS
purple brochure-domestic violence/nartner ehrrse

The- most important thing I learned
during this session was . . .

abuse-of any kind-by anyone-is a crime. It's a choice.
The abuser is not helpless.

I feel you had excellent information. perhaps a different
style of presentation would be more interestìng.

process to follow re disclosure of abuse.

high statistics re occurrence.

violence is a choice and a learned behaviour_it can be
unlearned.

nothing was a surprise. I had a few statistics to support
a subconscious aw¿ìreness of the problem. Many hìve
been directly or indirectly repoited in the media or
fictionalized on TV.
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4.

Discussion

Unfortunately when preparing the brief evaluation form (Appendix 5) for the staff I
failed to include enough specific information to truly address the goals of the inservicing.

Therefore what resulted was information regarding delivery of the program rather than

content, as presented in Table 8. In the future, including questions such as the following

would be advisable, "Do you feel prepared to handle a problem of this nature, if it was

brought to you by one your students?" As well, addressing whether or not they understood

the purpose of the program, what the students would be learning and if they felt this

program was worthwhile for the school to offer should be added.

For future use, the evaluation form needs to be revamped in order to specifically

address the issues of content, in terms of what was learned and helpful to staff.

ESTION RESULTS

I'd like to know more about . . strategies for conflict resolution. Classroom/subject
area implementation.

Please change . should have spent time just on the modules.

I would have appreciated this session on a pD Day. I
felt it quite inappropriate to overload an already full ãay.
I am sure some people attended with "silent baggage" ás
many thoughts are on the important issues of parent-
teacher interviews.

delivery style - thanks for your time.

loosen up on the delivery.

don't read - make contact with your audience.

add some humour, somehow.
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An additional flaw, which I addressed with administration, (for which they rook

full responsibility), was the fact that this inservice ran directly into parent/teacher

conferences. When I entered the room I felt an aura of negativity, which I had no way of

knowing was attributed to the fact that the staff were extremely concerned about the

parenlteacher conferences that were to follow and felt strongly that this was not the time

for an inservice of this nature. Also, many teachers felt they had not been adequately

informed about the content of this inservice so were not prepared for receiving information

of this sensitive nature.

In the future I would adjust the agenda to begin with the actual curriculum being

presented to the students and incorporate the information and brief overview of the issue of

violence against women, directly into this section, next show the video and lastly deal with

handling disclosures, and questions. [n response to the feedback I received I would change

the information both in the presentation and in the resource packages on handling

disclosures to read she/tre rather thenjust she.

3.4 Conclusion

The approach used for this intervention had many strengths and would be

considered successful on many levels. More time for follow-up and general discussion

might well prove to be valuable. The tight agendas allowed little time for free flowing

discussion addressing the issues, values and attitudes of violence against women.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The prevalence of violence against women in our culture needs to be challenged.

As long as our society tolerates the domination and control by the powerful, of those

perceived as weak and powerless, violence against women will continue to exist within our

society.

Violence against women prevention programming must be delivered with the

presence of a feminist perspective. This strategy is necessary in order that the patriarchal

ideology, which continues to keep women from achieving equality and perpetuates the

attitudes and values towards women that encourage violence, be addressed and challenged.

This perspective offers the link between violence and the inequality experienced by women.

Prevention has not been seen as a priority in our society. Raising the level of

consciousness about the issues our education system encompasses will reverse this trend.

It is time to make prevention and education on violence against women a compulsory

component in programming.

Barbara Antone, a Board of Education Trustee for the City of London states, "If
they are coming into our classrooms, say on a Monday morning, and there's been a

weekend of seeing violence, there isn't much that even the best teacher in the world can do

with that child. That experience, that feeling, must be dealt with first, before any learning

can go on; it is the school board's responsibility. I feel that violence prevention programs

must be in our schools." (A.S.A;p. video, 1993).
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Educational institutions play a significant paft in influencing attitudes and

behaviours and have an important contribution to make in ending violence and promoting

equality.

4.1 Recommendations

The following recommendation flowing from this practicum is that schools

throughout the province should be encouraged to implement comprehensive programming

which addresses violence and abuse in relationships. The students clearly indicated that this

is a focus they felt to be important to their education. This was further supported by

parents'responses. The evaluation results support the necessity ofconsistently integrating

programming of this nature into the curriculum and evaluating its effectiveness.

The education system is constantly fighting and trying to balance "the back to

basics", "no frills" philosophy with perhaps what could be seen as the 4R's, Reading,

Writing, Arithmetic and Relationships. It is imperative to find a place within the crowded

curriculum to impart information on healthy relationships.

Finally, schools should consider emphasizing gender equality in all areas of the

curriculum in order to assist in addressing the systemic nature of violence against women.

4.2 Self-Reftective Comments

A self evaluation process was used to evaluate my methods, feelings and reactions

at the end of each session. Following the school personnel, parent and each student

session, I summarized content covered, what went well and what could have been

improved upon. Whenever possible I would consult with the teacher or school counsellor

after making these notes. This process enabled me to make changes as I progressed as well

as acting as a debriefing for myself.
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My session notes reflect that these two weeks were very intense, physically, on the

run from class to class, emotionally, due to the nature of the subject and intellectually, in

order to meet the needs of the class and the objectives I had laid out both for myself and the

program accomplishments. I believe that my commitment to the information and true belief

that education to young people would make a difference enabled me to keep the momentum

growing' A concern which was voiced by one of my committee members was how would

I be able to avoid sounding rote or monotonous after delivering the same message eleven

times' At that point in time my only response was I hope this doesn't happen. In reality, I
feel that each class was made up of such different students that I in fact was asked different

questions and given somewhat different responses so even given the rigorous schedule I
had, there was no time for monotony andlor boredom to set in . Each time I went into a

class I felt on some level, this is the future, here is the potential for change, and this

certainly guided my enthusiasm for doing the work each day.

The learning experience for me encompassed many different aspects and certainly

far exceeded my expectations. It began with learning the implementation process of how

and whom needed to be presented with information in order that the program would be

accepted and given actual teaching hours within the school. I realized from the onset of the

scheduling to the delivery of this program that my organizational skills would be put to the

test.

I began to understand how crucial the teaching staff as well as the peer group are, in

terms of what will work and be accomplished with each group of students. My faith and

respect for youth was once again restored. Their energies and insights were truly a

learning experience for me. I was able to remain flexible which was key, both in terms of
content delivery and how the class would unfold. The anticipated difficulties in terms of
working with the adolescent population never came to be a reality. I was truly tested in
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terms of having one student disclose past abuse to me directly after a class, needing me to

respond to her and then knowing that I had to move on, leave this behind and give the next

class my complete effort and best work.

This practicum experience enabled me to practice social work in partnership with

other disciplines in order to promote social change. It gave me the opportunity to reach out

to young people and present them with alternatives and offer better choices to break the

cycle of violence.

However, an unanticipated difficulty in terms of the teachers' response to the

inservice initially sent me on an emotional roller coaster. With the ability to consult with

my advisors, school administrators and a few staff members, some of my fears and

concerns lessened. In terms of presenting to a teacher's group in the future, I feel that

because that it would be my second time I would indeed be much more relaxed and

confident, but would certainly make adjustments to reflect the concerns presented by those

present at the inservice. I would look at changing the order in which I presented the

information, starting with the actual modules to be presented to the students, incorporating

the rationale for the program into this section, then view the video, deal with student

disclosures next and finally allow more time for comments, questions and discussion. I
would change the wording in the teacher resource packages to reflect concerns regarding

she/he, not solely she. It appears to be crucial to have staff better informed of the content

of the inservice prior to the presentation as well as ensure administratively that the inservice

occurs on a day when there would be ample time for time to debrief, rather than when

another school function is occurring directly following the presentation.
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The parent information evening would remain very similar, as it seemed to be very

effective, however, I might once again reword some of the information in the resource

packages with respect to disclosure information to be less gender specific.

As a practicum experience I was most pleased with the outcome, not only was I
able to impart information to the target population, but the experience also proved to

provide me with the opportunity to meet my own personal learning objectives. There were

many times I noticed feeling that my work was being validated; when the students were

riveted to their seats watching the video, as I transcribed their positive responses from the

question/comment box, when a few young women felt safe to confide in me and also, as I
perused the parent evaluation forms. The entire process enabled me to reach a better

understanding of how to incorporate programming into the school system and which

avenues proved to be the most beneficial. With the extensive aid of Dr. Wendy Josephson,

I was able to evaluate the impact of the program on students, in terms of which areas

showed changes in the desired direction in terms of knowledge, attitudes and behavioural

intentions.

This experience proved to be an invaluable learning experience for me, in many

areas, which far exceeded my initial expectations. The constant feedback and support

which directed my work was crucial to my being able to sustain such an arduous schedule.

The path to creating social change is a long and winding journey, if perhaps I have

planted but a few seeds my work will have been a success.
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MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

8:15 - 9:00
EB EB EB EB EB

9:00 - 9:45
A A A

X
B A

9:45 - 10:30
B B

x
A c B

10:30 - 11:15
c B c

x
C C

11:15 - 12:00
D D

x
D D D

12:00 - 12:45
L L

X
L L L

12245 - lz30
E E E

x
E E

l:30 - 2:15
F F

x
G F F

2:15 - 3:00
G G

x
H

x
F G

3:00 - 3:45
H G

X
H

x
H H

PRE.TEST SCHEDULE
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MONDAY TUESDAY \ryEDNESDAY THTIRSDAY FRIDAY

8:15 - 9:00
EB EB EB EB EB

9:00 - 9:45
A
MODULE 1

A
MODULE 2

A
MODULE 3

B A
MODULE 5

9:45 - 10:30
B B A

MODULE 4
C
MODULE 3

B

10:30 - 11:15
c
MODULE 1

B c
MODULE 2

C
MODULE 4

C
MODULE 5

11:15 - 12:00
D D D D D

12:00 - 12245
L
MODULE 1

L
MODULE 2

L
MODULE 3

L
MODULE 4

L
MODULE 5

12:45 - l:30
E E E E E

1:30 - 2:15
F
MODULE 1

F
MODULE 2

G1

MODULE 4
F
MODULE 3

F
MODULE 5

2:15 - 3:00
G1

MODULE T

Gr
MODULE 2

H1

MODULE 2
F
MODULE 4

G1

MODULE 5

3:00 - 3:45
H1

MODULE 1

G1

MODULE 3
H1

MODULE 3
H1

MODULE 4
H1

MODULE 5

SCHEDULE FOR MODULES

lVeek I
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MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

8:15 - 9:00
EB EB EB EB EB

9:00 - 9:45
A A A B

MODULE 4
A

9:45 - 10:30
B
MODULE 1

B
MODULE 2

A C B
MODULE 5

10:30 - 11:15
C B

MODULE 3
c C C

11:15 - 12:00
D
MODULE 1

D
MODULE 2

D
MODULE 3

D
MODULE 4

D
MODULE 5

12200 - 12:45
L L L L L

12:45 - l:30 E
MODULE 1

E
MODULE 2

E
MODULE 3

E
MODULE 4

E
MODULE 5

1:30 - 2:15
F F G2

MODULE 4
F F

2:15 - 3:00
G2

MODULE 1

G2

MODULE 2
H2

MODULE 2
F G2

MODULE 5

3:00 - 3:45
H2
MODULE 1

C2
MODULE 3

H2
MODULE 3

H2
MODULE 4

H2
MODULE 5

SCHEDULE FOR MODULES

Week 2
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We have attached to this letter the Term 1 report on your son's/daughter,s academic
progress up to October 26, 1994. As well as marks and comments, thð report indicates
the accumulated number of classes that have been missed in any given area. 

'

PARENT INFORMATION LETTER

Dear Parents/Guardians

OUR PARENTÆEACHER CONFERENCES ARE:
Tuesday, November 1S - 4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. by appointment only

Thursday, November iT - 2:80 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. by appointment only
AND

Friday, November 18 - 1:30 p.m. to B:4s p.m. open... no appointment necessary

We look forward to seeing you and hope that you will take the time to carefully review
your son's daughter's academic record. Please encourage your son or daughter to attend
the conferences with you as we feel it is appropriate tha-t they are present.

Tuesday, November 15 - from 7:00 p.m. to g:00 p.m.

and

Thursday, November 17 - from 7:00 p.m. to g:00 p.m.

Please indicate on the interview response form if you would like to be scheduled for the"Working Together for Healthy Relationships" sesiion. We will do our best to avoid aconflict in scheduling.

We look forward to seeing you!

Our Senior 2 students will be taking a sp^eclal program "Working Together for Healthy
Relationships" which is offered within the Self Mana-gement Unit Module of the Skills for
lndependent Living Curriculum. This program is desi-gned to emphasize values, attitudes
and behaviors which promote fair, non-violent and lffectiue *ãy" for maintaining and
interacting in relationships. We invite you to attend a parent information our
describing the program. These sessions will iake place on:
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ADOLESCENT ATTITTIDES
RE: WIFE ASSAIJLT

67 % reported that their fathers
were verbally abusive to their
mothers.

73% reported that their fathers
were verbally abusive to them.

One out of three students reported
that their fathers physically abused
their mothers.

D. Reitzel M.A. L9g2
Reprintsd wih permission from û¡e London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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London, Ontario 1993

o 51 % of girls in sready
dating rclationships
experienced verbal
abuse.

o 3L% of the girls
reported sexual abuse.

o 28% of the girls
complained of physical
abuse.

Jaffe and Sudermann
ReprinÞd wih permission from üre London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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FORMS OF VIOLENCE

Dimensions: Forms include:

Psychological shouting, swearing, taunting, threatening, degrad.ing,

demeaning, íiducing fear, gende r harassment, w itne ss ing

Sexual rape, incest, unwanted sexual touching, date rape,

harassment

PhysÍcal slapping, shoving, hitting, mutilation, stabbing, assault,

murder

Financial

Spiritual

w ithh o I dín g, div e r t in g, e mb e zzlin g o r c ont r o llin g fund s

degrading one's beliefs, withholding means to practice,

forcing adherence to a belief system

ReprinÞd wih permission fom he London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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Vtrith abuse there ate three
common factors:

o the abuse is a misuse of
power;

o the victim of abuse is
manipulated into
accryting a distorted
view of realfty that
they deserve the abuse.

o the victim's self-esteem
is destroyed.

Reprinbd wiúr permissir¡n fom ho Lordon Family Court Cliníc lnc.
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Thumbs Down!, the name of thls proJect,
remlnds us of the expresslon "rule of thumb".
For most of our history wlfe assault has been
legal. In 1767, a Brltish common law declslon
determlned that men could "enforce domestlc
dlsclpllne" so long as the lnstrument they used
to beat thelr wlves and chlldren was no
broader than the wldth of a man's thumb. Thls
rule of thumb perslsted ln soclal and legal
affalrs; lt was not untll 1968 that physlðal
cruelty became grounds for dlvorce under
Canadian law.

@
C-anad ian Teachens' Federation

November I990

Cá,NADIAN TEN,CH ERS' FEDERATIONTHUÀTBS DOTVN!
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L]nder British common law
a husband's rights included
the infamous "rule of
thumb" he could beat his
wife so long as he didn't
use a stick thicker than his
thumb and the battered
wife who objected was
usually dismissed as having
provoked or deserved the
beating.

ReprinÞd witr permission from fre London Farnily Court Clinic Inc.
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DIAGRAM OF THE
CYCLE OF VIOLENCE

O knorc W¡lkcn Thc B¡itcrcd l4/om¡n, 1979

^llnctlon-->

/zi:i::::,
** shc kavc¡.

lf sutctdeor
Homlclde?

VIOLENT
EPISODE
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Judge Frank Allen made
these comments during the
sentencing of a man who
threatened to kiil his
girlfriend; "f can tell you
from 60 odd year,s
experience that there isn,t
any woman worth the
trouble you got yourself
into.tt

L.F.P. T993

Reprined wiÉr permission from t¡e London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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FI\CTS ABOUT CHILD WITNESSES
OF WIFE ASSAULT

ln each class at school there are 3 to b
children who witness wife assault at home.

Abuse often begins during a pregnancy
resulting in prenatal injuries for some
children.

Ghildren are present during the majority of
wife assault incidents, and are aware of
80% of the occurrences.

Ch¡ld witnesses of wÍfe assautt have
equivalent levels of emotional and behaviour
problems to children who âre themselves
physically abused.

Children and adolescents who witness abuse
usually have greatly etevated levels of both
emotional and behavioural problems.

ch¡ld and adolescent witnesses of wife assault
typically experience numerous sch ool dlfficulties
including inattentiveness, lowered achievement,
frequent absences, conflict with peers and
teachers, and difficulties making adjustments to
new schools.

ReprinÞd wittr permission from he London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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RESPONDING
OF CHILD

TO THE NEEDS
WITNESSES:

"lf they are coming ínto our classrooms,
Fy on a Mgnday morning, and there's
been a weekend of seeing víolence, there
ísn't much that even the- best teaóher ín
the world can do wíth that child. That
expgrignce. that feelíng, must be dealt
yviÍh fírst, befgre any léaming can go on;
ít is a school board's respon"síbílíti. t
feel that víolence preve.rítíon progirams
must be in our schools.

ReprinÞd wiúr permission from f¡e London Family Court Clinic lnc,
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WHAT CAN SCHOOL PERSONNEL DO?

IF A DISCLOSURE IS MADE.

DO:

' Listen calmly to the student.

. Take the complaint seriously.

. Reassure the student it is not their fault.

' Be supportive of the student -create an atmosphere of safety & trust.

' Involyg appropriate schooVsystem staff; respecting the student's privacy as much asPossible. - E-- --J -

. Consult with local resources listed in this package.

' T1le_appropriare acrion needed - ENSURE A REpoRT IS MADE WHEN
APPROPRIATE, record the information.

' Do talk to a colleague or someoneyou trust about your feelings (always maintaining
confidentiality-respecting the childrs rights to privãcy by nor iä"ffifyiág herlhim to-
uninvolved pêrsoris).

M'S HELPFUL TO SAY THINGS LIKE:
,,1 BELIEVE Y}TJ.,,

,,1'M 
GLAD YOU TOLD ME ABOUT THIS. YOU DID THE RIGHT THING."

,,YOU'RE 
NOT ALONE-THIS HAPPENS TO A LOT OF PEOPLE."

,,IT,S NoT yoT]R FALTLT.,,

,,I,LL Do WHAT I CAN To SUPP)RT YoU.,,

DON'T:

' Mukg light of the situation, assume the crisis has passed or display strong emotional
reaction of shock, disgust, embarrassment, etc.

' Guarantee confidentiality, secrecy or make unrealistic promises.

. Take responsibility for counselling alone.

Adapted from the London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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IF A STUDENT DISCLOSES TT{EY ARE BEING ABUSTVE IN A
RELATIONSHIP.......

' Listen to the abuser. Support change in behaviour. Don't be silent or ignore abusive
comments about women.

' HelP him undersand that he is the only one responsible for the violence even if his
girlfriend is responsible for otherproblems in the relationship. Violence is learned
behaviour and can be unlearned.

. Encourage him to seek help in a counselling program for men.

' Consult ttre local agencies listed in your resource package. The violence will not stop
on its own.

THINGS TO SAY WHEN A STUDENT DISCLOSES
WIFE ABUSryASSAULT

. It took a lot of courage to talk about this.

. Telling a trusted adult is ttre first step towards reducing the violence.

. I'm glad you told me.

. You are not responsible for yourparent's violence.

. You are not alone; this is happening in many families.

. Talk to your mom and tell her how you feel.

. Have you also been hit or abused?

AFTER A DISCLOSIJRE

. Do talk to the principal and record the disclosure.

' Do talk to a colleague or someone you trust about your feelings (ensuring the
student's right to privacy).

' Do keep communication open with the student who will require ongoing support

. Do contÍrct a local agency listed in yourresource package.

¡¡apted from he Lmdon Family Court Clinic lnc.
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WHAT CAN A PARENT DO?

IF YOUR CHILD TELLS YOU STIE IS IN AN ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIP.......

. Believe her.

. Listen and let her talk about her feelings.

' consult with local agencies listed in your resource package.

. Respect your child's right to privacy.

' Talk to someone you trust about your feelings (always maintaining confidentiality).

IT'S HELPFUL TO SAY THINGS LIKE:
,,1 BELIEVE YOU."

,,1'M GIAD YOU TOLD ME ABOUT THIS. YOU DID THE RIGHT THING."
,,YOU'RE NOT ALONE- THIS HAPPENS TO A LOT OF PEOPLE."
,,IT'S NOT YOUR FAULT."

,,|'LL DO WHAT I CAN TO SUPPORT YO[J."

IF YOUR CHILD DISCLOSES TTIEY ARE BEING ABUSIVE IN A
RELATIONSHIP.......

. Listen to your child.

. Support your child for recognizing the problem.

' Engourage your child to get the help they need to change their behaviour. The
violence will not stop on its own.

' Ï.JP.him understand that he is the only one responsible for the violence even if hisgirlfriend is responsible for other probiems in the retãtionsnip. Violencelr j"*"¿
behaviour and can be unlearned. 

-

' consult with local agencies listed in your resource package.

Adapted from he London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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MAKING A PLEDGE
TO END VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN:

The following cartoon was pubtished in December, during the
white Ríbbon campaÍgn, when men demonstrate their pledle to
end violence against women by wearing a white ribbon.

Ottawa (Jtken, *ceñhr t, t99l ßepríntcd by pcrmísston ol AIen Khg

#ú*1

w
$Rtof_.

Éfr
rIIÍI\'HBER' 

ÀY,lARz,

It

RepdnH witir permission from he London Family Court Glinic lnc.
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.WORKING 
TOGETHER FOR HEALTHY RELAT IONSHI PS"

Pre-test prion to going into the ciassnoom

Nodule One OVERVTEW

h i stori cal perspect ive
naming the violence'creatìng awarenes.s around the issue
i nc i de nce rat e/ st a tist ics
issue of abuse as a means of maintaining power and control
contri but ing cul tural i nf I uences

I'IoduI e Two V IOLENCE AND THE NED IA

gender violence and the medÌa
T.V. , roc( musïc, videos, magazines, movies.
gender stereotyping

flodule Three EFFECTS OF WITNESSINî VI)LENCE

cycle of violence-cycle of sexîsm
learned behaviour-vÌolence 'is a chaìce

Nodule Four DATING VI1LENCE

qualities desired in a relatîonship
understand'ing anger
effective coping sRi I ls-handl ing sfress

Hodule Five WRA? Up

The Law
ltthat can you Do?
Resources
Post-test
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RESOURCES AND SERVICES

Osborne House CIî{-YWCA) Crisis Line and

Shelter for Abused Women (24 hours) ...942-3052
Toll-Free Province-wide crisis Line... ....1-800-362-33M

Sexual Assault Crisis Line . .786-8631

Suicide Prevention Klinic Crisis Line .. . . ... . ...286-8686

Teen Touch ....... ....2g3-1116

Kids Help Phoneline. ......1-800-668-6868

Youth Resource Centre .477-1804

Contact Community Information..... .....944-4050

Fort Garry Women's Resource Centre .....477-llL3

Immigrant Women's Association ....... .....943-8612

North End Women's Resource Centre .......589-7347

Women's Advocacy Program .945-6851

Evolve .794-4070

ElderAbuse Resource Centre. .....942-6235

Family Centre of Winnipeg..... .....947-1401

Children's Home of Winnipeg ..... ....786-7051

Child and Family Services (east). .........9M-4286
After hours-emergency....... .....94y'-4050

Child Guidance Clinic .257-0202
School Counsellor ....233-3986

Pluri-Elles Centre de Femme ....233-1735

Ma Mawi Chi Itata Cenrre,Inc. ... .....925-0300
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APPENDIX 4

SCHOOL PERSONNEL RESOURCE
PACKAGE
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Information from...

The National Clearinghouse
on Family Violence

Wife Abuse -
The Irnpact
on Children

Violence against women and child¡en
of all socio-economic and cultural
groups has been acknowledged as one
of the most pervasive and serious
problems in today's society. It is
estimated that one in ten women in
Canada is the victim of assault by her
partner.l It is increasingly recognized
that the children of these womèn are
also profoundly emotionally and
psychologically affected by the abuse.
The majority of these children per-
sgn_ally witness the injury and iuffering
of their mothers. In addition there is a
strong likeìihood that children of
abused women will directly suffer some
form of abuse themselves.

How m3ny children are affected?

o A Toronto study has documented that
in families with children, a child was
present and witnessed the assault of
his or her mother in as many as
68 percent of incidents.2 Based on
clinical experience it is estimated that
as many as 80 percent of children of
abused women witness the abuse of
their mothers.3

. Research has demonstrated that in
one out of three families where the
mother is assaulted the child¡en are
also directly abused.4

Canadä
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What are the links between wife
assault and child abuse?

. Children living in violent homes
suffer emotional abuse as a direct
consequence of witnessing or being
subject to the violent behaviour of
their fathers or their mothers'
partners.

. Children who witness the abuse of
their mothers and are also physically
or sexually abused themselves
demonstrate the most negative
Iongterm consequences.5

o Women are often abused during
pregnancy. The abuse can have
detrimental effects on the pregnancy
and the development of the fetus.

o Infants can be particularly vulnerable
to injury during the course of the
assault on their mothers.

. Studies conducted in women's
shelte¡s have documented that
chiid¡en may also be at risk of neglect
or abuse by their mothers.6 The
cumulative stress of being victimized
herself may diminish a woman's
coping skills and undermine her
confidence as a parent.

What is the irnpact on
the child's life?

. Children whose mothers are abused
grow up in a family atmosphere of
tension, fear, intimidation and
tremendous confusion about intimate
relationships.

. When a woman decides to leave her
abusive partner a child's living
arrangements can be dramatically
affected by the crisis in the family and
the adjustrnent to a new living
arrangement, in many instances a
shelter for women and children.

. Separation and divorce can have
many negative effects on a childt
development. Children with abusive
fathers experience the combined
impact of the separation and the
violence that caused it. They may
experience guilt about positivê feel-
ings they have for their father or they
may be anxious and fearful about
contact with him.z

'f{hat is the social, em.otional, and
psychologic¿l irnpact ?

. Low self esteem, a lack of self-
confidence and insecurity are often
the result of living in a violent home.
Children's feelings of fear and
vulnerability can cause high levels of
anxiety. Children do not feel safe in
their own homes.s

. Feelings of guilt and a sense of
responsibüity for their mothers'
suffering are coûunon for these
children. Children may feel
responsible for their fathers' anger.

. Children from violent homes may not
develop social competence and often
become socially isolated and have
poor relationships with peers. A sense
of shame and a need to hide the

2
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chaos at home from others affects
their ability to express their feelings
openly.r

o At an early age children may begin to
exhibit behaviours such as
nightmares, sleep disturbances, bed-
wetting, and poor impulse control.to

. As child¡en grow older they may
begin to demonstrate extremes of
behaviour. Many children internalize
their experiences and are depressed,
withd¡awn, or passive, experiencing
feelings of hopelessness or power-
lessness.

. Other child¡en externalize their
feelings and become involved in
delinquent acts and aggressive
behaviour. They may begin to mimic
the belittling behaviour toward their
mother. Boys particularly may begin
to be aggressive in their relatiõnships
with their mothers or girlfriend5.ll

. Adolescents may assume a burden of
increased responsibility in the family
in attempts to protect their mothers
or shield their younger sibtings. Some
adolescents demonstrate severe
psychological and emotional distress
that may culminate in running away
or in a suicide attempt or the abuse of
drugs or alcohol.l2

What is the irnpact on learning?

Chiìdren often experience school
difficulties resulting in poor academic
performance, difficulty in concentrat-

ing, frequent absences, behavioural
difficulties, conflict with other child¡en,
and disruption in schooling or
adjustment to a new school.13

what is the econor.nic irnpact?

Most women who leave an abusive
partner suffer significant economic
consequencesl4. It is well recognized
that poverty can be a highly significant
factor that compromises a child's
physical and psychological develop-
mentt5. Becoming poor further
compounds the impact of the violence
on the child.

I{hat are the long term
consequences for children
Iiving in a violent home?

In addition to rhe negarive psychologi-
cal impact of violence, children may
also develop inappropriate attitudei
about violence that can stay with them
throughout their lives. Children learn
that violence is an accepted way for
men to relate to women and to resolve
conflict within a family - often without
negative consequences for the offender.

Children develop attitudes and may
begin to act out learned behaviour. For
boys this may mean perpetuating a
cycle of violence in future relationships
with women by imitating the
behaviour of their fathers. In the evenr
that girls become involved in relation-.
ships with violent men when they grow
up they may see few options for them-
selves to escape from the situation.

3
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A¡e all child¡en affected to the
sã'ne degree?

Research demonstrates that the
response of children to violence against
their mothers or themseives differs
greatly. The duration and degree of the
violence is a significant factor. Protec-
tive factors related to the child, the
family and/or the community can
influence the degree of negative impact
on the child to the extent that some
children do remarkably well in the face
of great adversity.

Such factors may include a good
relationship with the motheç a good
network of social support outside the
family and the resilience of the
individual child.lo

Does the child's reaction to the
violence affect the mothefs
actions?

It is increasingly recognized that a
woman's motivation to leave a violent
partner is strongly influenced by her
concern for her children.lT The decision
to leave is often precipitated by an
awareness of the harmful effects of the
violence on her child¡en or when the
father begins to directly abuse the
children.

What can be done for children who
experience the negative irnpact of
wife abuse?

. Professionals who work with women
and child¡en, and the general public,

must be made aware of the realities
of wife abuse and the extent of the
impact on children.

o When wife abuse is identified resour-
ces must be made available to assist
the woman and to support the child
as well. There must be a recognition
that abuse of the child is also a strong
possibility.

o Resources for child¡en for their
support, protection and treatment
should be developed in coordination
with the development of resources
for abused women.

. The education system can play a
critical role through the training of
teachers, the development of
curriculum, liaison with the systems
designed to intervene on behalf of the
woman and the child and by meeting
the educational needs of individual
children whose mothers are abused.

. Primary prevention programs need to
be developed to ensure that all
children recognize the impact of the
use of violence and power in
relationships and so that they can
develop alternative conflict resolution
strategies.

What are the irnplications for the
systems that respond?

. Coordination and integration among
the many complei systems that inter-
vene in wife abuse, and development
of multidisciplinary training

4
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programs, are critical to an effective
response. A recognition of the impact
on the child emphasizes the need for
coordination with the systems
involved with the child as well.

. A recognition of the frequency of the
co-existence of wife assault and child
abuse reinforces the need for linkages
between the efforts of service
providers on behalf of abused women
and abused children and an explora-
tion of the commonalites of all forms
of abuse. Consideration must be
given to child welfare legislation
reflecting the risks to children of
exposure to wife abuse.

¡ Greater consistency and coordination
in information gathering related to
child¡en, and further research, will
enhance the knowledge base of the
impact on child¡en.

Suggested Reading

Au Grand Jour. by Madeleine Lacombe,
Regrouprement provincial des maisons
d'hébergement et de transition pour
femmes victimes de violence conjugale,
Montreal, 1990.

Battered But Not Beaten...Wife
Banerine in Canada, by Linda
Macleod. Canadian Advisory Council
on the Status of Women, 1987.

Canada's Mental Health - Special Issue:
Mental Health Issueç Related to Familv
Violence. Volume 38, June/Septembe¡,
1990.

Children of Battered Women, by Peter
Jaffe, David Wolfe and Susan Kaye
Wilson. Sage Publications, Newbury
Park, 1990.

Children of Domestic Violence -
Prosrams and Tleatment, by Marguerite
Watson. Office for the Prevention of
Famiìy Vioìence, Alberta, 1986.

Derrière les chiffres. Regroupement
provincial des maisons d'hébergement
et de transition pour femmes victimes
de violence conjugale, Montreal, 1990.

A Handbook for the Prevention of
Familv Violence, Community Child
Abuse Council of Hamilton-
Wentworth, Hamilton, Ontario, I 990.

Interventions auprès des enfants
exposés à la violence coniueale, by
Yvette Garceau Durand, Centre local de
seryices corununautaires de Sept-Iles,
I 990.

The Omitted Realitv - Husband-Wife
Violence in Ontario and Policv
Implications for Education, by Pat
Kincaid. Belsten Publications, Concord,
Ontario, 1985.

Portrait de santé des femmes violentées
et de leurs enfants, by Suzanne
Kérouac, Elizabeth Taggart, and Joëlle
Lescop, Faculty of Nursing, University
of Montreal, 1986.
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Books for Ctrild¡en

Famiiy Violence - It Doesn't Have to
Be, John Howard Society of the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo,
Kitchener, Ontario, I 990.

I Love Mv Dad But. by Leslie Wright, Is
Five Press, Is Five Foundation, Toronto,
t986.

I Wish the Hittine Would Stop - A
Workbook for Children Livins in
Violent Homes, by Susan Patterson. Red
Flag Green Flag Resources, Fargo ND,
t987.

Audiovisual Resources

The Family Violence Audio-Visual
Catalogue - National Clearinghouse on
Family Violence including more than
70 films and videos on famiìy violence.
They can be borrowed free of charge
through the regional offices of the
National Film Board. Highly
recorrunended is The Crown Prince.

For Educators

Thumbs Down - A Classroom Reponse
to Violence Towards Women, Canadian
Teachert Federation, Ottawa, Ontario,
r990.

The London Secondarv School
Intei-vention Proiect on Violence in
Intimate Relationships. P. Jaffe,
D. Reitzel, M. Sudermann, and S. Killip,
1990.
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Information from...

The National Clearinghouse
on Family Violence

Wife Abuse

What Is Wife Abuse?
o Wife abuse involves physical and

sexual assault, emotional and
p sych ol o g!cal intimidati on,
degradation, deprivation and/or
exploitation of women by their
intimate partners.l

o Fear and pain affect women,s
personal strength and courage. As a
consequence of abusive behaviour
they tan suffer:

r bruisei, broken and cracked bones,
back and head injuries, loss of
hearing, imp.aired eyesight,
malnutrition, burns, disfigurement
and death;z

r terrol depression, suicidal
tendencies, severe anxiety, loss of
self-esteem and power over their. own lives and feeiings of
hopelessness and shame;

r feeLings of isolation, due to the
nature of abuse; abuse is often
hidden.from members of extended
families, friends and neighbours.

o Children who witness this behaviour
are also seriously affected.

How Widespread Is Wife Abuse?
. Estimates indicate that one in every

ten women in Canada (one million)
is abused by her partner each year.i
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.In 1988, 15% of. all Canadian
homicide viaims were women
murdered by their male partners.a

o According to the Canadian Centre for
Justice Statistics, in 1988, 75 921 men
were charged with all forms of
assault, including wife abuse.

oIn 1987, the Ontario Ministry of the
Attomey General reported t6 292
domestic assault occurences. A total
of.93.5o/o of resulting charges were
laid against men.

o There are no social, cultural,
religious, financial, geographic or
occupation-related baniers to being
abused or behaving abusively

Is l{ife Abuse a Recognized
Problem?
. ¡n the 1988189 fiscal yeat the

National Clearinghouse on Family
Violence received over 1000 requests
for information on wife abuse. itris
number of requests is increasing
rapidly.

o Over I3 000 Canadian individuals
and organizations subscribe to the
quarterly newsletter of family
violence issues, Vís-à-Vts produced by
The Canadian Council on Social
Development.

o There are over 300 shelters, safe
home networks, sate[te houses, safe
environments, multip urp os e
emergency and transition homes in
Canada.5

o There are more than 100 Canadian
treatment programs for men who
abuse women.6

Wife Abuse Is in Every
Comrnunitf, Every Region,
Every Province and Tenitory.

Questions to Consider:

Why ßWife Abuse io Wídespread?

It is widely held that wife abuse occurs
because:

o historically, women have not been
valued as equal partners in society;7

¡ as individuals, we learn to hold
power over others and to encourage
submission. We are taught these
lessons through the process of
so cialization and through sex-role
stereotyping. Negative messages
about women reinforce.the theme of
inequality;a

. as a society,'we tend to condone and
value aggression in general (sports,
war, violent toys);

o abusive behaviour is often accepted
and condoned.

How Seríously Is the Abuse of Women Taken
ín Canada?

o Fourteen departments within the
federal govemment are actively
involved in the development of a
national approach on family violence,
including wife abuse.
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o Across Canada, provincial and
teûitorial govemments have given
high priority to public education and
curricula on the issue of male
violence against women.e

o There are thousands of Canadian
women and men involved as workers
or volunteers in sheltering and
health/social services, employee
assistance, treatment and training
programs, education strategies,
advocacy, research, community
co -ordinatinþ committees, poliiy
planning, criminal justice
intervention' and prosecution.

o Comprehensive initiatives are now
found:

r in municipal, regional, provincial,
territorial and federal govemments;

r in local, regional, provincial,
territorial, and national non-
governmental institutions,
organizations and associations.

o Many religious groups and
organizations within thê corp orate
sectór are committed to teaming
about abuse and to developing
support and intervention strategies.

o The best effects often result when
different groups and disciplines work
and learn together. Focussing on
prevention, interyention, advocacy,
education, training and/or seryice
and program development, such
grouþs examine how societal valuês,
nonns and attitudes about violence,
relationships and female and male
roles influence the perpetuation or
prevention of wife abuse.

Working Together, We Can
P¡event Wife Abuse.

What does preventing wife abuse
really mean?

To índívíduals it means:

o seeing prevention as a societal issue.

o taking responsibiJ.ity.

o leaming and acting on what we leam.
o thinking about how we live together.

o caring about ourselves, each other
and our communities.

r respecting each other

o finding new, non-violent, non-
oppressive ways to live together as
men, women, parents and children.

o asking difficult questions about how
we treat ourselves and others.

o becoming personally involved in
some way.

o deciding to be part of the solution.

What Can You Do to Help?

,4s aparent, you can teach children to
value the contributions, rights and
responsibilites of individuals, regardless
of gender, age, culture or disability.

As amember of your community, you can
find out what is being done, what is
needed and where you fit into the
solution.

As amember of the workíng communíty,
you can leam about employee

3
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assistance programming on the issue,
the needs of employees who are in
crisis, as well as available and needed
support services in your community.

As a member of an assocíatíon, you can
ask what is being done, what remains
to be done, and what you and your
association could be doing now and in
the future. 

.

As a member of a religíous organízarton,
you can follow the lead of your peers,
determine what needs to be done and
how you can participate.

As amember or coftsttmer of medía, you
can think about positive and negative
images and messages, you can make
choices, you can act responsibly.

,4s an-educator, yov can leam about
what needs to be taught.

As a professíonal, you can understand
the needs and experiences of indi-
viduals, work with other professions
and value the knowledge of those who
work with abused women and men
who abuse.

As aníndívidual, you can help change
this society into a safe place for
individuals to live free from violence
and abuse of every kind.

It Is Time for More of Us to Care

Audío-visual: The Family Violence
Prevention Division of Health and
Welfare Canada has compiled over 50

films and videos on family violence,
which ðan be borrowed free of charge
through the regional offices of the
National FiIm Board.

Suggested Readings

o l¡rterdisciplinary Project on Domestic
Violence, The Other Síde of the
Mountaín: Workíng Together on Domestic
Vîolence Issues: Part On¿, National
Clearingbouse on Family Violence
(NcFv): 1988.

r The Canadian Council on Social
D evelopm ent, Vs - à-Vß, national
newsletter on family violence;
55 Parkdale Ave., Ottawa, Ontario,
KIY 4GI.

o Education Wife Assault publications,
427 Bloor Street West, Toronto,
Ontario, M5S tX7.

o Healih and Welfare Canada,
Proæedíngs from the Workíng Together:
1989 Natíonal Forum on Family Víolenæ,
NCFV: 1990.

o Health and Welfare Canada, Report of
the Federal Government Consultatíon on
Family Violence wíth Natíonal
Non-g overnmental Or. g anízatí0ru, NCFV:
July I989.

o Ontario Medical Association
Committee on Wife Assault¡ Reports on
Wífe Assault: ¿.Medícal Perspectíve in the
Ontario Medical Review, NCFV; 1988:
2,7.

o Macleod, Linda, Discussíon Paper: Wífe
Abuse prepared for the Working
Together: 1989 National Forum on
Family Violence, NCFV; 1988: 13.
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o Correctional Service Canada, Breakíng
the Cycle of Family Violence: A Resouræ
Handbook, written and produced by
Bonnie HutchÍnson Enterprises Inc.;
1989: 10.

o For a philosophical discussion see:
Macleod, Linda, praentíng Wífe.
Batteríng: Towards a New
Understandíng : A Thínk-tank Rep ort,
Canadian Advisory Council on the
Status of Women, lg99.

o The Baha'i Community of Canada,
c/o Nancy Akerman, Dept. of public
Affairs, Baha'i National Centre,
7200 Leslie St. Thornhill, Ontario,
L3T 6L8.

o The United Church of Canada, Ending
Vîolenæ ín Familíes: a traíníng program
for pastoral care workers, NCFV; l 9gg.

o Regional Municipality of Ottawa-
Carleton Employee Assistance
Program, Wífe Abuse Educatíon ín the
Workplace: A Report and Worlcshop
Manual;1985.

Endnotes
1. For a more detailed definition of wife

abrise see Linda Macleod, Battered.
But Not Beaten: Preventíng Wífe
Batteríng in Canada, Ottawa:
Canadian Advisory Council on the
Status of Womeñ, 19g7, p. 16.

2. The Church Council on Justice and
Corrections and The Canadian
Council on Social Develo¡iment,
Famíly Víolenæ in a patriarchal Culture:.
A Challenge to Our Way of Livíng, akit,
507 Bank Street, Ottawa, Ontario,
K2P lZ5; l9B8: t2.

3. Linda Macleod, Battered But Not
Beaten: Preventíng Wife Batteríng ín
Canada, Canadian Advisory Council
on the Status of Women, Box 1541,
Station B, Ottawa, Ontario, Klp
5R5:1987.

4. Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics,
Homícide Report: J988, Cat. No.
85-209.

5. Health and Welfare Canada,
'Ttansition Houses and Shelters for
Battered Women in Canada', NCFV;
1989: 4-3I.

6. Health and Welfare Canada,
"Canadian Treatment Programs for
Men Who Batter", NCFV; I988.

7. Iarouche, Ginette, Agír contre Ia
víolenæ, La pleine lune, Montréal,
Québec, 1987: 32-32.

8. The Church Council on Justice and
Corrections and the Canadian
Council on Social Development,
Famíly Víolenæ in a Patríarchal Culture:
A Challenge to Our Way of Lívíng, a kit,
Ottawa, Ontario; 1988: parts I and II.

9. Task Force on Family Violence,
'Report of the 1ìask Force", yukon;
l9B5:301-320.
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of E¡¡t¡ùr cwßÍt qonl4l Lh¡t ¡¡ tñn ü @thr ß¡sbly to bc !Mî
unscl(ut,- C@ú É¡pËd thJt frfrloyn h:rc *ølpl¡.c ¡rl¡c¡É to prc\cnr
lunurcnt. Thc fint rtcp ro rnsuc tht yær ¡utpl¡ç h¡¡ ¡n éfl!üirc prugÞm
lo p.wml srud h¡fi-sEnt ¡¡ to ¡ß.ludc ¡ clcrrlt,J.fincd policy brsd on
lcüirl¡litc guidcl¡ß5 ¡nrl or¡:nir:rioul nccdr

S¡¡u¡l hsurent i¡ ¡n rboc of grwcuJ it ¡l Nmmoo ¡n rlæ uüf o|ry-
Allru¡ h¡lf of ¡ll sprting uomn hlrc crpcric¡dûl ¡t lcôr oæ ¡ypc of
uns¡nrûJ. $¡ul ¡(Êntim k crulo r ¡run.r *lfstc=m, intcgãy ud
Cfwnic Ell.be¡ng ¡n¡l ¡ßludar .ñy u¡sÉl$ne lc<ring. løtr-hinu, *ru:l
ßmst¡' pßsuß. Lsing. insuhs anrl unwrnrcrJ phyrieiø *rual mm

in the Workploce.

. Ecl*æq¡s6¡ppn¡ intlrchous.

. M¡lc ¡ pl¡tr ¡bout wh¡t to do üd shæ to to ¡f
y@ æ ¡n d¡ôgcr Tcll ywrshildrcn of your
plü ¡f t¡cy e old crugh ro und.ßhnd.

. T¡lctu¡childm wirh yo if yo oa lf you
muí 16rc tÀcm tcmpoõ¡ily. rokc ¡uE úcy q
join yo u no u pos¡blr. Gcr ¡ pol¡æ cron
if yø fcu violcrce in rtùñing. Thc policc a¡ll
M d6¡dc sho w¡ll bc.blc to kæp úc chitdrÉr
5æ r h*ycr s on u potr¡blc âbost cuÍdly.

. Wh¡rftryo!¡ whicle, mtc urc it ht gu.

Emergency Plon
lfyounrellvlnglnsnâbusfremht¡oN-hlp,dcnytngthcabuselsdrn-gcrous. ¡tusuailygctsworscoycrllmc. pl¡nwhatr/ouwoulddolna

cr¡sls. Thc mosa lmporta¡t lhlng ls lo makciurc tiatlou lnO youiifrìlaron 
"*,"f..

. Næp ú c¡h sr of tc¡ in r srcr hiding phcc.. Try to tæp yør whiclc in 3æd ap:ir øii
rcn1 fril yø.

. Alþyr kep sß lltæy hiddcn to hctp y@
8cl ¡Ey.

. T¡lc ídcnrifiqt¡on. impocur ppcn ad
næ6$¡y Gdi€r¡6 f6)'q ¡nd ydrchildæe

. Kæp ¡ lir ol¡npoGnt plþæ numbcd in úE
hidin¡ pl*c *irh yør mcy.. wortout ¡cqrc pord ú¡¡tq b. usdqtr
úc-pho¡c wirh ffi yd trurt ¡fyou !E
tn d¡ngt

. Know whcæ ya 4 go¡ng to ¡o (¡ fricnd. ¡
ncighbouc r alrtivc. e Mcl, { cftrgcncy
¡hclrcr. crc.). lf y@ Ffcly c¡n. c¡ll pÉoplc in
.d6mc to tcll ùcm y@ æ oming ov€r s
thcy en vrtch føyw,

. Kcp cærgcrcy numbrn handy in r plrcc
shæ thc ¡hûÍ¡ e¡ll not f¡nd thcn. ¡ncludi¡g
thc policc, ¡nd b. Gâdy to Gâll ¡f y@ K'l rhrn

Notionql Sou¡<c¡ for lnformolion ond Aclion.lf You Wont To Help ...
. Fi¡d oqt âbout ruppot rricc¡ for somcn

in your onmunity.
. l¡u mG ¡bou¡ v¡olcæc ¡g¡inrt mmcn.
. Tålkþo0Éõ¡bootwh¡tyq lc¡m.
. Volùncr¡t ¡tr o.g¡n¡ät¡on wh¡ch rcrts

w¡ù ¡nd fo¡ ¡bùsd ø *ru:lly usulrcrl
womn. Povidc mn¡pon¡tÌon, doÞt.d
gelr md rruict

. Dourc mrcy or fundF¡s for thsltcõ,
æ¡u¡l¡¡suh enc¡ o¡ o¡h<¡ rryicc¡ for
¡bogd wmcn.

. lf thcrc ¡r no snicc lor ¡boçd *mcn in
your community. org¡nirc info@l rugpon
Ercupt.nd ¡ -Ff.ly ncteor¡i-

. Hclp )þuremmunity sþup æu.sr on
v¡olcnçc ¡grinrl þm.n in shæt¡ ¡n¡J
*!rl¡pl¡ccr.

. H.lp dcrclop ¡n cfI(r¡E pol¡cy ro pffitrt
F¡u¡l h¡Þllmcnt ¡n yrf þatipl¡cc.

. Hclp poil.ftrgcncyphoncnunb<r in
conmon pl:cc in your community ruch
ð thc poí{mcc. l¡bñ¡t t@.y,ræt
cæp or banli høpirrl cmrgcncy
@m, ctc.

. Art guppot kdicd ¡nd rhchc.r ¡n your
¡rc¡ *h¡t ùcy sþuld l¡lc y@ to do.

Ywc^ ¡tldc C¡æ¿c
C*'¡t ¡¡rid' È rÉ¡d. ¡f¡!
&G-rJ5( td
¡cú, ChÞio. AJ¡ lCó
l¡lóll9¡.988ó
C...as wffil ,.5¿.d..
2l¡hù 5¡.,sdr 208
¡eûÈ, Otbio, sS l^ó
l¡tól ¡¡¡.t2ó¡
tL¡i*l qi.Jt.ri...¡ búrd
Wffi s¿ liú* r.årirw*r
251 lû{ 9d. SA JOó '
OÞ4olÈio,Pt l¡¡
lórJl?J2oó89
llod¡ Wæ¡'¡ 

^rs¡do¡ 
cl (¡oJo

O'ùó.õÞb.XlY ln
lórJlrn.¡J¡
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t¡r¡trq¡.fur¡;¡¡
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Ob4 Oùio, ¡lN rc2
fór31 2lr.9et
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lf You Wont to
Support Politicol Action ...

L.r yos. clcctÊ¡l ßp.csnt¡t¡rrr tnow th¡t cnd¡ng v¡ot.ncc ¡grinrt s!æn ir ¡ p.io.ity fø
tou. Art úcm qu6tion¡ ¡bour u.h¡r rhcir gorcromcnr ir doi-og. rnr.l c@ld b< d;ir;. to $rf
l@¡njr ¡ ¿cÞ tolañnc of v¡ol(ncc.

T¡llJsritc to you. l(¡l gorcmmcnt ¡¡d rr¡ns¡rn:rion syrrcnr about hw public sprccr:nr.l
hnrpon:tion c¡n bÉ nurle sfc¡ for womcn.

Waitc lc¡tcñ to thc 6Jitut oa to gorcmmcnu ¡bout p¡n¡cul¡, crinr¡ tcood *otÉncc¡ foa
v¡olcnt offcndcß th¡I yd f.Él úc ¡ot ¡d(,quilc.
Finrt out fmm your la¡l s¡!¡l ¡rsulr cc¡rc. shckrror yWC,\ ifthcrc ¡.c lG¡l -¡¡1. B¡cl¡hcNighl'ntáach!.ror(rulti¡)ouacontn¡unilylomlr\thcÀlùf,trc¡lm¡rs(r. lfùcrê¡rc
not, t¡lk toolhcß rbout pl¡nntn! oné.
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Dhfr¡oleþ¡À¿{ SùldAq¡
Cñ¡úrb6v.LE. Dfrf¿tarF¡¡rcidwñ OÈiowñitr@
ì1À(^4ó,c6o& udl¡Jwm.rltb{tD^Hl
olaitiga¡b&.F fú9í6y.¡.q. t9!t

Ë#trffi- HH;H*..wñ, t99¡ Frt¡dn

e) ñ7vwc¡ .*^-11!.o"*
N Êc- tibD^ruY



lnvesting in fhe Power of Women
bg ruue lvhllê. Presldenl Conodlon Worflen3 foundoUon

thc Cudi¡¡ Wooc¡'¡ Fæad¡rioa ¡r rhc trG! ¡nd t¡rÍr But sc ¡lþ tffi ¡lE ¡r À¡r
tìnt rod oal¡ Erimt, Pcblic foc¡d¡rio¡ fo¡ ¡or linircd our gorcnriet, ør d..¡F¡. o! osrw atd ¡irlr h Cuudr CWF ø fæ¡dcrl wo rbiliry ro sut fø ctra¡c.
ævcnl yc:n:¡o b¡ r ¡røp of roñcn rho tq ¡rJ¡Jitioa to üic ¡r¡.cætr ¡n¡t cdgc¡rio¡

Why does
'1 .

vtolence. ogoinst
women hoppen?

Vrelcæ:¡rin{ wæa h¡pfcu bcc¡ur æ lm
ùclic rh¡t r.hsir fæli¡¡r æ lffi imgoneat rlua em'r-fclin¡r Olr ciay. lo my n¡rr ninfm
tlE b.l¡€f ú¡r ft ¡ñdiridu:lr ud ¡mpr iuw úE ,ith rostrol ¡¡ú h¿E porr ors qrs pæg16. nt æ *:opø¡nÞqr. Ou¡ ohl ür@fh víolcxc ud la¡mid¡r¡oå. '
læqqliri{ dll G¡¡rr. SoG of úFæ ¡æq€l¡ria hlr¡dc
dey to day Gffib icqurliç cmqurl polirlcl porcr.
uÉqu¡l pdñie on&r Oæ br ua uncqu:t rcil o
þricrlcrm

1þæ i¡ rc svldcrc rh¡¡ ¡tcolþl q ænþl ¡llru6K æ! ao b. vblcnt wiú ma .Iùé€ æ qe4a
Àtcn íþ uult mn mly æulr rhclr bø*r fiicndaq Éithbosõ - t E Ghææ to tlm¡co s æul¡ rm¡r ræ¡l of¡6 ¡.ffi úE æ lnt¡rutrt, ¡ÂvolEdvirh H¡lf of ¡ll mo uulæd tmw thcir¡ìstcr.

rcrc cotccflcd ¡bost tbc
povcrty rad viol¡¡cc l¡
rooco'¡ livc¡. ¡¡d ¡fic
rhon:¡c of rey to eddru
m¡'¡æcdt

Thc Y¡r¡oñ of CWF ¡r to
luad porltlvc càta¡c lor
sonc¡. To tl¡¡t cqd. CWF
trircr aoocy ¡¡d n¡tc¡
tr¡qtr to tc¡ultr.ot¡catcd
prcjæu th¡l tclp rmc¡ ro
lñprcv€ out Kôomíc livcr
rnd Kritt

I'Vc ¡æ c¡circd ¡bqt ør
p¡fl¡cnh¡p rkh thc Eody
Shop ¡nd thc YTVCA ofldu
C¡n¡da Wc ßcota¡tc ll¡¡t
vir¡lcæ. l¡ rll lr¡ formr l¡ ¡
E¡Jo? b¡rrlcl lo làc
æhi*æ¡a of rlf.rcll¡ncc

r¡lue of lùc 0odt Sbop
c:mpri¡a. næ of ttr mcy
t¡¡¡cd ¡r ¡ tcrull of ¡rour
prrrlciprrioo e¡ll ro io làc
Violcæc Pcwnr¡o. Furd ¡t
thc FogilJ¡tio* l¡,lc ?ill uÉ
lhcE fcid¡ to rutc tãô¡t to
¡c¡u¡l ¡¡¡¡ult cc¡t¡c¡.
rhcllcrr ¡!d othct romc¡'¡
¡roupr wortla¡ ao cù¡ôtc
Ít¡tudcr ¡Àd FrEil r¡olcæ.
r¡:inrt rrca

Wc loot fq spport frotr
tho¡c litc Thc Bodt Shop
¡trd llr cu¡toFcfr rho
rcco¡ai:c th¡r bu¡ld¡nt
¡ rffit fútuc trur fund¡nt
lhc dcrclopnrôt ol cqurlity
la our roclcr¡. thi¡
grnacõhip ¡ivcr ur roorhcr

¡nd cconomlc *cúr¡¡t for ton.a tîd ,¡rlr.
lrtorc ¡h¡o h¡lf ¡tc vonc¡ l¡ C¡n¡d¡ h¡rc
d¡rccllt c¡gcr¡c¡ccd ¡omc form of v¡ol.ncc.
Thc lc¡r ol vlolcacc linir¡ ¡hc lívc¡ of ¡ll

lmpottrot *ry to s.ort to cod IhÊ v¡olcncc
lo voncn'¡ livc¡. lt l¡ ¡notÀGr ù¡t tù¡t eÊ
c¡q lnvc¡t ln thc poyc¡ of womct ¡nd tùc
dc¡d oft¡rl¡.

Miuity Worea in Gn¡d¡. dE c¡ô¡Jiü ,ls¡¡¡ion of Chicf¡ olpolicc. ¡¡d
tlæ Rdcn¡cd Wmn'¡ lútirok. ¡Mt odEÁ

TIE Y\¡,¡CA Ekær @r puffià¡p e¡ù Thc Bodt Shop to ù.lp trl ùE
rulr ar. 

_lvc mBt ¡ll wt bSdh.r ¡o b{ild r culrurc of cqurliyfa:lL. Volcre Â¡riu WoGo e¡l¡ d tç aolÉntcd.. Thcr'¡ æ c¡oæ fq ¡ùug Violcrc i¡ ¡ chor¡ ÍGtpon4.. t/nlcrc L m r pinrc frmily eff:ia
¡ Cmnoni¡ic¡ mu¡t cn¡t¡c in pwntio po¡nmr. EErtøc h$ ¡ Þlc lo pl¡y ¡n cr¡d¡c¡t¡nt v¡olcßc ¡t¡¡dt Fæû

Women w¡th
sp

.t
ectol concerns

lmitÊnl ¡¡rd clulcc soæn rut fxc
¡d¡Jitimlproblcn¡ of lu¡u¡c rnd imni¡nriø
ürur V¡riblc hiffiily erd Abori¡iol wwn
my u oll eurhcirio fw hclp bcceuæ rlry my
fcq ei¡t ¡ufu¡¡4r

^nd 
ñn úosth 67fi of disblcd mmn h¡rr

b<ca uu:lly ø påyric¡llyârsultcd r childßG
tlE my ¡ot ßfod ú€ tbor fø lcw of lorin¡ r
mdcd snia q. rhcn ùct do trpor! oftGtr úGy
æ d b.licvr¿

^ll 
þßñ ßcd tql lc¡rl dvicc if rlr¡

d(idc to Ép¡atc. Old.r rcGn {c ffi litcl, lo
b. F@r. ¡nd crF(¡¡lly ßcd to llw ¡bdt
chra¡q:fftcin¡ ¡nr¡qr ¡nd qhr ù(æ¡îrr
lmnr¡tñnl rnd ßfulc rþGn nrl to lct ¡dvícc
frcm : qu:lificr.l inrmi¡nrio br1ø.

Building o

slrong fulure

meons funding

lhe developmenl

of equolily

in our sociely.

I/VCA PubIic Educotion Progronì os:uor,¡w¡,euc.Eo-wcÀor/duconodo
For lre rh¡q æ hu¡drcd yc¡¡t. úr€ YIVCA h¡¡ b(! e Gqs¡l¡ty.ffiinr

6l¡ruDr¡6 of w @mitkd to úE GmPûÊæar of rccn l¿ r¡r¡¡ ¡ø-sirl juicc. íncærímdly rnd ía Crndr'
thc-Yìl'CA olldu C¡¡¡dr'r end.violce em¡ritq ùr Communlly ¡taimo r¡rctccÁr¡iu wmc¡ prorru¡r. t¡ wti¡ri"I**¡,iiii iåi"iü 

"rm ts &.t tg preñdc clfætirc cmunity nioq spo¡rq
- 

Wc Etriú ¡! Adviæry Trt Fore lælu¿in¡ yWCl mbcr rehdou
trcn ffir C¡¡¡dt ¡lrc C¿¡r¡di¡q Tqhcn. F.dæt¡oG rhc D¡¡rtblcd WoGn.r
NdwtolC¡¡r¡d¡ (D¡tv¡\r). úE N¡rioÉt O¡¡s¡Þ,¡*"f r*ii*iJ ürìú.

il:;r,t?;.it¡;':'l
yii *ltio¡* ø ui.*U ;.r¡; lr;;;it:' Ibhio¡qri",¡* lyfr¡de¡rhcjurr .:. : IHææjulrlo-

".:.'l¡t:l
ùc, ¡lc¡ hcr mfi&rc my æ rbc dæn.r . !.'r¡Eudc¡omilællràclælrrlrc@'tbc¡k, thi¡t¡hcømtcltdhcrH ...-, i

. ¡l¡chswàcæclæbgo ..r.:l<, ..:... j ¡lrcbcl¡.*¡¡qp¡rrær*iff cf"aç'' - ; : ' i' ENEÞEctEbgo ..r.ti<, ..i... . thcbcl¡cw¡Àqp¡rrærrillcfiea¡c . :, ' 
I

' ¡h€ h¡¡ æ onct or f4 úc lowry ú¡l üt . ¡hc I¡ ¡fnid q ¡¡à¡mj .' 
- . IE¡cltfqt rúdhctslrildc¡lf¡lrclc¡vs . bã,!,.r.,.--r- IrurcßD r¡ sc rc¡rs . . . lr_ruks hcr fccl tu¡ll, rñd l€flt kirtrc rluæ , I. Ght¡E ud iÈt¡s ht hcrto ¡r¡y .. i¡ k¡ f¡uk .l' lïlt]:.rl.tïpcru'r¡urton¡*irìour . ¡tcbctidc¡thcd.ræ¡drc¡buæ 

iH.hcDrh¡vcrhsrc¡cd¡uícidclf¡hclc¡Er 
I ric.rrfnidforhc¡ou¡¡dfo¡bc¡ . 

. 
. j. rlì€ wB hcr clìil¡l¡Gn o ¡w up *irÀ drcir ferlcr chif aan.r Ii"ci . 

- 
- 

. 
. i

' - 
tJ¡yi¡! ¡ v¡ol.¡t rirurim a rraiouhip írric ,*du¡c* tim for ¡ rc,* oæ h fiw wo i

rho rpon¡d ¡bqæ ¡id rh¡r viotcmc mncd.fo'o*inf trdIri¡;;';.Ëì;;-i;il;;i;;:¿ :

ff ,ïÏÏ,Ïî#u'ñîll'#.ffi iîliiinfiffi il'"I"v*ä"'"¡v'**i"v.--,
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ht now lhe norm

for lhreols ond blows

lo go olong with love,

morrioge ond the

boby corriuge.

ìvhrn tø'vc dÉçid€d to æ¡ r eroin l+l ol
p¡in. fc¡r ¡nd humili¡rio¡ ln your inrlmrtc
ßl¡t¡o¡rh¡pr. how dær lh¡t rulc you lccl rbout
tøÉln Do tq fcc¡ du¡k4 hopclcr¡. ¡d h€lplÉs
tbout your fu¡urc? t¡Vb¡t do yø communicrtc lo
tour t¡¡l ch¡ldca? Yor m! Do yø purtr fø r
prcmt¡on ¡r wt? Orrnlc for u¡hin3?

Arc yo! l¡¡blc to c¡ll yourtclf ¡ fcmi¡i¡¡ ¡nd
rpcrt up rrcnivcly on Emcn'¡ l¡¡uc¡ - o¡ ¡rc
you morc litcly to ¡void controvc¡¡t ¡nd non.

coaforoity. rnd ¡o:loa¡ p¡l¡v€ly yith tour
rporr'r ¡iu of vi*?

Rcccatly. thcrc'r bcc! ¡ rp¡tÉ of ¡niclc¡ ¡n,l
betr by ec! crprcrrin¡ dccp @ñcm ¡boc¡ tlrc
fu¡cæ ol tlE fs¡lt ûGfcÉd - { rÞy n ir -by fcniain rd tlr *atia¡ r¡fc. Bu ¡f h¡lf ù.
hm úho tcl ¡ d¡tqE hrrc crpcrimrJ ø¡oin3
¡bq¡ir æukr r$qklô't E cli.Ér ttEir æp.?

1læ fmily. þ þlidly oetcri¡t dn il r.qtr
r poiær rþn fu ir ùæ ùttcririêl ti¡Jinf pls
of ùrur:lir¡ red¡ touth nfi rrutint And lhi¡
tiæ, æ csqlilc tc¡rr' plae Liu æ rr rukc.
Hw m rr shaç rÞ f.iShhi¡! frl ü¡r 6ly 6
pcr enr of rilc æulu Ec ßpo.td þ rhc pol¡cct

lf ¡ l12 ñ¡llio¡ C¡a¡di¡¡ romc¡ h¡rc
c¡pc¡icrcd riolcmc ¡t tlr h¡ûlr of ¡ psßr, sh!
It rhc tß¡rcr thßil to ¡ ch¡ld'r vcll.bÉ¡nt 

- d¡y
c¡rc q úrc rpccelc of mnmy bcin¡ bêtcn up?

^ñd 
wh¡t pricc ¡ll ù¡t ß¡cþl rmiruny rbour

mtha¡ uå inf¡nu - 2l pcr anr of tIÈ risukc,t
rcrun in rl¡i¡ ¡uæt w tcârcn c :retcd by I
p¡nærdu.i¡t PrltÉrE ?

ThÊ St¡t¡C¡tr rcport. thc firr¡ of ¡r¡ t¡!d
¡6rshcrc, lr ¡ wrld.¡l¡tcr. rn lcy rphrh in rhc
f¡cc of C¡n¡dí¡n complâcc¡cy. tt ñurt dirGGtly
cbn¡c thc uy vc úrint ¡bout GdK¡t¡oû ch¡l,JcÈ
ronir3c, diw. aia rnihbility of rcrponr

StrÍ w. Wh¡r bcdt¡æ so.y æ tou toi¡t to
rc¡d ro your linlc tlrl ¡6¡tht? tVill h cnd girh
rui:¡c I 'luppily cycr ¡ftcr-? And *h:¡ rill yd
tcsh tet q ¡boot hd to bÉ ¡ m¡n?

nr la* S!, NF[- 2¡. ttr¡
lqt ¡¿ -l¡r pé¡riã - ¡fr ld fd frnd.n

Whot obout kids?
Olild¡cn wirnc¡¡ violcrc r¡:iæt rlæir m}lca in

l@rof thc l0 ffii¡tc¡ shcæ violcre w rponcd.
Na øly æ rhcy I rirl oltcin¡ $nulæd rlrrelvcr.
úEy ruJ dGlop ¡djs¡trenr pÞblcÉ Child¡cn æ
cd¡Nllt hun bt liyin¡ in e violcnr hoæ Thcy livc
ln fcu. lÞy dml fæl sfc q ærc in rhcir homcr
TIE try h¡E nithhq a hed:chct end ruy
*itÀdn* fm pcoplc a bcoæ rg¡æsie Boyr ud
tirlt rlþ K v¡olcftc ¡t h@ quicHy lcm dÞt
tiol.Éc ir t¡E Þy to ælec Foôlcmr Molcrcc i¡ ¡
ksrd bch¡viq. G¡rlr rut b.l¡Gvc úEr âù{E l¡
'turuf ¡nd ü(æ mrc litcly to ruy ín en rùorivc
ßl¡ríwhip. Boyr æy lm rhâr ir'r ot¡y to æñht ¡
þ@î ¡h@gh v¡olÉæc d iol¡n¡d¡t¡or\ üd tw up to
ba:n ¡üqrÍ.

It ¡t qr¡Ntcd û:t h¡lf ol:ll roßq ¡nd ¡ quwrof
âll G¡ æ E¡!¡llt ¡ùúEd bcfæ ù€ ¡tc olc¡ghtccÈ
TÌÉ oflcnd.r ¡r .lrm ¡lÞtt m ¡dult rur eho ¡r ¡
foily æmbcraaàceiæ tlwn ro rlrc child. Swh
¡b{s ¡t ¡ v¡ohtim ol trur¡ ¡ãd pqrû ùa adult l¡{ oEr
úæ chil<L k i¡ diflìolr fff Foplc ro rlsc úr€¡r
æmíc¡ of childtæl s¡u¡t ¡bsg q oßtim¡ sn
Ftrñbcr ¡t ¡t åll. lrluy poplc m¡glc t¡cir rholc
liq to owmre rhc fct p:in rnd atr difliculricr
crurd by childhood æ¡u¡l ¡bqs

lf yærchild rclkyø d¡rÉcdt¡bosrs¡u¡t rbot . -ttliac ¡Þn CI¡ldßn ælt lic ¡b@t rwh ú
op<ricrcc. ltl b.ilcr to gct lElp f.oñ ffiG eho
rvtr wiri ærurlly rüurd chil¡tæc ¡uch ¡ ¡ g¡u¡l
sÉult cGntrq

lfto ¡æ an ¡duk ¡uryirq ofchild ¡bo¡q il.¡ ¡1rc ¡
¡o,l idrr ro hot for crpricred hclg- ir't r dillîolr
igw to dc¡l yi¡h ¡lonc.

l\t ¡ß ¡ll ßtpoôriblÉ for tcp¡n! @rchil,rr.n sfc.

Whot obout
the men?

Of sæ. u ¡ll m¡ uc ¡bo¡ivc.
But oEühclmingly. trtr üc tlÉ
¡bsrn ¡rú W¡ ¡æ thc y¡ct¡ru
Oæ in fivc mn livin¡ *hh ¡ rcm¡¡
¡dmiß to rÉuk¡nt tts¿ Almoí g9*
ol¡ll æruål erlu ¡rc comñ¡ilcd
bt mcÀ

ll¡ mo ß¡l¡t EnB to tlop thc
v¡ol(ß ¡g¡ißt h¡r p¡fær. h€ msr¡
Þlc ßrpo¡r¡b¡l¡ly fd *h:r hc dc!
Hc mu¡t rrop blü¡lt hir psncc
!lðhol. dott, rß 6rn¡hin¡ cl*
fq ùG viohß.. ü.¡ rùo ¡b{E muq
H¡t to ch¡¡tc.

h m æu rhca lr hclp frcm e

@Mllq eho ¡¡ hiæd to rqt w¡th
¡tE¡¡rt trñ ¡nd úho sBt dbn¡Jt
i¡¡uc¡ of po*c¡ndmro¡ ¡n rcl¡.
lì6!hip! TIEæ Ny bÉ r ¡mp fø
ßã *ho ¡òcæ r!G! i¡ yq¡r*l

h i¡ pogiblc faæn ro lcæ ro
ch:n¡c iov tlrcy æt ra,l to lc¡m w
e¡r of ahrin¡ to rcmru Bur il i¡
d 6t 

^nd 
it csl bÉ dorc in oæ

c lrc oellin¡ rrionr
¡l.n c¡n h.lp tþp v¡ol.ßc bt

tcll¡ng qhÉr ßn ¡rd botr û¡t
intinid:tin¡ rnd:sultint somcn i¡
nmr scpr:þla
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Con we now oct on women/s violgnce? *n,.*,"**sÞere.rheToronrosror

Nd rlü Sbdris C¡!¡d¡ ù¡! È¡lcd dm rùc
truù of rw¡l liw¡ io h:rd ounbcrr p<rt:pr rc
e rt ha¡ lert bc¡ia ro El€ y¡olffi r.i¡r{¡¡y.

,ttd bt lÀ¡t I nc¡¡: ¡o Eo.G g¡rt¡vc hrtd.
rrio¡ia3. ro oorc dirin¡cauoul yhidiôt ¡ùour
'¡n¡i.rolc bi¡¡,' æ rcrc uurly ¡ucitc rl:n¡io¡
EßlË¡ùq¡t vhotÉß hu¡| ¡æ. æo qroco

O¡¿ lwícd ru h æry rL L øpcricæin¡
siniul lcl¡ of violcæc fm hc rpooa lrfrny
h¡vc lc¡ßd for rhcir livcr fl¡lf of ¡ll d¡yoßÉd
vonc! scrc r3t¡ultcd ¡! lhcir lirrt orrrir¡c.
no¡t o¡ I coarinuin¡ b¡tlt, 

^nd 
ù¡lf of ¡ll

C¡m¡Ji¡¡ wnc¡ b¡rc c¡pc¡icned r¡olÉncc frcn
ßqt¡MtotlEß

For ahc purporc of thc rurvct. S¡¡trcao
ch¡ll¡otlt inlormt u¡. -violcncc- s¡¡ dcfincd
¡r tct¡v¡ot cotrrldctcd ¡n olfcocc undcr Ihc
C¡iniæl Ccle

aì r¡in¡f¡c¡lt numbcl of *omc¡- ¡¡y¡ thc
ruÍvcy.'rcpor¡cd bcin3 bc:tca ep. tc¡u¡¡lt
suhcd. chotcd. bir eirh mûiag ud h:vin¡ r
tun q tn¡fc uad ¡¡¡¡nfl dEß-

h'¡ oov ahc lorm for thic¡tr ¡nd blowt lo to
rlø¡ vith lorc. mirlc ¡¡¡d dE b¡bt tri¡gq

¡.afr frc dE f*t rlu¡ ir lr m lø¡a posiblc to
t¡lt ¡tdt 1lrc femily' ø ttrc por end cøt ol dry
ç¡¡r. ø tlÉ Gú of ùfcditr. *irh@t l*orin¡ ln,
frr üd lærc¡( ùG fi¡oln¡ cirl. cmioæt ud
emicc*óluæponcd rulc violæc

WlÞt det lt mc:n. for c$mplc, to in¡i¡t th¡t
¡cùool¡'¡uccc¡¡ dcpcndr on looth dirc¡pl¡nc.
¡t¡ôd¡rd¡ed tc¡t¡ snd b*t.tqb¡ric¡ - *hcn ¡hc
dwædtcd E.l¡ty ¡r du¡ satlc¡¡ ncmbcn of or
chillæn rrc comin3 ro rhøl ¡frcr ltrmbli¡! o¡ghu

of.lirtcoiog ¡o rhc rcrc¡Er tÃd ttußrrt o¡ rhc
qàrrid< of ¡lÉ El¡?

lf ?7 Fr cd of teo¡ w ir rÞ full flwcr
of rlri¡ tqnù ¡nl s¡ul pøs - ¡¡¡¡ lt ro !¡ -h¡rc bcç¡ yicriai¡¡d i¡ dE l¡r yd. l¡x r¡l ¡r flr
mx.lr.ncuGd bo¡l of cqu¡l oppocuni¡t:

Tqke Aclion.

Toke Conlrol.



WHAT CAN SCHOOL PERSONNEL DO?

IF A DISCLOSURE IS MADE

DO:

. Listen calmly to the student.

. Take the complaint seriously.

. Reassure the student it is not their fault.

' Be supportive of the student -create an atmosphere of safety & trust.

' Involyg appropriate schooVsystem staff; respecting the student's privacy as much as
possible.

. Consult with local resources listed in this package.

' Take appropriate acrion needed - ENSURE A REpoRT IS MADE WHEN
APPROPRIATE, record the information.

' Do talk to a colleague or someone.you trust about your feelings (always maintaining
conf,rde¡tiality-respecting the childs rights to privãcy by nor iáentifying hei/him to"
uninvolved persons).

IT'S HELPFUL TO SAY THINGS LIKE:
,,1 BELIEVE Yo(J.,,

,,1'M 
GLAD YOU TOLD ME ABOUT THIS. YOU DID THE RIGHT THING."

,,Y}TJ,RE NoT AL)NE-THIS HAPPENS To A LoT oF PE1PLE.,,

,,IT,S NoT yoUR FAI]LT.,,

,,I,LL Do WHAT I cn¡,1 To SUPP1RT yo(J.,,

DON'T:

' Mukg light of the situation, assume the crisis has passed or display strong emotional
reaction of shock, disgust, emba¡rassment, etc.

' Gua¡antee confidentiality, secrecy or make unrealistic promises.

. Take responsibility for counselling alone.

Adapted from the London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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IF A STUDENTDISCLOSES TI{EY ARE BEING ABUSTVE IN A
RELATIONSHIP.......

' Listen to the abuser. Support change in behaviour. Don't be silent or ignore abusive
comments about women.

' Ht-lp him understand that he is the only one responsible for the violence even if his
girlfriend is responsible for otherproblems in the relationship. Violence is learned
behaviour and can be unlearned.

. Encourage him to seek help in a counselling program for men.

' Consult the local agencies listed in your resource package. The violence will not stop
on its own.

THINGS TO SAY WHEN A STUDENT DISCLOSES
WIFE ABUSryASSAULT

. It took a lot of courage to talk about this.

' Telling a trusted adult is the first step towards reducing the violence.

. f'm glad you told me.

. You are not responsible for your parent's violence.

. You are not alone; this is happening in many families.

. TaIk to your mom and tell her how you feel.

. Have you also been hit or abused?

AFTER A DISCLOSIJRE

. Do talk to the principal and record the disclosure.

' Do talk to a colleague or someone you trust about your feelings (ensuring the
student's right to privacy).

' Do keep communication open with the student who will require ongoing supporl

. Do contact a local agency listed in yourresource package.

Adaped from the London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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RESOURCES AND SERVICES

Osborne House (YM-YWCA) Crisis Line and

Shelter for Abused Women (24 hours) ......942-3052
Toll-Free Province-wide Crisis Line... ....1-g00-3 62-3344

Sexual Assault Crisis Line . ...7g6-g631

Suicide Prevention Klinic Crisis Line . ....7g6-g6g6

Teen Touch ..... ...7g3-1116

Kids Help Phoneline. ....1-g00-66g-6969

YouthResourceCentre :...... ...477-1g04

Contact Community Information .. ....944-4050

Fort Garry Women's Resource Centre . .....477-llL3

Immigrant Women's Association ..;.... ..943_g612

North End Women's Resource Centre .....5gg-7347

Women's Advocacy Program

Evolve ......7g4_4010

Elder Abuse Resource Centre. ..942_6235

FamilyCentreof Winnipeg..... .......g47_I4Ol

Children's Home of Winnipeg ..... ..7g6_7051

Child and Family Services (east). ....944_42g6
After hours-emergency .944_4050

Child Guidance Clinic ..257_0ZOz
School Counsellor .......233_39g6

Pluri-Elles Centre de Femme ..233_1735

Ma Mawi Chi Itata Cenrre,Inc. .. ...925_0300
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NATIONAL RESOURCRS:

National Clearinghouse on Family Violence
Health Canada
Tunney's Pasture
Ottawa, Ontario
KlA 185

Tel: t-800-267-1291
Fax: 613-941-8930
TDD: 1-800-561-5643

The Clearinghouse, which is part of the Family Violence Prevention
Division of Health Canada, provides information and consultation to
professionals and the public in the area of family violence. A
resource list of materials distributed is available on request.

National Film Boa¡d of Canada

Tel: 983-4131

An extensive collection of films and videos, compiled in cooperation
with the National Clearinghouse on Family Violence, is available for
loan. A list of the collection is available on request.

Vis-a-Vis...........4 National Newsletter on Family Violence

Subscriptions to Vis-a-Vis are available free of charge through:

Family Violence Program
Canadian Council on Social Development
Box 3505, Station C
55 Parkdale Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario
KlY 4GI

Tel: 613-728-1865
Fax: 613-728-9387
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APPENDIX 5

EVALUATION II{STRUMENT
FOR SCHOOL PERSONNEL & PARENTS
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The things I liked best about the sessíon were

The things I liked least about the session were

The most ímportant thing I learned during thís sessíon was

I'd líke to know rnore about

Please change
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APPENDIX 6

PARENT RESOURCE PACKAGE
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INSERT

The parent resource package provided the identical material as the school personnel

resource package (Appendix 4) with the exception of the following page; "WHAT CAN A

PARENT Do?", which replaced rhe "wHA'T cAN scHool- PERSONNEL Do?"

information in the school personnel resource package.
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WHAT CAN A PARENT DO?

IF YOUR CHILD TELLS YOU SHE IS IN AN ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIP.......

. Believe her.

. Listen and let her talk about her feelings.

. Consult with local agencies listed in your resource package.

. Respect your child's right to privacy.

' Talk to someone you trust about your feelings (always maintaining confidentiality).

IT'S IIELPFUL TO SAY THINGS LIKE:
,,1 BELIEVE YOU."

,,1'M GLAD YOU TOLD ME ABOUT THIS. YOU DID THE RIGHT THING."
.,YOU'RE NOT ALONE- THIS HAPPENS TO A LOT OF PEOPLE."
,,IT'S NOT YOUR FAULT."

,,l'LL DO WHAT I CAN TO SUPPORT YOU."

IF YOUR CHILD DISCLOSES TTIEY ARE BEING ABUSTVE IN A
RELATIONSHIP.......

. Listen to your child.

. Support your child for recognizing the problem.

' Engourage y-our child to get the help they need to change their behaviour. The
violence will not stop on its own.

' I{tJPhim understand that he is the only one responsible for the violence even if hisgirlfriend is responsible for other probiems in the relationship. Vior"nr"lrì"u*"¿
behaviour and can be unlearned. 

-

' consult with local agencies listed in your resource package.

Adapted from úre London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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APPENDIX 7

EVALUATION INSTRUMENT
FOR STUDENTS

(PRE - POSTTEST QUESTIONNAIRE)
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Dfsagreeuøats

No natter how_r¡er.r..a coupre gets along, there are tÍues rrhen they
3i:is"": on najor aeciiiàns;-A¿r annoyed about sonerhing the otherperson does, or just have spaf, or iilrri= ¡ã"ã"ãã trr"yrre in a bad¡ood or tlred or- for some other reason. They also use Eany differentïays or.rrying ro settre thelr differãnc"ãl-'roiio*i"s iã--ä ii=i-ãrsoue thinss that pgople uay do rrtg".th;t-hå.r"-ãi!.g"""Dents. rn youropinion, how acceþtaËle is'eàðn åf- +i i"ii"ri"t-for a young man touse when he has a disagreement witr¡ uis-Ërd;; or girtfriend?clrcle the nu¡ber undeÍneath thà-ans!¡er that seå¡os right to you.

circle o for'Never.Àlrightx, if you think it woutd never bealright for a voung Dan to do-this to his qirlfriend.clrcre r ior. iusuarty ñãt arrigr,t;;,-ii-iãi-Ëì.i¡r it wourd usuarrybe wrong for hin !g a" tr¡is,-Èut trté=" år" a'i"r-=it,rutÍons in r¡hichit r¡ould be alright.circle s roi 'souetines Àrright,,, if you think there would benore than a fe¡r sítuations in r¡hich iå wouia ¡e--ãiright to do this.clrcte 4 for "usua'ly Àirijñt,', it vou tñitrx-it is usuaüyalright to do rhis, bur tirat it'rigút-;"';";;*ï, 
"or" situat,Íons.circre 5 for_ i'Ar.ways arrijn¿,', it v""-iüi.i'trri= wourd aÌways bearright as a way to hanäie ãi;å;;""uenrs.

If a young ¡oan...

1. Gave reasons
for his side ofthe argrument...

2. Àgreed that hispartner was
partty right...

3. Told his partner
he was partly to
bl.ar¡e.

4. Gave reasons
why he thouqht
his paztner q¡as
wrong.

5. Àsked for ¡oore
e>çJ.anation of
his partnerts
position.

UsuaJ.J.y
Never Not So¡¡etimesÀlright Àlrighr ÀLright

Usually ÀLways
ÀÌright Àlright
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If a young !¡an...

6. Offered a solution
that, he thought
would satisfy
theu both. O

7. Discussed the
issue cahuì.y. .. o

8. Argued strongly
but did not shout. O

9. Kept to the
lssue at hand.. o

10. said his partner
was being selfish. O

11. Said his partner
nas hurting his
feelings. . o

12. Brought up
sonething bad hispartner had done
i.n the past. .... I

13. said things to
make his partner
feel gruilty..... (

14. Brought up
other things about
his partner that
bothered hin.... (

15. said h5.s partner
was ignoring his
feelings c

16. Said his partner
was being unfair. o

17. ToId his partner
how much he had
given in before. o

UsuaÌly
Never Not

Àlright Àlright
So¡¡etines Usually Àlways
Àlright Àlright Àlrigt¡t
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rr a youns Ean... J:ffi.
18. Did souething to

¡¡ake his partner
feel jealous.... O

19. cave in, Just toavoid confÌict... O

20. cave in, just to
nake his pattner
naPpy. ...... o

21.- Tried to change
hinself so her¡ouldn't ¡aake hispaltner so angry. O

22. Changed the
subject to
something morepleasant. o

23. Just avoided theissue altogether. O

24. Refused to do. things for hispattner. 
O

25. Said he had
sonethÍng eLse to
do and couldnrt
talk about it
right now.. o

26. cave his partner
the cold shoulder. O

27. Said his partner
was being too
enotional o

28. Said he'd rather
discuss it Later. o

29. Refused to speak
to his partner... o

Usually
-Ngt Sometimes Usually ÀIwaysÀlrieht Àrright arrigñË ar"iirrt
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Usually
rf a vouns 

''an. 
-. ^iiiåí. eJiå,t ';ffiåi:= ii:iåì{ iï:î#.

30.- Lied_to supporthis side of-thear9u.trent...;.... o I 2 3 4
31. Sulked and/or

refused to talk
about it........ O 1 2 z 4

32. Said his partner
r¡as 

_ 
not being

logicalo1234
33. Threw sonething

at his pattner... 0 1 2 t 4
34. pushed, grabbed

or shoved hisparÈner.o1234
35. Slapped hispartner.01234
36. Kicked, bit orhit his pa¡tner

withhisfist... 0 1 2 3 4
¡2. ¡r:.t or tried tohit his parÈner

with souething... O 1 2 3 4
38. Beat his

Partner up...... 0 1 2 3 4
39. Choked hispattner.O1234
40. Threatened hispartner with aknife or grun..... o 1 2 3 4
41. Used a gun

or knife on hispartner.O1234
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Dlsagreeueuts

No tratter how welr. a couple gets arong, there a¡e tiues when theyct'¡'sagree on nalor--d:cisions, Ë;t annoyed a6åut sãuething the otÌ¡erperson does, oi just r¡av"-=Éaõs-or ri!irt=;;ärr;ã they,re in a badmood or tired or for =or" ãã¡JI 
""""or. They ar.so use Dany different

üi¡. tr,tË'Ki^:iiËii ",S*i $r¡iï:;*¡i" :åli#i:s,*.ä 
Tì;; i:""opinion, how acceiteÞre i"'"ããrr-lf the iouowinã for a young *rorui., touse when she has ã ai-"siã#;Ë ;idî";";åä;äi, or boyrriend?circle the nu¡ber underñe"t¡-lî"'ans¡{er tirat seãi¡s right to you.

circle o t".:_]"_lver ÀIright,,., 
. 
if you think it would never bealright for a *r6ung r{ro!¡an to ão this to her boyfriend.circr-e r ior, íu"u.iïvï"iiiïiã';;,"i; iãl'inir,x fr wourd usuarryft fr:lã f:""1;í#o-ã;iËí=, ï"i-ti,"=" å'ã-u' i"'-=it,,àti";;-î; Jfi*"¡, -

circr'e 3 foi.'souetiues Àlrightx, if you think there wour.d be¡nore than a rew siruation;-iläiõ¡ ii wãuiãiJ'äi"ishr ro do this.circle 4 ror_,'us"iil.i Ãi¡isfrg,', if t"" ¿f,I'i'it is usuartyalríght to do this.,- hut tirat it'"igrrt^be wrong in sone situations.
.r"rnf;å'ål "u 

u,,ii'.:^i$äï"iî:*i:i*l¿";'ff T"i"*i; ;;;id -àr-iäiå ¡"

Usually
rf a youne wonan.. 

^ffT;i. ^r}îån.
1. Gave reasons

for her side ofthe argunent... O 1

2. Àgreed that herpartner was
parÈly right... O 1

3. ToId her partner
she was part,ly to
bla¡oe.

4. Gave reasons
yhy she thought
her parÈner was
wrong. o 1

5. Àsked for more
oçlanation of
her partnerrs
posÍtion. . o 1

Sometimes Usually ÀlwaysÀrriehr AlrÍshi aiiiäñt
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rr a youns wotran.. 
^iiiåí.

6. offered a solutionthat she thought
would satisf,y
the¡¡ both. O

7. Discussed the
issue calnÌy... O

8.- Àrgrued strongLy
but did not shoùt. o

9. Kept to the
Íssue at hand.. o

10. Said her partner
was being seLflsh. O

11. Sald her partner
r¡as hu¡ting herfeelings. o

12. Brought up
sornething bad herpartner had done

.in the past..... o

L3. said things to
make her partner
feel gruilty.. .. . O

L4. Brought up
other things about
her partner that
bothered her.... O

15. Said her partner
was ígnorj.ng herfeelings. o

16. Said her partner
was being unfair. O

17. Told her partner
how nuch she hadgiven in before. o

UsualIy
Not SometiuesÀlright ÀIright

Usually ÀIways
Àlright ÀIright
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UsualJ.y
rr a youns 'o'an.. J;ifi. 

^rIiån.
18. DLd souething touake her partñer

feel Jea1ous.... O 1
19. cave in, just toavoid conflict... 0 1

20. cave in, just to
nalce her partner
happy. 0 1

21._ Tried to change
herseLf so sher¡ouldnrt nake herpaÉner so angly. 0 1

22. changed the
subject to
souethlng uorepleasant. O I

23..Just avoided the
J.ssue altogether. O 1

24. Refused to do' things for herpartner. O 1

25. Said she had
sonething eLse todo and couldnrt
talk about itright now.. 0 1

26. Gave her partner
the cold shoul_der. 0 1

27. Said her partner
was being too
emotiona] O 1

28. said sherd rather
discuss Ít l_ater. 0 1

29. Refused to speakto her partner... O 1

Sonetimes Usually ÀlwaysÀtrighr ÀIrighr er=iått
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rf a young iro'an.. #ffia
30.- Lied-to support

her side of-theargrunent. o

3t-. Sulked and/or
refused to talk
about it... o

32. Said her partner
was-not being
1o9ica1......... o

33. Threlr something
at her partner... o

34. pushed, grabbed
or shoved herpartner. 

O

35. slapped herpartner. o

36. Kicked, bit orhit her partner
with her fist... o

SZ. Hit or tried tohit her partner
with sonething... o

38. Beat her
partner up......

39. Choked her
partner.

40. Threatened herpartner with aknife or gun.....
41. Used a gun

or knife on herpartner.

Usually
Not sometinesÀlright Atright

Usually À1¡rayè
Àlrishr Ðriôht
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Thank-you for fitlÍng out this sunrey. r,ater in the schoor year,we will be returnilg tg gív" t"" a second bookr-et of guestions, and'ewould like to be abÍe. to-¡oatcir-up eacrr p"rronG-inswers on this surrveyto their anssers on the second "i,nr.y. However, we want to protectyour privacy' so we do not want-io rrâve t;"-;iö your na'e to thisbooklet' Tl¡ereforer ire are askin-g you to_create your otn rridentitycoderr fro¡¡ info¡¡ation thãt ãiü yoù wourd knor¿. rn tÌ¡e four spacesbelow, enter the firsr ;;ã-;;;;a-retiãrs-"r;;;, mother,s nane, rhefirst l-etter ot ttre-napã-'"r-vã"i favourite corour, and the nu¡ber ofdlfferent schoors-you have-eiãi-gone to. For exãmpre, if yourmotherrs na¡le is_sùsan, your iãvãurite-ð"råùi r=-tr."t, and you havegone to three dlfferenÈ ècnoois, -v"ùi-iããniil,v-ã"ä" 
wourd be:qgB 3

Please enter your identity code here:
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The purpose of thls surueY Is to oþtaln feedþack from studenß on the
vlolence preventlon program, ln order to lmprove future programs.

The lnformatlon You provlde wlll be kept confldentlal and no lndlvldual
students responses will be ldentlfled.

tf vou fee! uncomfortable ln anflverlna anv or all of the ouestlons..ygu
do not have to complete them. The informaUon you provlde will þe
helpful to the program designers.

AS-A.P. London Fam¡ly Court Cllnlc lr¡c.
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THE LONDON FAMILY COURT CTINIC QUESTIONNIAIRE
ON VIOLENCE IN INTIMATE RETATIONSHIPS

For ltems 7-4, please clrcle the letter þeslde the most approprlate answer:

1. WHAT PROPORTION OF CANAD¡A]g WOITIEN ARE ASSAUTTED BY THE
MAN THEY IIVE WITH?

A. 1 oUT OF 100

B. 1 OUT OF75

c. 1 ouT oF 50

D. 1 OUT OF20

E. 1 OUT OF 10

2. WHAT PERCETI¡TAGE OF FAMILY VIOLEITICE tS DIRECTED AT WOMEH AND
CHITDREIU?

A. 50% B. 60% C. 70o/o D. 80% E. 9Oo/o

3. WHICH ONE OF THESE STATEMENTS IS TRUE?

A. Women are much more lll(ely to be assaulted by their partner
than by a stranger on the street.B. Women are somewhat more llkely to be assaulted by their
partner than bV a str¿lnger on the street.C. Women are ¡ust as likety to be assaulted þy their partner than
bV a stranger on the street.D. Women are somewhat more llkely to be assaulted by a
stranger than by thelr partner.

E. Women are much more llkely to þe assaulted by a stranger
than by thelr partner.

4. WHICH ONE OF THESE STATEMENTS IS MOST ACCURATE (TRUÐ?

A. ln cases of wife assault, the pollce can only lay a charge if the
women wants a charge lald.B. A women needs a witnesb ln order to lay an assault charge
agalnst her spouse.

C. Assault agalnst one's spouse carries a lighter maximum
sentence than does an assault on a stranger.D. The crim¡nal code of canada treats wife assault the same as
stranger assault.

E. A charge wlll not be lald ln cases of wife assault unless the
women requires medical attention due to the assault.

A.S.A.P. London Famlly Court Clinlc lnc.
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It¡ ¡cconoatcç'wtrH THE FoLLowFto
scALE, DO YOU...
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5. Assaulted women could Just
leave thelr partner lf they
really wanted to.

6. some women deserve the
vlolence that they experlence.

7. PoverEy causes famlly
vlolence.

8. Alcohol causes famlly vlolence.

9. As long as chlldren are not
abused, they are not affected
by wltnesslng vlolence ln the
home.

10. Vlolence ls a prlyate famlly
matter.

11. The communlty has no rlght
to lntervene ln famlly
vlolence.

12. lf someone ls abuslve on a
datlng relatlonshlp, they wlll
stop when marrled.

13. A vlolent flght can 'clear the
alr'; lt proþably wlll not
happen agaln.

14. When a man abuses a women,
he trles to control her.

15. When a husband and wlfe
share equal power ln a
marrlage, lt ls bound to cause
some vlolent flghts.

16. lf someone swears at or
lntlmldates another person,
thls ls abuse.

17. Schools should plav a role ln
lncreaslng awareness of the
effects of vlolence and how
to prevent lt.

We would qke Your oplnlon on the foilowlng statements. For ltems S-17, ptease put a
check mark / under Your ansvler.

A.S.A.P. London Family Court Cllnic lnc.
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Please read thls story and then answer the questions that follow:

Tony and Krlsta have þeen daflng a long flme. When Tonyplcks up Krlsta one evenlng she ls wearlng a new Vèifow
sweater. Tony does not llke lt and ls angry Krlsta woulO
wear a colour he dlsllkes

"Look at yourself," Tony says. "ydu look terrlþle!"

"Hey, thls ls a brand new sweater," Krlsta replles.

"Well lt stlnks. I hate yellow and you know lt. I am not
taklng you anwhere unfll you change lt," Tony Veils.

For ltems 18'20,lndicate how much you agree or dlsagree Þv
clrcllng your answer:

18. lf rony spoke to Krista tike this often, it would have serious effectson her.

STRONGLY AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLYAGREE DISAGREE

19. tf Krista continues to date Tony, he will tikely continue to treat herthis way.

STRONGLY ACREE UNDECIDED DISACREE STRONGLYACREE DtsAcREE

20. Krista should try harder to remember what Tony wants.

STRONGLY AGREE UNDECIDED DISACREE STRONGLYACREE DISAGREE

A.S.A.P. London Family Court Cllnic lnc.
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Fo! ltems 21-25, we are interested tn how vou are \¡kety to behave tn certaln
sltuatlons. tf you betieve yES vou would do the øenavioui, put a check màrft under llte res; ff vour answer ls MAYBE, put a cnecr máix / under MA'|BE.If .voy.pele_ve No you woutd not do the bêhaviour, put a èièèr mãh ffithe No. when vou are done, there should oe s ðtiecr marks.

For ¡tems 26-30, please answer yís or No to each questton. If your answer Is
YEs, put a check mark t under the yls.. tf vour ànswer Is ruô, pul i ènáèimark / under the No. when vou areãne, íhere siouia øe s'c'neèimàfui.-

A.S.A.P. London Famlly Court Cllnlc lnc.

lf ygu were"at'a party and.you,saw,a güy
grab.the arm of his girlfriend because he
did not want;her to leave.the party,
would you..._

21. Say somethlng to hlm then and there.
22. Talk to hlm about lt at a tater flme.

Talk to a teacher.

24. Talk to another frlend
25. lgnore lt - lt ls a personal lssue.

ls it all r¡ght if a male hotds a female down and
forces.her to'engage in sexual intercourse if.-..
26. He spends a lot of money on her?
27. He ¡s stoned or drunk?

28. They have dated a long t¡me?

29. She gets him sexuaily excited?

30. She has led hlm on?
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DATING EXPERIEÍIICES YES: luo:'

31. Are you currently datlng?

32. Are you currently lnvotved ¡n a iteaOy
datlng relatlonshlp?

33. Have you experlenced verþal or
emotional abuse ln a datlng relaflonshlp?

34. Have you experienced physical abuse ln a
datlng relatlonshlp?

35. Have you experlenced sexual abuse ln a
datlng relatlonshlp?

For ltems 31-35, If the answer /s yES put a check mark t under ffie yES; tf the
answer Is NO, put a check mark t under the NO. When you are done, there
should þe 5 check marks.

Are you female or male? FEMATE MALE

How old are you?

What Erade are you in?

THANK-YOU FOR COMPENNG THE QUE'flONNAIRE

Items 18-20 were adâpted from a medsure þv Mercer, 5., nggg). Referenced tn .Not a pretty
Plcture: An exploratory studY of vlolence agalnst women ln hlgh school datlng retauonshlps;,
Educatlon Wffe Assault, Toronto, Ontarlo.

ttems 21-30 weÍe aclapted from a measure by Gtarusso, R., Johnson, p., Goodchilds, J., and
zellman, G., n979. Referenced ln'Adolescents' cues end slgnals: sex and Assault' presentect at
Western Psychologlcal Assoclatlon meetlng, April 1929, San Dlego, Callfornta,

Thls questlonnalre was developed by the London Family court cttnlc figgt. ptease clte the
London FamilV coutt cilnlc when reportlng resulLs ln publtcatlons and reports. A verslon for
computer answer sl¡eeÊs Is also avallable from the authors at:

' London Famllv court cilntc
254 Palt Mail SÈ, Sulte 200
London, Ontarlo N6A 5p6
Telephone /519t 679-7772
Fax ß19 675.7772

A.S.A.P. London Famlly Court Cllnlc lnc.
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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL

we have tried to make our manuar, A.s.A.p., as user friendry as possibre. The main text
appears on the right-hand (even-numberedl pages. The left_hand (odd_numberedl facingpages include materials designed to be photocopied or made ínto overhead
transparencies. The facing pages contain quotes, graphics, newspaper articles, lists,
outlines' sample agendas for meetings, sampre schoor protocors, and sampres of things
to do with students' we have obtained permission to photocopy ail materials from other
sources; the credits are risted on each page. To reproduce these materiars yourserf, prease
contact the original authors for permíssion. The materiars without. credit are produced
by the authors' we give permission for all mater¡ars unique to this manual to be
reproduced in violence prevention programs.' should you decide to reproduce the unique
materials in further publications, we ask that appropriate credit be given to the authors.

This manual has been designed

discussion guide should be read

for use with the accompanying video. The facilitator,s
before using the video with school personnel.

This is a preview edition of the manuar. we encourage you to try out the ideas and give
us feedback about your successes, probrems, adaptations and any new ideas. we arso
encourage you to use the resources listed in the extensive resource section. please
provide us with new references to include in later editions. send your ídeas. information
and suggestions to:

Violence prevention
London Famíly Court Clinic

254 Pall Mall Street, Suite 2OO
London, Onrario N6A Sp6

Phone: (S191 679-7250
Fax: (5191 675_7772
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APPENDIX 8

MODULE ONE
(ovERHEADS)
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FORMS OF VIOLENCE

Dimensions: Forms include:

Psychological shouting, swearíng, taunting, threatening, degrading,

dem e anin g, iidu c in g fe a r, g e nde r haras s me nt, w itn e s s in g

Sexual rape, incest, unwanted sexual touching, date rape,

harassment

Physical slapping, shoving, hitting, mutilation, stabbing, assault,

murder

Financial

Spiritual

w it hho I din g, dív e rtin g, e mb e ulin g o r c o nt ro I I in g fund s

degrading one's beliefs, withholding means to practice,

forcing adherence to a belief system

Reprinted wiúr permission from he London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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Vfith abuse there aÍe three
common factors:

o the abuse is a misuse of
powet;

o the victim of abuse is
manipulated into
accepting a distorted
view of rcahty thr
they deserve the abuse.

o the victim's self-esteem
is destroyed.

Reprinted wih permission from fte London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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DIAGRAM OFTHE
CYCLE OF VIOLENCE

O l¡nore W:lkcn Thc B¡ltcrcd Woman, 1979

^tlflctlon-->

/iiii:::'
+} She leaves.

lf sutctdeor
Homlclde?

VIOLENT
EPISODE
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What do you thínk?

Are these statements MYTHS or FACTS?

1. wífe-beating was an accepted practice for so long ín western
culture that there were laws regulating it.

2. Violence ís usually caused by alcohol or drugs.

3. Men who abuse theír wives are mentatly ill.

4. Women must enjoy the violence or they would leave.

5. children are not affected íf the assaults are not directed at
them.

6. Women can walk àway anytime they wanf.

7. A woman owes a mttn sex if she makes him sexually excíted by
her octiotts or says she's goíng to have sex with him, then

changes her.mind.

8. Abused women are somehow at fault for the abuse. They are
usually "askíng for it."

9. Abuse is a private matter between ø man and hís partner and ís
no one else's business.

10. Jealousy and possessiy¿z¿ss are a sígn of true love.

11. Abuse happens more frequently ín certaín racial, cultural or
economic backgrounds.
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Definition of Asseftiveness:

Asking for what you want, stating your opinion, or expressing your feetings in direct and

honest ways that show respect for yourself and the people you are communicating with.

Assertion is a way of standing up for your rights, yet not violating the rights of others.

Guidelines for Assertive Behaviour

r l-ook the other person in the eye.

r Speåk loudly enough to be heard easily.

r Begin with apersonal pronoun: "I think...n -My opinion is ..."

r Raise your voice slightly to alert others that you have something to say.

r use your body: lean forward, use hand gestures, or touch the person you
want to speak to.

r Vfhen you have said what you wanted to say, stop talking.

(fhir L tr - Tecn Acquinrræe Rrpc - AJrcrureivcr to Far)

Reprinted with pemission from üre Education Wife Assault
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2.

MUSIC VIOLENCE AWARENESS WORKSHEET:

1. List the rock groups (past and presentl that.you like to listen to, or used to listen to,
below. Try to list at least 7-10 diffcrent names.

Think about all tho song titles the groups above have used. Focus on the titles and not on
the lyrics. On rhe left slde of the chart, list all the titles that suggest violence o¡ unwanted
domination of one person over another. Put the non-violent titles on the right side.

Titles Suggesting Violence Titles Not Suggesting Violence

3. Think about all the album covers you have seen used by the abovo groups. Based on
the pictures on the cove¡s, list the albums under the violent or non-violent column.

Album Covers Using Violence Covers Not Using Violence

4. Think of some lyrics from songs you like rhat a¡e sung by your favourire groups. write
down some key words from those lyrics ín either the violent or non-violent cotumns.

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. o

5. 10.

Violent Key Words Non-Violent Key Words

ReprinÞd with permission
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Understanding Anger
It's OK to feel angry . . . ìt's not OK to hurt someone when you do.
When you get mad. lnstead of hÍttíng, try the followíng steps:

1. Notice the signs of anger rising:

¡ a tight fccling in your neck, your hands, your facc
r a hot fccling somewhcrc in your body, pcrhaps your ears
r brcath coming faster and ha¡der
¡ hcert bcating fastcr
¡ voicc getting louder
r your own special signs

2. Betore the explosion . . . distract yourself. Take time out.

r go for a walk or n¡n
¡ ta.kc a bath or shower
r play thc piano or some othcr instrument
r bakc brcad
r mow the lawn

Don't drive your car. You may hurt yourself or someone etse.

3. Talk yourself down.

Don't talk yourself into bcing more angry by thinking that the person you're
mad at is deliberately out to get you or defy you. Tell yourielf that they have
their own reasons for doing what they're doing that may have nothing to do
with you.

Don't exaggerate what is going on. Tell yourself that what is happcning is
probably not as serious as you think it is.

4. Figure out why you're angry. Ask yourself:

Am I'rcally angry at myself or someone else and am I tal<ing it out on lhc
pcrson close to me?

Am I really feeling hurt, afraid, sad, disappointed, embarrassed or insecure?
Are these other feelings uiming out as anger?

Am I suffering from fatigue or strcss that is triggering my anger?

5. Express your feelings verbally, whatever they are.

Describe how you're fceling.
Don't use hurtful words.
Don't blame the other person for how you,re feeling.

You are in control of your own feelings. you alone choose how you feel and act.

Reprinted with permission from üre Education Wife Assault
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IS YOUR FRIEND A VICTIM
OF DATING VIOLENCE?

Has your friend been

. frightened of her/his parher's temper?

. apologizing to her/himself or others for her/his partner's behaviour?

. frightened by her/his partner's violence towards others?

. hit, kicked, shoved or had things thrown at her/him?

' told not to see friends or family because of the partner's jealousy?

. forced to justify ever¡hing she/he does, every place she/he goes
and/or every person she/he sees to avoid the partner's temper?

. wrongly and repeatedly accused of flirting with others?

' consistently criticized for the way she/he dresses, hk, and/or
dances?

. unable to go out, get a job, or go to school without her/his partoer's
permission?

. teased, made frrn of, belittled, degraded...in front of others?

' secretive, ashamed or hostile to her/his parents because of this
relationship?

. consistently and excessively pressured to be involved in sexual
activity beyond her/his own limits of comfort.

Aùp!¡/ &om: [-evy, Br¡ric..l¡ l-ovc &. In Dugcr. Satrtc,ìVÄ: ScrJ Þør, 1993.

Reprintedwiûr permission fiom ü¡e Education Wfe Assal¡lt
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"Rules to Conflict Resolution"

Rule #1
Stae the Problem clearly - both people explain their side of
the issue.

Rule #2
Each person restarcs the problem of the other person.

Rule #3
Both pcople suggest options/solunbru.

Rule #4
Mwual Solwíon is chosen and clearly stated.

Rule.#5
If 1-4 fails, get a mcd,iator.

R€printed wih permission from he London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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REMEMBER

A good relationship

is not one without conflict

It is one in which the participants can resorve conflicts

so that no one is hurt or oppressed;

so that everyone wins.

Reprinted with permission from the Education Wife Assault
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HOWTO HELPAFRIEND :

Listen.
Be supportive, not critical. victims already suffer from low self-
esteem.

ITS HELPFUL TO SAY THINGS LII(E:

"I believe you"

"It's not your fault"

"You don't deserye it"

Encourage your friend to get out of the situation and to get help.
Don't be surprised if your friend gets angry or resists vo* help.
Your friendship may suffer at least temporarily.

Adapatgd from tl¡e London Family Cotrt Clinic lnc.
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IF YOU UiTTNESS A FRIEND BEING ABUSED, OR IF A FRIEND TELLS YOU
THAT TlrEy ARE BEING ABUSED rN A nrlÂrloñsnp......

' !{T:44y_*¿ take the concern seriously LISTEN, BELIEVE TIIE sToRy AND
DO NOT JUDGE......give comforr and suþport

' Let your friend know you care and want to help......use patience and understanding.

' Reassure.your friend that nobody dèserves to be abused......let your friend know the
offender is at fault.

. Support your friend in looking at the risks of more abuse.

' Su.ggest talking to a TRUSTED adult such as a teacher, school counsellor, parent or
call one of the resources listed in this package.

' Respect your friends right to- privacy, you should not repeat the story unless she has
specifically asked you [o and you hávé permission to do so.

. Realize that the situation will not change overnight.

' I il u".y difficult to listen to the hurt, anger and pain, someone close to you is having.
Talk to a trusted person about your feefiñgs. Enôurffyour friend'; rigÉri; privaryãnd
confidentiality.

AdapaÞd from tlp London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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A FRIEND TELLS YOU THAT THEY ARE ABUSING TIIEIR PARTNER......

. Support them for recognizing their problem.

. Listen.

' Eggourage themto get the support they need to change their behaviour. The violence
will not stop on its own.

' Sqggest talking to a TRUSTED adult such as a teacher, school counsellor, parent or
call one of the resources listed in this package.

IF YOU WMNESS A FRIEND ACTING IN AN ABUSWE MANNER (VERBAL OR
PHYSTCAL TOWARDS TITEIR PARTNER.......)

. Tell your friend that nobody deserves to be abused.

. Help your friends in looking at the risks of more abuse.

' Encourage your friend to contact one of the resources listed in this package.

Adapted from the London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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HOWTOHELPAFRIEND:

Listen.
Be supportive, not critical. Victims already suffer from low self-
esteem.

ITS I{ELPFUL TO SAY THINGS LII(E:

"I believe you"

"It's not your fault"

"You don't deserve it"

Encourage your friend to get out of the situation and to get help.
Don't be surprised if your friend gets angry or resísts your help.
Your friendship may suffer at least temporarily.

AdapÞd hom the London Family Court Clinic lrrc.
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IF YOU WTTNESS 
Ô FRIEND BEINGáBUIED,OR IF A FRIEND TELLS YOUTHAT TrrEy ARE BErNc ABúsËri nr e RELATroNSHIp........

' Listen calmlv-ang take the concern seriously LISTEN, BELIEVE TIIE STORY ANDDo Nor rdDGÈ. _:..;i;";;i;rt and supporr.

' Iæt your friend know you care and want to help......use patience and understanding.

' Reassure your friend that nobodv deserves to be abused......let your friend know theoffender is at fault. J

' Support your friend in looking at the risks of more abuse.

' Suggest talking to a TRUSTED adult such as a teacher, school counsellor, parent orcall one of theiesources listed in tlús-p;kage. 
**'*^

' Respect your friends right to privacy, you should not repeat the story unless she hasspecifically asked you ó and you hãvé permirrion to ào ,o.
. Realize that the situation will not change overnight.

' It is very difficult to listen to the hur:t, anger and pain, someone close to you is having.
Hiå:f,,åîsred 

person uuout yoüi r;Ji;is; il,Ëi"';;ä;"äi;ä,;ö,i,iå privacyãnd

Adaped from the Londor¡ Family Court Clinic lrrc
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A FRIEND TELLS YOU THAT THEY ARE ABUSING TFIEIR PARTNER......

. Sopport them for recognizing their problem.

. Listen.

' El:ourage themto get the support they need to change their behaviour. The violence
will not stop on its own.

' Su.ggest talking to a TRUSTED adult such as a teacher, school counsellor, parent or
call one of the resources listed in this package.

IF YOU WTINESS A FRIEND ACTING IN AN ABUSIVE MANNER (VERBAL OR
PHYSICAL TOV/ARDS THErR PARTNER.......)

. Tell your friend that nobody deserves to be abused.

. Help your friends in looking at the risks of more abuse.

' Encourage your friend to contact one of the resources listed in this package.

Adapted from the London Family Court Clinic lnc.
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RESOURCES AND SERVICES

Osborne House (YM-YWCA) Crisis Line and

Shelter for Abused Women (24 hours) ......942_3052
Toll-Free Province-wide Crisis Line.. ...... l_g00 _362_3344

Sexual Assault Crisis Line . .....7g6_g631

Suicide Prevention Klinic Crisis Line . . .. . .7g6_g6g6

Teen Touch ..... ..7g3_1116

Kids Help Phoneline. ... t_g00_66g_6g6g

Youth Resource Centre ..477_IgO4

Contact Community Information 944_4050

Fort Garry Women's Resource Centre ......477_IlZ3

Immigrant Women's Association 9$_g6!2
North End Women's Resource Centre Sgg_7347
'Women's 

Advocacy Program .945_6g51

Evolve 7g4_4010

Elder Abuse Resource Centre. ..942_6235

Family Centre of Winnipeg ..... ......g4j_1401

Children's Home of Winnipeg .. ... ..7g6_7051

Child and Family Services (east).. ....944_42g6
After hours-emergency 944_4050

Child Guidance Clinic ....257_0202
School Counsellor .îß3ì9g6

Pluri-Elles Cenrre de Femme ..233_L735

Ma Mawi Chi Itata Cenrre, Inc. .. . . ...925_0300
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REMEMBER

A good relationship

is not one without conflict

It is one in which the participants can resolve conflicts

so that no one is hurt or oppressed;

so that everyone wins.

Reprinted wiür permission from the Education Wife Assault
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My Declaration of Sell-estnem
I am me.

In all the world, there is no one else exactry rike me. There are persons who have
some parrs like me, bur no one adds up exacdy rike me. Therefåre, everything
that comes our of me is aurhentically mine because I alone chose it.
I own everything about me -my bod¡ including everything it does; my mrnd,
including all its thoughs and ideas; my eyes, incruding thJirnages of åu they
behold; my feelings, wharever they may be - anger, joy]frustration, rove,
disappointmentt exciremenr; my *outir, and af the words ùat come our o[ ir,
polite, sweet or rough, correct or incorrect; my voice, roud or soft; and ail my
actiors, whether they be to others or,o ,nyr.lf.
I own my fantasies, my dreams, my fears.

I own all my triumphs and successes, alr my fairures and mistakes.
Because I own all of me, I can become intimately acquainred wiù me. By so doing
I can love me and be friendly with me in all myþa.o. I ..n then make it possible
for all o[ me to work in *y ú.rt inrerests.

I know there are aspects about myself that pu'zle me, and other aspecs that I do
not know. Bur as long as I am friendly and ioving to myserf, I can courageousry
and hopefully look for the solurions io the puzzles 

"ná 
fo, ways to find our more

about ¡ire.

However I look and sound, whareve¡ I say and do, and wharever I think and feel
at a given moment in time is me. This is authentic and represenß where I am at
that momenr in time.

when I review later how I looked and sounded, what I said and did, and how r
thought and felt, some par,, may lurn our ro be unfirting. I can discard rhar
which is unfitting, and.keep thaiwhich proved fiuing, 

"nd 
inu.n, somerhing new

for rhar which I discarded.

I can see, hear, feel, think, sa¡ and do. I have the rools ro survive, ro'be close ro
othe¡s. to be producrive, and make sense and order out of the worrd o[ peopre
and things ourside of me.

I own me, and therefore I can engineer me.

I am me and I am okay.

by Virginia Satir
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

FORTEENAGERS:

Tgp Secre¡: Sexual Assault Information For Teenagers Only, by
Jennifer Fay & Billie Jo Flerchinger. Available from King County Rape

Relief, 305 South 43rd, Renton, TVA (206 -226-5062) This booklet
presents information on incest, date rape, offenders, self-protection
and how to help a friend who's been assaulted.

Did You Hear'What Happened to Andrea?, by Gloria D. Miklowitz.
New York: Delacorte, t979. Story of a teenage girl who is raped by a

Stranger. (fiction)

T:'ger gIg_$., by Judy Blume. Dell 1982. After the violence, a family
tries to pick up the pieces and go on. (fiction)

Daughters of Eve., by Lois Duncan Laurel Leaf, 1980. Ttris exclusive
club becomes a haven for young rvomen who come from abusive
families. (fiction)

No Safe Harbours., by Stephanie Tolan. Faucett Juniper, 1983.
Together they helped each other survive their father's emotional
blows.(fiction)

@., by Stephen Thorpe. Bantam, 1985. He wanted to
die, but someono ca¡ed and that resurrected his courage.(fiction)

Putting Heather Together Again.. by Marilyn Levy. Fawcett Juniper,
1989. Heather thought she and Joe were best friends;then he raped
her.(fiction)

$ily3L, by Norma Fox Mazer. Avon 1989. Patty had all the beautiful
things money can buy. But her uncle's abuse is too high a price to
pay. (fiction)
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INSERT

Also provided with the student resource package was a comic entitled "Big Break"

published by Planned Pa¡enthood Manitoba (1988), which incorporated a dating violence

scenario into one of the comic strips. Also included in the student resource package was a

pamphlet produced by The Family Centre of Winnipeg called "TEEN Dating Violence".

Due to copyright restrictions, neither of these documents have been reproduced in any

way-

These resources can be obtained by calling Planned Pa¡enthood Manitoba (204)

982-7800 and The Family Centre of Winnipe g (ZC4) 941-t4}t.
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STUDENT RESPONSES FROM

QUESTTON/COMMENT BOX

MODULE ONE

IDENTIFYING ABUSE

I never realized that I had been abused, until now. I know what
abuse is and I know that its happened to me.

I learned that no matter how much you love your boyfriend, you
shouldn't stick with him, if he hurts you. You must tel[someone.

I learned that its not O.K. to be possessive.

I learned mind games is a type of abuse.

I learned that you cannot "deserye" sex because she's/he's good.

Is it abuse when a parent avoids the situation until the parent gets too
mad and pu,ts down the child by threatening and cômparing and
sometimes slapping or hining you with objects?

Don't be possessive.

Hopefully the people that are in abusive relationships will rry ro get
out.

OVERALL AWARENESS

Onu¡io has lots of abuse.

That violence is everybody's problem.

Abuse is not good.

I learned that abuse can affect every facet of your life to a great
extent.

There is no need for violence in relationships.

There is a lot of abuse going on, you know nothing about.

That violence can happen to anyone young or old, No matter what
culture or where you live.

I learned that violence is a major crime and no man or woman
should be in cont¡ol over you.
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OVERALL AWARENESS
IONTINI.]ED)

I have learned that violence is never the answer.

Abuse is not the victims faulr

Violence is not accepted

Relationship abuse is wrong.

I didn't know that men can now be charged by the cops.

Violence is cruel.

I learned that drugs and alcohol do not always contribute to
violence.

I learned that abuse isn't caused by alcohol.

I think that violence should be stopped.

Real strength is when somebody refrains from using their power.

I learned that abuse does not have to come from drugs and alcohol.

I learned that alcohol and drugs do not cause abuse they are just
excuses for it.

I learned that violence is wrong.

I'm amazed that a law upheld violence towards women.

I don't agree with #3 I think that any man or guy that beats its
partner is mentally ill.

That drinking and drugs is a myth when associated with abuse.

I didn't know the law that men could control and own their wives.

I learned about the "thumb" rule or whatever its called. Glad that's
done.

I learned that we had a weird rule about women.

I learned that other culture's beat their wife, husband or child.

I never knew about the rule of thumb but I think it's disgusting that
women were ever treated that way.
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OVERALL AWARENESS
(CÐNTINT.]ED)

I didn't know that there were laws for abuse. I think the mental
state of the abuser is an opinion.

I learned that abuse happens in all groups of people.

I am agreeing with most of your aspects of abuse.

Early in history (Canada) it was Okay for a man to abuse a woman
only if the stick wasn't more thick than the thicl¡ress of his thumb.

I didn't know that at one time it was Okay to hit, I always thought it
was illegal.

I learned that alcohol and drugs is not an excuse for abuse.

I learned that there was a law saying it's O.K. to beat a parnrer-What
percentage of women beating someone?

I learned that alcohol and drugs don't cause people to be abusive or
increase the chances.

I thought the fact about the guys who are possessive and jealous
being potential abusers very interesting.

Alcohol and dnrgs are only an excuse for abuse and not a reason.

That some of the facts that I would have thought were myths and
that dnrgs and alcohol have no effect on abuse.

I learned that drugs and alcohol aren't always the cause of violence.

A good portion of society is bent and sick-minded-be it because the
media or the way we were brought up and no matter what you do, at
this rate it will get worse.

That men usually get what they want

I learnt about ignorance.

I think abuse is bad.

I learned that abuse is bad.

Unique.

I learned that abuse was accepted in past times and it was O.K. for a
man to hit his wife.
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OVERALL AWARENESS
(CONTINI.]ED)

Men that hit women aren't mentally ill.

I learned that violence is happening far too often in society.

Rule of Thumb inæresting.

I learned the Rule of Thumb.

I never thought it would be legal to beat your wife its degrading.

KNOWLEDGE PERTAIMNG
TO THE CYCLE OF VIOLENCE. CYCLE OF SEXISM.

I learned that it isn't easy to get out of an abusive relationship, like
people say.

If you're abused but it hasn't happened in a long time, should you
wait till it happens again?

I learned that women/men can't always leave their husband/wife if
they want to. Because of threats or something like that.

#6 myth or fact should read "Women feel they can walk away
anytime. When you say women can walk away anytime that's true.
They can they just don't know it.

Abuse isn't always hereditary.

INCIDENCE RATES/STATISTICS

I found the a:nount of people abused is very high.

I learned that there is a lot of abuse happening today.

I learned about the statistics, although it didn't surprise me.

I didn't know that the statistics were so high or that almost
everybody is affected.

Girls do abuse not only guys (I'm a glrl).

I leamed that women also beat men.

I learned some statistics that I didn't know abut before and some
myths and facts that were new to me which were surprising.
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INCIDENCE RATES/STATISTICS
(CÏ]NTINI.JED)

It seems to me you are blaming most of this abuse subject on the
males.

I think this is good but most of the things you say the things on the
overhead deal with men being abuser and women being the victims.
It happens both ways.

I didn't know abuse was so common everywhere.

1 out of 4 woman has or is being abused by a partner (or more).

DEFINING, NAMING AND
IDENTIFYING ABUSIVE
BEHAVIOURS

I learned the different kinds of violence that happens in a
relationship and at home.

I learned about abuse today.

I learned the forms of violence today and what violence is.

I learned the different kinds of abuse.

I learned that you don't have to be mentally ill to be abusive.

I learned all the different kinds of abuse.

People that live behind 7-ll&atpeople.

When somebody becomes intoxicated is it all right for the opposite
sex to take advantage of the other person.

Is physical violence towa¡ds a child against the law.

Is just name calling abuse.

If a guy says stuff like "f üke to pinch your butt" is that harassment.

I didn't know about curb stomping.

Curb stomping.

Is it abuse when a person makes you feel guilty for doing
something. If so how can you help a friend?
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DEFINING, NAMING AND
IDENTIFYING ABUSIVE
BEHAVIOURS
(CÐNTINI.JED)

GENERAL

If you were raped but never told anyone and you liked it, and a girl
raped a girl what should you do?

If you were raped but never told anyone and you blame it on
yourself because you let the guy in your house and all the facts, I
say, point to me. Isn't that Okay?

Kill all the men .

What is l,ove?

My dad used to beat my mother about 6 years ago, now I'm bigger
than him and when I see him I'm going to kick his ass.

All the different kinds of abuse.

Is hitting (not really hard) a form of discipline? Should it be
tolerated? Is it considered abuse?

I leamed a alot about the different kinds of abuse.

If you're walking down the street and someone grabs to rape you, if
you ask them to wear a condom even though you say no, can you
still charge them?

I'm in a relationship where we'll make plans then he'll break them.
I'll mention it, then it will happen again what should I do about it?.

For the past month I've been getting calls and hang ups. My mother
noticed that someone is driving around our house and stopping
beside our driveway. We thought somebody was looking for our
add¡ess. But it kept repeating. This Friday a guy I knew came up
to me pushed me against the wall and tried to force me to go out
with him. When I said no he was demanding an answer, is it
abuse?

I thought this class was a good one.

I think what you are doing is great, but its a little unfair to us males.
All it talks about is how women are always victims.

I think that this is going to be a helpful week.
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GENERAL
ICÐNTTNIJED)

Hi I love this class.

This is really an interesting lesson.

Why do we have to learn this stuffwe already know.

This program app€ars betær so far than last year.

I've taken a lot of this stuff in junior high so I find it kind a boring
no offense.

I thought it was a good class. I had no idea that we allowed abuse
in our culture at one time.

Why are we doing this?

This class was inæresting.

I think little attention has been taken on the issue of abuse. It has
always been hidden on purpose because they think it is traditional
and nobody's business except the people its happening ro. I think
they should have more classes on this and the government should
make more laws.

I think it is a very informative and helpful course.

Hi, interesting talk wrong ideas were cleared up.

Hi you have some shocking information its kind a scary.

I think the program is good in some ways but for the one's who
have been abused it is hard and they shouldn't have to go through all
the pain again.

This is useless because its gonna happen whether you say so or not
(abuse).

I learned that alot of stuff we know and believe are myth turn out to
be fact I hope I never get involved in a violent relationship.

Can we go into more detail of each subject? ex. mental, sexual.

I didn't learn anything.

I learned alot about abuse.

Its like really good and stuff.
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GENERAL
(CONTINI.JED)

I didn't learn anything but thanx for trying.

Just because you listen to violent music doesn't mean you will be
violent.

Hello I don't know what to say, I guess this is a really helpful class,
but a sensitive issue.

I think its great that we're discussing violence in relationships
because it is common.

INFORMATION ON
HOW TO HELP A
FRIEND OR YOURSELF

Who is the first person you should tell if a parent is abusing you.

How can you stop abuse?

If someone abusing you and you are scared to tell someone what
should you do.

What do you do if you're in a verbal, emotional and mental abuse
relationship.

Can you press charges against someone who has emotionally
abused you.

What do you do if you know someone had been or is being abused .

I learned about Kathy, how she's into drugs and I tried to stop her
But I guess I was doing it the wrong way my friend really needs
help and I need help too.

I guess this is really helping since I just left my father this summer.
He was abusive physically and mentally I guess its good for me ro
talk Thanks.

My friend gets hit by his dad what should I do?

I know of someone who is sexually abused by her father.

What do you do if you've been sexually harassed and you didn't say
anything and now you find out that it is happening to others?

What can you do to help a friend with a verbally abusive brother?
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INFORMATION ON
HOW TO HELP A
FRIEND OR YOURSELF
(.colrm{uEp)

What if your mom hits you once in awhile, but sort of brought it on.

Well I know I'm being used that's O.K. cause I like the abuse.

MODULE TWO. MODULE THREE & MODULE FOUR

The responses to these modules are grouped together because in many cases Module 3 was

eitherpresented with Module 2 orModule 4.

RESPONSES TO THE VIDEO
. THE CROWN PRINCE
(cYcLE oF vroLENcE - EFFECTS
ON CHILDREN \ryHO WITNESS VIOLENCE)

I found that if you are exposed to someone for long enough you can
become like them.

It was pretty neat about the film being in Winnipeg.

The f,rlm is very real and happens in many homes, unfortunately.

The film should be updated.

I thought today's class was very interesting, we watched the film
last year.

I ttrink the film was portrayed as the classic abuse situation with the
"I'm sorr¡r and its won't happen again thing" and wasn't a thought
of story, it showed all the typical things.

I think it's pretry sick to that happen and its weird nor alor of people
rcalize that this is happening a lot more and it is around us, not
someone who lives in the bad part of the city. Kids do get affected
when they see this sort of thing.

That movie showed that kids are affected by their dad's abuse.

Its time to give the NFB more $$$$.

I learned that parent violence does notjust affect the person being hit
but the children as well. They learn that violence it O.K. but its not.
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RESPONSES TO THE VIDEO. THE CROWN PRINCE
(cYcLE OF VTOLENCE - EFFECTS
oN CHTLDREN WHO WTTNESS VIOLENCE)
ICONTINTJED)

I thought !t was freaky when the paint smell came right when the
paint sheH fell. Maybe its a sign? I leaned that it is imponant ro tell
about family violence so that we can stop the cycle of violence and
get people help so they know there are other outlets.

I think society is starting to realize the situations happening in homes
and it's good to hear theres woman shelters that undèrstanã.

Hi it was kind of outdated.

I liked the movie, it got the point across.

Maybe not being affected by this type of violence changes my
perspective but if any one hurt a member of my family I would be
the first to stop it.

If the mother gets the house what does the father get .

Why are lots of people violent.

Can we watch another movie like this?

The movie was good. Don't hit people its not nice.

I thought the movie was realistic. Which made it more interesting.

Very goodmoviel enjoyed it because I wanted to know what Billy
would do about what was happening.

I tho-ught th_e molie was very interesting. I think alot of people
could learn from it.

I thought the movie was very good.

I enjoyed the movie.

The movie was informative and was also sort of fake.

I liked the movie thank you.

I found the.movie hard to believe-I don't think she could leave her
husband that easily.

I tho.ught_the movie was good and it shows you how some family's
are like. It also shows you how you can react.
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RESPONSES TO THE VIDEO
. THE CROWN PRINCE
(cYcLE OF VTOLENCE - EFFECTS
ON CHILDREN WHO \ryTTNESS VIOLENCE)
(CI]NTINI.JED)

I thought it was a good way to show how it can transfer to a kid or
people.

I thought the film was informative and well produced I think the
movie was Okay. It showed what family violence is like ar home I
think the older brother Billy was a loser. And the younger brother
Freddy was smart to tell someone what was going on.

I thought the movie today shows reality because that is what really
goes on in some households. With movies like those, hopefully
someday violence like that will cease.

Billy shouldn't have lied when Freddy told the school about the
abuse. He should not have taken his anger out on Freddy and
Wendy Abuse in a families wrong, action should be taken as soon
as possible verbal abuse is wrong.

I enjoyed this class today. Are we going to watch more movies on
such topic?

The movie got me really pissed off about how the guy beat his wife.
The worst part is that it is so real and occurs so frequently.

I learned that if you Í¡re in trouble you should get help immediately
or you may end up hurting someone else. Like how Billy's mom
didn't get help right away and it affected Billy.

I learned that Ronald is a weenie and that violence could be handed
down from father to son.

I thought the film was very good and exciting. People can help other
people get through it if they really want to.

I thought the film was good and had lots of action. I learned ro not
hit people and calm down.

I thought the video was very good I thought the movie was good.

I thought the movie was O.K. but a little dated.

I've seen it before.

I've seen it before.

I thought the film portrayed an abusive family very well. The film
did look outdated though.
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RECOGNIZING EMOTIONS,
STEREOTYPES, CONFLICT
MANAGEMENT SKILLS

I learned that I cope with my anger by intemalizing it and taking it
out somewhere else ex. sports.

I leamed that it was hard to give things up.

I learned not to be violent because it comes to hunt you down.

I learned a lot about my anger and how to control it not to fight with
people.

Men have emotion too.

I learned a few things from the YM magazine like how the magazine
portrays men and women and what goes on in relationships.

A guy I like keeps flining with a girl I know he doesn't like. He
knows I like him. What's his problem?

I'm more violent unto myself than others actually only unto myself.

I will try to cope with my temper but I have a short temper as soon
as someone does something I'm pissed off.

My boyfriend can make me feel guilty to get what he wants because
I'm gullible with him.

I learnt a lot of different ways to deal with your anger and when
you're pissed off is it O.K. to yell back at your parents?.

I learned that anger needs to be controlled.

I learned not to hit people.

I'm having troubles with guys because I'm too possessive even if
I'm not going out with them I'll be jealous I don't think I could ever
be tied down in one relationship. Because I don't know if I could
trust this person. I've known this guy for 4 years and he likes me I
don't like him as much. He lives in St. James. I like someone else
a bit to.

There are lots of things that you can do to stop yourself from being
violently angry.

What do I do when a friend of mine puts me down and it hurts my
feelings but they think they are only joking?
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IDENTIFYING ABUSIVE
RELATIONSHIPS

I learned some signs of abuse from dating relationships.

I learned that abuse is going on in lots of peoples lives.

I learned how to tell if my friend is in a violent relationship. So now
I know if I can help or not..

I learned that abuse is bad and you should get help if you need it.

I learned that if you are being abused mentally, physically or
emotionally it's alright to tell someone.

If you are in a relationship ttrat is abusive sometimes but other times
you love the person more than anything because they are truly a
good person what should you do.

I learned that emotional and verbal abuse often come when there is
physical abuse involved.

I would have thrown that man's ass in jail so fast that he wouldn't
have known what happened.

What do you do in a relationship with emotional, mental and verbal
abuse?

Can you take someone to court if they verbally abuse you.

Is it alright to accuse your boyfriend of flirting if your joking and he
knows you are.

Are spanking O.K. cause my friend is getting spanked still?

Why don't women leave? Don't police offer enough protection Why
are men so afraid to admit they have a problem.

What is the point of abuse? If you are abused how can you prevent
younelf from hitting your kids?

My brother sometimes beats on me but when I tell my Mother about
it she does not believe me. It has been going on for about 3 years
now and a couple of my friends were there when he did it. I tried
calling the police but someone always stops me. What should I do?

There was this guy and he made me do something I didn't want to
do. I tried to leave but he pulled me back and I gave up. f'm
confused about it because I gave in doesn't that mean its my fault.
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IDENTIFYING ABUSIVE
RELATIONSHIPS
(CONTINTJED)

GENERAL

These classes help me, but they fn¡sraæ me, f've btocked the abuse
out of my head and this is bringing it back

Is there heþ anyone can seek from sibling abuse.

I have a question. If someone forces you to do something other
than sexual intercourse what is that called?

When a boy/girl talks to you in a mean sexual way is it sexual
assault.

Is physical punishment (spanking) towards a child against the law?

My boyfriend asks me for permission to go places all the time. I
didn't demand this from him but I must have made him feel like he
had to do this. V/as I abusing him?

Two friends of mine have come to me saying they have been
sexually molested. What can I do for them or say to them? They
have asked that I won't tell anyone else. I promised I wouldn't.

My best friend always beats me because he's trying to be cool.

Why do you have to learn things you already know.

Is it O.K. to have sex when you are not ready to have a baby or be
a mother.

I think some people are not brought up to learn how to deal with
their anger, so they use it inappropriately.

This program has taught me a lot.

If you have been to counselling to deal with having been sexually
assaulted and you have had lots of help with it is there something
wrong with you if your still hostile towards and scared of getting
involved with guys? What can you do to get over that? Are you
ever going to get over it? or are you going to be weird like that
forever?

I think some people are losing it like Brett

If I say wanted to kill someone-for example a basketball coach is
that wrong.
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GENERAL
ICONTINI.JED)

Do you think there should be gun conml.

This is an interesting topic. I've learned alot. You must be a good
mother because you know how to handle a lot of things.

MODULE FNE

Sometimes this class is too much to handle. It brings back bad
memories. That's why sometimes I do something else instead of
listening. My life is bener now and I just want to put that bad part
of my life out Thanks a lot though.
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